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Conference Summary
James Harrington
Project Manager
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The goal of NASA's many outreach programs is to promote to the general public an
understanding of how NASA makes significant contributions to American education systems and
to institutions dedicated to improving science literacy. This newsletter provides one vehicle for
reporting how applications and hardware used for space science ar_clother NASA research and
development can be adapted for use by teachers and their Students=and by non-NASA
organizations.
Report on MU-SPIN's Eighth
Annual Conference
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James Harrington, Jr., and Valerie L.
Thomas, Minority University- Space
Interdisciplinary Network, Goddard Space
Flight Center
For the 8th consecutive year, the Minority University- Space
InterdiSciplinary Network (au:SPiNi°_helci its annual Users
Conference. This year's conference, hosted by the Southwestern
Indian Polytechnic Institute (SIPI) in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
focused on the theme "Strengthening Partnerships Between Tribal
and Non-Indian Institutions." A NASA educational outreach program,
MU-SPIN has sucessfully developed a strong infrastructure of
hardware, software, and human resources and offers training and, as
of recently, applications. The program has made some impressive
impacts during its 8 years.
Development phases
l
MU-SPIN evolved through four major phases: conceptualization;
infrastructure (hardware, software, and human resources); training;
and applications. The success experienced in each of the phases was
enhanced by the recognition of the importance of collaboration at all
levels of the projecL ...... : _=
During the conceptualization phase, collaboration was demonstrated
with the idea for the project emanating from NASA Headquarters and
the formulation and structuring of the project being done at the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The infrastructure development
involved collaborations with GSFC, the National Science Foundation
(NSF), and the Association of Computer and Information
Science/Engineering Departments at Minority Institutions (ADMI).
While GSFC managed the project, NSF provided infrastructure grants
to some of the MU-SPIN institutions for Internet connectivity and
support for the MU-SPIN Users' Conferences and ADMI provided
access to the deans of the engineering schools and heads of the
computer science departments at minority institutions (and other
institutions with large minority enrollments.) .............
With the establishment of the MU-SPIN Network Resources &
Training Site (NRTS), MU-$PIN collaboration_ took off at an
explosive rate. Collaborations include: NASA; seven NRTS _
institutions and other higher education institutions, Kindergarten
Through Grade 12 (K-12) schools in their i'egions; other government
agencies; and other organizations. This allowed the NRTS to train a
large number of students, faculty, and staff through their education
and research outreach initiatives as part of the applications phase.
During the current phase of the MU-SPIN development, partnerships
are being established which will bring them into the mainstream
with an awareness of and experience with the cutting edge science
and technology research.
Partnership With Tribal Institutions
This year's MU-SPIN Users' Conference was a unique experience for
its attendees because it was hosted by a Tribal College.
Understanding how NASA research and education resources can be
implemented in Tribal Institutions is a critical goal for NASA.
During the conference, the welcome address was given by Carolyn
Elgin, SIPI President. The keynote address was presented by Dave
Warren, Professor Emeritus, Institute of American Indian Art & the
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Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian. Remarks or
presentations were given by Karen Buller, President, National Indian
Telecommunications Institute (NITI); Jose C'de Bacca, American
Indian Science & Technology Education Consortium (AISTEC); Maureen
Smith, Wabanaki Science and Math Project; Michelle Bekaye and
Alvino Sam, American Indian Network Information Center (AINIC);
and Phillip Sakimoto, NASA Headquarters Tribal Colleges Program
Manager.
In addition to the conference speakers mentioned above, Georgia
Johnson, University of Idaho, gave a very interesting presentation on
how the Space Grant Math and science curriculum will work for
Native American students if "the frame of reference and teaching
strategies include the tribal world views and experiences of the
Indian students." Johnston proposes that the theory of "Ethnoscience"
helps to better understand the differences in world views between
European thinkers and Native thinkers and will help frame
instruction. Ethnoscience includes the methods, thought processes,
mind sets values, concepts, and experiences by which Native
American groups understand, reflect, _ and 0btai'n empirical
knowledge about the natural world ` (Cajete, G.,1986).
Adopting an Ethnoscience framework will aide the educator in
adopting a broader view of knowledge SYstems. Successfully
teaching Indian students requires a shift in thinking western,
scientific thought and knowledge is not THE TRUTH, it is ONE way of
understanding the world. The following chart is an overview of
world view differences between EUr0_)e_an and Indian knowledge
systems. The chart is a guide.t o aide the teacher as she/he plans
inclusive lessons. , .......
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ETHNOSClENCE
AMERICAN INDIAN EUROPEAN
Cyclical Time Linear Time
Harmony and Balance Hierarchies
Matrifocal (Mother Earth) _ Patrifocal (Laws)
Oral Knowledge Base Written Texts Group Identity
Individualism Shared Resources Accumulation
Observing Talking Respect for Elders Challenge the
status quo Creation Creation
Thinking Making
1. Thought Woman 1. Deity 2. Rituals 2. Rewards/Punishes_
3. Sacred Places 3. Churches - man made
4. Relatedness 4. Separateness
There are several visible results of these conference activities. In
addition to everyone receiving a thorough education about tribal
culture and education, some new tribal and non-tribal collaborations
were initiated. California State University Los Angeles established
a new initiative to work with tribes in northern California on
remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS) concepts
for managing tribal lands and resources. NASA is working with NITI
to conduct a study of telecommunications _capabilities for tribal
colleges. Prairie View A&M University is planning to upgrade
distance learning technology at Dine College.
NRTS Technology Expertise
Another major highlight of the conference was the opportunity to
see the overall impact of the Mb-_[l_i=:_c_*:on the minor[{y _
community in the MSET areas. This opportunity was available
through the NRTS=Principal investigators and Consultants Poster
Session, held on the first day, and the presentations and Student and
Faculty Poster Session, held on subsequent days.
NRTS Showcased their technOlogy expertise in areas such as
videoconferencing and distance education, multimedia, high
performance computing, and cache servers. Videoconferencing and
distance education topics such as the best set-up for the NRTS,
curriculum-based distance learning opportunities, and a portal to
emerging technologies were presented. Topics covered in the
multimedia area were streaming content and courseware
development, hypermedia and the textbook, design tools for
developing web pages, object oriented programmin_ and graphical
programming in the study of digital arithmetic. Hardware and
software technology presentation topics included: a summer
institute for faculty and student high performance computing
technological and scientific investigations, and cache servers. To
help strengthen the MU-SPIN institutions' ability to write winning
proposa!s and their understanding of _._NASA__research____=opportunities,:=
Mildred Boyd gave a presentation on Proposal Writing and Dillard
Menchan gave a presentation on Research Opportunities
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Education and Research Outreach
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Education and research outreach activities were addressed in the
presentations and poster sessions. NRTS showcased the impact of
their programs mainly during the NRTS and the Student and Faculty
Poster Session, presenting, in addition to topics previously
mentioned, information on astronomy, astrophysics, robotics, CCNY
Weather Network, material sciences, environmental science, the
Internet and the science classroom, teaching multimedia in
Kindergarten Through Grade 12, and creating and using Thread with
Java. Additionally, there were presentations by others on students
sharing their weather while learning math, Global Observations for a
Better Environment (GLOBE), the Sun Earth Connection, Earth
Science, ECHO the Bat (remote sensing/visualization curriculum),
Project VISION, Mars Orbiting Laser Altimeter (MOLA), digital
libraries, and using algebraic software and graphical calculators.
Because of the large number of conference activities, all of the
presentations and posters have not been explicitly mentioned in this
article; however, an attempt has been made to cover all of the main
topic areas.
This conference opened the doors for new collaborations. They
include NRTS and NASA science and education collaborations as well
as tribal and non-tribal collaborations. The collaborations with the
Tribal Colleges has strengthened MU-SPIN's ability to impact all of
its constituent groups.
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._ Tuesday, October
IF
5:00 -- 8:00 p.m.
w
5:00 -- 8:00 p.m.
5:00 -- 8:00 p.m.
MU-SPIN Eighth Annual Users Conference
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute
and the
DoubleTree Hotel - Albuquerque
on
October 20-23, 1998
20,
v Wednesday, October
-- 7:00 -- 8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:00 -- 9:15 a.m.
9:15 -- 9:45 a.m.
9:45 -- 10:15 a.m.
10:15-- 10:30 a.m.
10:30-- 10:45a.m.
10:30-- 11:30a.m.
11:30a.m. -- 1:30p.m.
w
1998
Registration
DoubleTree Hotel, Lobby Level
Welcome Reception
DoubleTree Hotel, Salons I & II
Principal Investigators & Consultants Poster Session
DoubleTree Hotel, Salons I & II
21, 1998
Breakfast
DoubleTree Hotel, Salon III
Buses leave for SIPI
DoubleTree Hotel (parking lot) & La Posada de Albuquerque (2 _ Street exit)
Welcome
Dr. Carolyn E!gin, SIPI President
Opening Remarks
Ms. Karen Buller, National Indian Telecommunications Institute (NITI)
Keynote Address
Dr. Dave Warren, Professor Emeritus, Institute of American Indian Art and the
Smithsonlan National Museum of the American Indian
Minority University Research & Education Division
Ms. Bettie White, NASA HQ
Tribal Colleges & Universities Initiatives
Dr. Philip Sakimoto, NASA HQ
MU-SPIN Update
Mr. Jame. _.'#arrington, MU-SPIN Project Manager
Lunch & V Jlking Tour of SIPI
9
Wednesday,
1:30- 3:00 p.m.
3:00- 3:15p.m.
3:15p.m,
5:00- 7:00p.m.
October 21, 1998 m continued
Science & Communications Forum
Sun Earth Connection Forum Presentation for Education and Outreach
Dr. James R. Thieman, N_A,_ G_tdard Space Flight Center, National Space Scienc_
Data Center & World Data Center
m
The Function of National Weather Service and NOAA and their Outreach to
Minorities
Mr. Charly Wells, National Weather Seivi-ce w
214 Century Space & Science Careers .....
Mr. Dillard Menchan, NASA Goddord Space Flight Center, Office of Equal
Opportunity Programs
Local Research & Education Resources from the University of New Mexico
Dr. Art St. George, University of New Mexico
Earth Remote Sensing: What is it Really? - What to Do with It?
Dr, Blanche Meeson, NASA Goddord Space Right Center, Earth Sciences ResearcF-=i
& Education
Wrap-up
Buses leave forthe DoubleTree Hotel & La Posada de Albuquerque
• , _ _ _ _ _-_ _ ,
Student & Faculty Poster Session & Reception
DoubleTree Hotel, Solons II & III
Collaborative Research at the University of Houston-Downtown
Dr. Richard Alo', University of Houston - Downtown
Center for Network Resources and Training Internship Program,
IVY. Alice Baker 8<Ms. Helen Stillinger South Carolina State University
Teaching Multimedia in K-12
Ms. Stephanie Drotos, South Carolina State University
Spatial Temperature Variations in the Lagoon Nebula (M8)
Ms. Ely IV. Duenas, City College of New YOrk
Effects of Ag and Au Doping on High Temperature Superconducting Materials
Mr. Ly John Fridie, South Carolina Stateuni_,e_ty
Houston PREP
Ms. Sangeeta God, University of Houston - Downtown
NYC NEW TEAM -Real Science inthe Bronx:An Urban Middle School Initiative
Ms. EllenGoldstein,Mr. Kenneth Harris,Mr. WilfordHemans, MS. LeslieJones, and
Mr. Twso Valenzeulo, City College of New York, NASA RERC
Image Segmentation: Enhancement of the Region Labeling Tool using Khoros
Software System __
Ms. JoAnna P. Graham, Bowie State University =w=w
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"- Wednesday, October 21, 1998 -- continued
_-_ 5:00- 7:00 p.m.
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Student & Faculty PosterSession& Reception -continued
Creating and UsingThread withJava
Mr. Regg Hatcher Jr.,Morgan State University
DigitalUbraries:Impact on Science Medicine and Ubraries
Ms. Ruth Hodges, South CarolinaState University
Network Management Developed Using Java
Ms. Denee Lake, City College of New York
Technology and Ubraries: Bringing Together Information Literacy and Diversity
Ms. Elaina Noflin & Ms. Patricia Morris, University of Arizona Libraries
Processing of High Temperature Superconducting BSCCO Compounds
Ms. Kelry Robinson, South Carolina State University
Strengthening Partnershipsthrough Research Experiences in Earth System Science
Dr. Waldo Rodriguez,NorfolkState University
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_' 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 22,
_-_ 7:00- 8:00a m
Animations of Series Approximations and Polar Functions Using Algebraic Software
and Graphing Calculators
Ms. Jamiiah M. Seifullah, Alliance for Minority Partnership in Science (AMPS)
Developing a LabVIEW Based Ultrasonic Test and Evaluation Unit for Materials
Testing
Dr. Nikunja K. Swain and Ms. Gwendolyn Tobin, South Carolina State University
Object Oriented Programming (Visual Basic)and Graphical Programming
(LabVIEW) in study of Digital Arithmetic
Ms. Gwendolyn Tobin and Dr. Nikunja K. Swain, South Carolina State University
CCD Image Processing in Astrophysical Research
Mr. Taran Tulsee, Queensborough Community College
Ground and Space 'Based Observations of the Bubble Nebula
Dr. Donald Walter, South Carolina State University;
Implications Deriv_ from a Case Study of Teachers' Understanding and Use of the
Internet as It Relates to Curriculum Changes in a Middle School
Dr. Diane Wesffall, Moultrie Middle School
Awards Dinner
DoubleTree Hotel Solons II & Ifl
1998
Breakfast
DoubleTree Hotel. Salon III
.=
8:00a.m.= = Buses leave for SIPI
DoubleTree Hotel (parking lot) & Lo Posada de Albuquerque (2_ Street exit)
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Thursday, October 22, 1998 - continued
9:00-9:15a.m. Welcome
Mr. Reggie Eason, Deputy Project Manager
9:15-10:15a.m. Call for Participation Papers
Instructional Technology
Mr. Mike Scoff, University of Maine
City College of New York Weather Network
Dr. Shermane Austin, Cih/ College of New York
High Performance Computing Summer Institute: Foundation of Faculty/Student
Technological and Scientific Investigations
Ms. Dorothy Russell, Morgan State University
10:15-10:30 a.m. Break
I
m
10:30 a. m. - 12:00 p.m. Coil for Participation Papers - continued
Wabanaki Science & Math Project: A Model Program for Integrating Culture into
Curriculum -
Ms. Maureen Smith, University of Maine, Wabanaki Center
Cache Servers
" Dr. Unda Hoyden, Elizabeth Oty State University
Creating Culturally Inclusive Curriculum and Classrooms
Ms. Georgia Johnson, University of Idaho
L
American Indian Science & Technology Education-Consortium (AISTEC)
Mr. Jose C'de Baca, New Mexico Highlands University
12:00-1:00 p.m.
1:00- 2:15 p.m.
Lunch
Pre-College MSET Break-out Session I
MOLA: Meaningful Learning Contexts
Dr. Marina Alvarez, Tennessee State University:
ECHOtheBat
Ms. Virginia Butcher . -_.
GLOBE Science Research
Ms. Stephanie Stockman, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
1:00-2:15p.m. Networking Break-out Session I
the_
1:00-2:15p.m.
American Indian Network Information Center
Ms. Michelle Bekaye and Mr. Alvlno Sam, American Indian Network Information
Center
_ Distance Learning Break-out Session
Distance Learning at Prairie View A&M University
Dr. John Williams, Prakie View A&M University
_r--
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Thursday, October
1:00- 2:15 p.m.
1:00-2:15p.m.
2:15- 2:30p.m.
2:30- 3:45p.m.
2:30- 3:45 p.m.
2:30- 3:45 p.m.
2:30- 3:45 p.m.
3:45- 4:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.
Revlsed on October S, 1998
22, 1998 - continued
Distance Learning Break-outSession- continued
ExploitingDistantLearning -A Portal(Among MinorityInstitutions)to Emerging
Technologies
Dr. Moses Gwan, Gram_bling State University
Distance Learning on the Internet
Dr. Ashok Sotpathy, South Carolina State University
Internet Break-out Session
Design Tools for Developing Web Pages
Mr. James Holloway and Mr. Charlie Wrenn, Tennessee State Univers#y
Break
Pre-College MSET Break-out Session II
Integrating the Internef into the Science Classroom/Curriculum,
Dr. Sheilo G.ersh, City College of New York
Students Sharing TheirWeather while Learning Mathematics
Dr. Beverly Lynds, University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR);
ProjectVISION:UsingTechnology to Enhance the Science and Math Curriculum in
the Middle Schools
Dr.Gustavo Roig and Mr. Jorge Nosti,FloridaInternationalUniversity
Networking Break-out Session II
Information Technology Reference Documentation
Mr. Mark Irish, ADNET Systems Inc.
Video Conferencing: Closing the Distance - Improving the Learning
Mr. Samir Maniar, South Carolina University and Mr. Carl Taylor, Prairie View A&M
University
Multimedia Break-out Session
Streaming Content and Courseware Development: A Multimedia Multi-Mode
Approach to Distance Learning
Mr. Harry Schulte, University of Texas at El Paso
Hypermedio and the Textbook - Teaching C-H-
Mr. Curtis Sollohub, New Mexico Highlands University
Proposal Writing& Research OpportunitiesBreak-out Session
Dr.MildredBoyd, EduTech & Mr. DillardMenchan, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center,OfficeofEqual OpportunityPrograms
Wrap-up
Buses leave for the DoubleTree Hotel & La Posada de Albuquerque
13
Thursday,
6:00 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
October
Friday, October 23,
7:00- 8:00 a.m.
8:00a.m.
9:00-10:15a.m.
10:15-10:30a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.
12p.m.
2:00-9:30p.m.
Saturday, October
10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.
22,
24,
1998 - continued
Buses leave for the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
DoubleTree Hotel (parking lot,) & La Posada de Albuquerque (2 _ Street exit)
Dinner & Tour
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
1998
Breakfast
DoubleTree Hotel Solon III
Buses leave for SIPI
DoubleTree Hotel (porkihg lot) & La Posada de Albuquerque (2 _ Street exiO
Conference Wrap-up
Mr. James Harrlngton, MU-SPIN Project Manager
Break
Giveaway
(Winners must be present!)
Buses leave for the DoubleTree Hotel & La Posada de Albuquerque
Group Activity I:
Downtown Afouquerque & Sondia Peak ($37)
DoubleTree Hotel (parking lot) & La Posoda de Albuquerque (2r_ Street exit)
1998
Group Activity II:
Acoma Pueblo & Casino ($15) -
DoubleTree Hotel (parking lot,) & La Posada de AYouquerque (2 _ Street exit)
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,,_ Mr. Greg Ackerman
Orangeburg-Wilkinson High School
Administrative Assistant
60t Bruin Parkway
_._ Section III Admin.
Orangeburg, SC 29115
803-533-6327
ackermang@hotmail.com
MU-SPIN Eighth Annual Users' Conference
Albuquerque, NM
October 20-23, 1998
Final Attendee List
Dr. Shermane Austin
City College of New York
Dept. of Computer Science and
Information Systems
138th Street and Convent Avenue
New York, NY 10031
212-650-6165
212-650-6093
saustin@cs-mail.engr.ccny.cuny.edu
Mr. David Baxter
Black Middle School - HISD
1575 Chantilly
Houston, TX 77018
713-613-2508
713-613-2533
Mr. Samuel Adams
Prairie View A&M University
1A109 Hobart Taylor Sr. Hall
PO Box 2576
-- Prairie View, TX 77446
=" 409-857-2595
., 409-857-4150
- sam_adam,s@pvamu.edu
_ Mr. Jimmy Alcorn
v Hempstead High Schoool
PO Box 1007
Hempstead, TX 77445
-- 406-826-3331
w 409-826-4517
jim my_alcorn@pvam u.ed u
Dr. David Alijani
,,_; Southern University at New Orleans
Computer information Systems
6400 Press Drive
ADM207B
_" New Orleans, LA 70126
504-28_-5423
_. 504-284-5440
dalijani@ix.netcom, cam
m :
E Dr. Richard AIo'
University of Houston- Downtown
1 Main Street
: : Suite722-S
Houston, "IX 77002-1001
713-221-8207
713-226-5290
.__ ralo@uh.edu
b 4
Ms. AliceBaker
South CarolinaState University
Center forNetwork Resources and
Training
300 College Avenue
Hodge Hall
Room 208
Orangeburg, SC 29115
803-536-8797
803-536-8500
alice@eejust.scsu.edu
Ms. Sarah Baker
Jarvis Christian College
Highway 80 East
Hawkins, "IX 75765
903-769-5814
903-769-5005
sbaker@jarvis.edu
Dr. Chitta Baral
University of Texas at El Paso
Computer Science Dept.
500 West University Avenue
El Paso, TX 79968
915-747-6952
915-747-5030
chitta@cs.utep.edu
Ms.Tamara Battle
Medgar EversCollege
1150 CarrollStreet
Brooklyn,NY 11225
Ms. Michelle Bekaye
American Indian Network Information
Center
PO Box 218
Tsaile, AZ 96556
520-724-6612
520-724-3327
mbekaye@hotmail.com
Dr.Benita P.Bell
Bennett College
Chemistry Department
900 EastWashington Street
Mailbox #45
312 PfeifferScience Bldg
Greensboro, NC 27401-3239
336-370-8747
336-230-0942
bbell@bennettl.benneff.edu
Ms. Helen Bell
Lincoln Middle School EPISD
School Library
500 Mulberry
El Paso, TX 79932
915-584-9404
915-581-1371
hbell@tenet.edu
Mr. Jerome Bennett
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Science Communications Technology
Branch
Code 933
Greenbelt, MD 20771
301-286-4655
301-286-1775
Jbennett@pop900.gsfc.nasa.gov
t5
Humbolt State University
Indian Natural Resource Science and
Engineering Program
Walter Warren House
Room 38
Arcata, CA 95521
707-826-4994
707-826-4995
inrsepz@axe, humboldt.edu
Ms. Mildred Boyd
EduTech
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
University Programs Office
Code 160
Greenbelt, MD 20771
301-286-7820
301-286-1610
mboyd@pop100.gsfc.nasa.gov
Mr. Robert Bradbury
National Indian Telecommunications
Institute
110 North Guadalupe Street
Suite 9
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-986-3872
505-989-4271
bob@numa.niti.org
Ms. Robin Brown
ADNET Systems Inc.
MU-SPIN Project
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 933
Greenbelt, MD 20771
301-286-3409
301-286-1775
robin@muspin.gsfc .nasa.gov
±:
Dr. Willie Brown
Jackson State University
Office of Information Technology
P. O. 18839
Jackson, MS 39217
601-968-2105
601-968-2478
wbrown@ccalx.jsums.edu
Ms, Karen Buller
National Indian Telecomm unlcatlons
Institute (Nm)
1100 N. Guadalupe Street
Suite 9
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-986-3872
505-989-4271
karen@numa.nitl.org
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 922
Greenbelt, MD 20771
301-286-2923
301-286-
ginger@ltpmail.gsfc.nasa.gov
Mr. Jose C'de Baca
New Mexico Highlands University
AISTEC Project
TEC Bldg.
Room 302B
Las Vegas, NM 87701
505-454-3532
505-454-30t 1
jcdb@merlin.nmhu.edu
Mr. Malcolm Cannon
ADNET Systems Inc.
MU-SPtN Project
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Code 933
Greenbelt, MD 20771
301-286-0549
301-286-1775
wombat@m uspin.gsfc.nasa.gov
Ms. Heddie Carson
R. E. Howard Middle School
1255 Betleville Road
Orangeburg, SC 29115
803-534-5470
803-533-6529
hcarson@infoave.net
Mr. John Cavallo
Bowie State University
Department of Computer Science
3000 Jericho Park Road
Ubrary 271
Bowie, MD 20715
301-464-6656
301-464-7163
cavatlo@cs.bowiestate.ed u
Dr, Tat W. Chan
Fayetteville State University
Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science
1200 Murchison Road
Fayettevllle,NC 28301
910-486-I666
910-486-5461
chan_sbel.uncfsu.edu
ClaflinCollege
Computer Center
400 College Avenue
Room 127
Orangeburg, SC 29118
803-535-5250
803-535-5250
paslam@ciafl .c/aflin.edu
Dr. Ronald D. Clark
New Mexico Highlands University
Computer Network Services Group
Las Vegas, NM 87701
505-454-3539
505-425-3648
clark ron@nmhu.edu
Ms. Tishia Coleman
Prairie View A&M University
1A109 Hobart Taylor S-r:Hail
PO Box 2576
Prairie View, TX 77446
409-857-2595
409-857-41 50
tishia_ coleman@pvamu.edu
Ms. Gloria B. Cosby
Morgan State University .........
Computer Science Department
4867 Melbourne Rood
Baltimore, MD 21229
410-646-3426
410-396-7840
Dr.Kamyar Dezhgosha
CentralState University
Computer Science Department
1400 Brushrow Raod-- _-
Wllberforce, OH 45384
937-376-6160
937-376-6585 -: --
kamyar@cesvxa.ces.edu w
J
Mr. Phillip Diaz
Medgar Evers College
1150 Carroll Street
Brooklyn, NY 11225 W
i
16
Mr. V;ncem D;dwail
_, Morgan State University
Computer Science Dept.
Cold Spring Lane & HIIlen Road
Calloway Hall
_,_ Room 217
Baltimore, MD 21251
410-319-3962
410-319-3963
,_ vdidwall@morgan.edu
Dr.Carolyn Elgin
Southwestern IndianPolytechnicInstitute
Officeofthe President
9169 Coors Rd, NW
PC Box 10146
Albuquerque, NM 87184
505-346-5347
505-346-5343
ce@kafka.sipi.tec.nm.us
Mr. James Frost
LaGuardia Community College
31-I0 Thompson Avenue
Long IslandCity,NY 11101
212-249-9890
718-349-4061
jfrost@glss.nasa.gov
Dr. Ely Dorsey
Howard University
_* School of Business
Dept. of Information Systems & Analysis
_-- Washington, DC 20059
202- 806-1603
202-797-6393
edorsey@bschool.howard.edu
Mr. Phillip Escue
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Student & Faculty Poster Session
Ms. Alice Baker & Ms. Helen Stillinger
South Carolina State University
Ms. Ely N. Duenas
City College of New York
Mr. Ly John Fridie
South Carolina State University
Ms. Sangeeta Gad
University of Houston - DowntoWn
Ms. Ruth Hodges
South Carolina State University
Ms. Elaina Norlin & Ms. Patricia Morris
University of Arizona Libraries
Ms. Kelry Robinson
South Carolina State University
Dr. Waldo Rodriguez
Norfolk State University
Dr. Nikunja Swain & Ms. Gwendolyn Tobin
South Carolina State University
Mr. Taran Tulsee
Queensborough Community College
Dr. Donald Walter
South Carolina State University
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Center for Network Resources and Training Internship Program
Ms. Alice Baker and Ms. Helen Stillinger
South Carolina State University
Center for Network Resources and Trainin
300 College Avenue
Hodge Hall Room 208
Orangeburg, SC 29115
803-533-3965
8O3-536-8500
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The Center for Network Resources and Training Internship Program is dedicated to giving South Carolina
State University (SCSU) students the opportunity to participate in an active learning environment in such
areas as UNIX operating system, networking, systems administration, multimedia, web design and teaching
in a classroom, while gaining meaningful work experience. While technical in nature, the program is geared
toward reinforcing skills with hands-on learning whereby students are able to utilize the expertise of SCSU
faculty and staff as well as its various affiliates to ensure the accuracy of duties and projects.
Students are selected from the areas of biology, physics, chemistry, engineering, computer science,
mathematics, and engineering technologies and are required to attend an orientation process and several
training workshops throughout the semester to ensure the proficiency of the work in order to gain maximum
knowledge in their respective jobs.
The program is composed of three levels:
1. Research Assistant - assists with the installation and maintenance of the Center for Network
Resources and Training (CNRT) LAN systems for SCSU and CNRT partner schools; provides
hardware and software support to CNRT server and clients; creates web pages using HyperText
Markup Language (HTML).
2. User Support Trainee (UST) - monitors the CNRT computer lab and assists users with the computers,
while developing personal skills with the computer software and hardware.
3. Office Assistant/User Support Trainee - Assists in administrative duties in the CNRT office as well as
those defined in (2) above.
To date, more than 40 students have participated in the program. Some students had summer internships at
General Motors and AT&T; others received scholarships and fellowships to attend graduate schools such as
Wake Forest University, University of Georgia, and University of South Carolina, while others have gained
permanent employment at Lucent Technologies, MCI, IBM, and Santee-Cooper.
Since April of 1997, the students have participated in the following projects:
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PowerPoint Presentations
Internet?rechnology Oral
Presentations
Assistance with K-12 Internet Camp
[Mathemaii-cs-Projectl ..... --" ........"_ .... :
_ndergraduate_Rese_ch-'-_ Mate'rial
[Science
Web Pages: Funding Agencies &
oposal Writing
Deveio_d a scsu Faculty}staff
Poster Presentations
GLOBE Training Workshop
student GLOBE certified)
Assistance in Design of CNRT
Web Site
'Undergraduate Research in
Astronomy
Undergraduate Research in
:omputer Engineering
Guide to Graduate & Professional
Fellowships for Minority Students
Web Page ....
• cNRT Webmaster
" XSsiste,iFacultym t ng Co ' s
Online
Assisted in Drawing of LAN
 sign
Win 95 and Win NT Systems
Administration
= I"
S_earch Directo,ry L ......
Student Personalized Web Page
Assisted Faculty':'Developing
Web-based Instruction for Courses
UTP Cable Installation
m- .....
C_o_mPuter H_ardwar ¢ Repair .
The largest group, or 37%, of the students working within the CNRT Internship Program are biology majors.
Computer Science majors are second, comprising 27%.
Students who participated in the Internship Program have gained permanent positions at IBM,
Santee-Cooper, MCI, Lucent Technologies, Milliken, Inc., and College of Charleston. Some are in graduate -_-
school at Wake Forest University, University of Georgia, and University of South Carolina; and others
obtained summer internships at Lucent Technologies, AT&T, General Motors, and SCSU. Damian Clarke,
together with another CNRT student intern, Brian Lalla, participated in an exchange program with Oxford
University in England during the month of July, 1998.
PERMANENT JOBS
:-: .... :-:: -..
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Sirbrittie Grant Comp Science Asst Web
]
..... i =,
!Andre' Green Mech
Engineering
[Charisma Pagan Comp Science
Cedric Snell Comp Science
Regional Wells Elect Eng Tech
Tracy Wigfall Biology
'rr ............ _ ....
_urrent
IBM Programmer
Publisher
,- • , , ..
Asst Network Santee-Cooper
Mgr .,, N__etw_orki_ng .............
]Lab Monitor .....!IMCIProgrammer
Asst Web ILucent
Publisher Technologies
Asst Network
Mgr
Lab Monitor
Milliken, Inc.
Process Engineer
College of
Charleston
Accounts Payable
GRADUATE SCHOOL
[ Name [ Ma.|°r,
Jermaine Physics/Eng
Hampton
Antoinette
Williams
Jowi McMillan
Biology
Biology
Illterli
Asst Web
Publisher
AsstWeb
Publisher
Lab Monitor
11 Current
Wake Forest
University -
Biomedical Eng
University of
South Carolina -
Medical School
Uni ersi'Wof
Georgia - Biolo_
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
m
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Nicole Baldwin Chemistry Asst Web _SCSU
Publisher
, r- ............... T.............. - ....... ........ -- .............. _" .... y ..................... :'_ .... "- " " "1"..... r "r
Marcus Britt Comp Science tAsst Sys Admin Web
.............. •_7 F --.i--
Damian Clarke
Sirbrittie Grant
Comp Science
Comp Scien
Asst Web
Publisher
Publisher
Development
Lucent
Technologies
Exhange Program
Oxford
University
General Motors -
Programming
AT&T- Web
Development ..
In comparison to minimum wage earners on campus at South Carolina State University, the lowest salary of :
any CNRT intern is greater than the minimum wage.
Jermalne Hampton, a Physics/Engineering major, graduated from South Carolina State University in
December 1996. While at SCSU, he worked with the CNRT as its webmaster until July 1997. He is
currently a graduate student at Wake Forest University, majoring in Medical Engineering. He states;
From its inception at S. C. State, the Center for Network Resources and Training shaped my educational
experience as a student by placing basic lntenTet utilities necessary withhz my reach and by providing the
training that allowed effective use of these tools for research and career plann#zg. During my tenure as
CNRT Webmaster, my knowledge of computers, networking and the Internet continued to grow to develop
into skills which impact my life as a graduate student even today. - .....
Sirbrittie Grant, Computer Science major, worked as a CNRT Research Assistant in 1997, during which
time she created and maintained the SCSU Ongoing Research Web Site while working in a UNIX
environment, utilizing digital imaging techniques. It was her desire to pursue a career in Management
Information Systems upon graduation in May 1998. She is currently employed by IBM as an IT
Specialist-Application Development/Management, developing on a Windows NT platform, jointly using
Oracle databases, PowerBuilder and Java tools. Sirbrittie had this to say about CNRT:
CNRT provided the practical technological experience every institution shouM possess. It introduced me to_-"
the dynamics of the World Wide Web and extended me the opportunity to phmge deep into the lnternet's _
intricacies. CNRT's infrastructure and staff made learning enjoyable. CNRT has proven to be a
well-grounded stepping-stone to my academic, technical and professional growth. _
Andre' Murphy, a Computer Science major, is currently the CNRT Webmaster. He is also a member of the
United States Coast Guard and upon graduation from South Carolina State University, he will become a _"
commissioned officer. After a three-year tour of duty with the Coast Guard, Andre' plans to pursue a
Master's Degree in Networking Administration. Of the program, he says:
The Center for Network Resources and Training vas]l_mproves one's educational experience at South
=Carolina State University through the exposure it provides to various integral facets of computer science.
Some of these aspects include Web Publishing, Network Administration, and Research. The CNRT provides
the accessibility to the Internet so that both students and facul_." at SCSU can fully realize attd appreciate its
educational value and usefubzess. The CNRT furnishes the valuable hands-on experience that is no
available in the ordinary classroom environment but it is so necessar3, for one to acquire a job of their
choice. The benefits of the Center for Network Resources and Training are both exponential attd boundless.
.L=_L
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Spatial Temperature Variations in the Lagoon Nebula (M8)
Ely N. Duenas
City College of New York/South Carolina State University
Physics Dept.
41-06 50th Street
Apt# 2J
Woodside, NY 11377
718-205-7036
212-678-5622
eduenas @ giss.nasa.gov
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Abstract
MUSPIN NRTS sites at South Carolina State University (SCSLD and City College of New York (CCNY)
have collaborated to fund student astrophysical research during the summer of 1998. The results of one such
student are presented.
The emission nebula M8 has being examined using ground based CCD imagery taken through narrowband
interference filters at select wavelengths of diagnostic importance (e.g., temperature). The IRAF software
package was used in the standard manner to calibrate the raw images. Further details of the data reduction
can be found elsewhere in this conference (see Taran Tulsee'sposter). The ultimate goal of this project is to
produce a temperature map of the nebula using the doubly ionized oxygen atom, which emits at a
wavelength of 4363 and 5007 angstroms. The ratio of images obtained at these two wavelengths will lead to
the most detailed spatial temperature map of M8 to date. This map will be of importance to future
researchers in determining chemical abundance variations among M8 and other galactic emission nebulae.
This research is being funded by MUSPIN NASA cooperative agreement NCC5-116, NASA-URC
NCC5-228, and other NASA sources.
Summary
NRTS Summer Collaboration
In a collaborative effort to motivate undergraduate students to develop an interest in Astronomy and Space
Science, the MUSPIN NRTS sites at SCSU and CCNY have participated in a research exchange program
that involved students from each NRTS.
The presenter of this poster had the opportunity, for the first time, to have hands-on use of an 8" telescope
during astronomical observing nights set up by the observing team. The observing team was composed by
Taran Tulsee (Queensborough Community College--see his poster display), Anthony Williams (SCSU), Ely
Duenas (Hunter College of CUNY), and was guided by Dr. Donald Walter (SCSU). Such observing
experience was very rewarding for students who are considering a career in the Space Sciences.
Additionally, the students gained computing/technical skills including web publishing, digital image
processing, working in the UNIX environment, and the use of SUN workstations.
t31
About the Lagoon Nebula, M8
Also called NGC 6523, the Lagoon Nebula is about 5200 light-years from the Sun and in the direction of the __5
center of the galaxy, and it can be seen by the naked eye as a comet-like glow in the Sagittarius w
constellation. M8 contains dust and gas clouds where new stars form; it gets its energy from ultraviolet (UV)
radiation that results from interacting with young hot stars in its midst, and it is seen as a glowing region of
hydrogen gas called an "HII" region. In the nucleus of the nebula, a dumbbell-shaped feature--the
Hourglass--is observed, which has a high surface brightness. Another interesting feature of the Lagoon
nebula are the Bok globules, which are tiny, circular dark nebula against the brilliant nebular background,
with diameters of 7,000 to 10,000 AU, produced by relatively dense clouds of dust. Globules are thought to
be protostars or new stars in their earliest stages of formation.
111
Results from this Study
" L S _"
This poster will summarize the results of the data reduction and image processing performed on a set of
ground-based images taken of the nebula through narrow-band interference ftlters. These images were
examined using the IRAF software package to remove sources of noise and produce data which is -
scientifically useful. An example of this will be presented in the form of a temperature map of the nebula __
using the ratio of two images taken at different wavelengths of doubly ionized oxygen. After additional
analysis, the results of thi s study will be published and made available for others interested in determining .-
chemical abundances and modeling 1-13Iregions, w
r
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The Effects of Au and Ag Doping of Bismuth Compounds
Mr. Ly John Frdie
South Carolina State University
Physical Sciences
300 College Street NE
PO Box 7296
Hodge Hall Room 208
Orangeburg, SC 29117
803-516-8566
803-536-8500
ltf@ physics.scsu.edu
A
Abstract
A NASA funded undergraduate research student at South Carolina State University will present the results
of a study of the effects of doping BiSCCO superconducting compounds with Ag and Au. Previously
processed compounds (See Kelry Robinson this conference) are used to make quantitative measurements of
pellets and whiskers. These measurements are used to determine the effect of doping on the transition
temperature (temperature at which material superconducts). This study will look at doping ratios not
previously studied. The results of= this study will ultimately contribute to a better understanding of
superconducting materials and commercial applications.
w
Introduction
BiSCCO is shorthand for bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide (Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu30 or Bi2Sr2CalCu20)
compounds which are high transition temperature superconductors. One of the easiest measured parameters
of superconductivity is the transition temperature To. There are theories of how T c should be affected by
substitution. Thus there are many studies of the effect of substitutions for Cu in the Cu-O planes which are
thought to be the cause of high T e superconducting compounds. The research group at South Carolina State
University has found it to be relatively simple to grow substituted single crystals (whiskers) of the Bi-based
superconductors with narrow transitions so that various substitutions may be studied. This work has
concentrated on substituting the Cu in the BiSCCO series with either Au or Ag.
Experimental Procedures
The growth method for the single crystals was pioneered by Matsubara et al. Details of the method can be
found in the presentation by K. Robinson. Briefly, the proper amounts of oxides and carbonates were mixed,
melted at 12000 C, splat-cooled and annealed at just below the melting point for 100 hours. Quantitative
compositional analysis of substituted samples was done by electron probe microanalysis using a Cameca
SX50 four-wavelength spectrometer automated electron microprobe.
A standard four-probe DC technique with a supply current of 100 microamps was used to measure the a-axis
electrical resistance which allowed for the determination of the sample resistance as a function of
temperature. Electrical contacts were made by evapo_j_ng four silver pads on the sample, thenJ_nnealing at
550 ° C for one minute in air. Typical contact resistance was less than one ohm when silver paint was applied
after the evaporation.
111
The resistance-versus-temperature curves usuaily contained two drops in resistance from the normal state
resistance. The first in the region of 110 K corresponds to the transition for the 2223 phase. The second near
80 K corresponds to the transition for the 2212 phase. It has been shown from other analysis techniques that ,.¢
the majority of the sample is 2212 with filaments of 2223 shunting the 2212 material. The data was taken for
various substitution levels of silver in the starting compound BigSr 1.9Ca2.2CU4_nAgnO8+x where n ranged
from 0. I to 2.0. As indicated above, the amount of substituted material in the whisker was determined from _-,
microprobe analysis, c
Results
A systematic substitution of Ag for the Cu does not produce a systematic change in the material's T c. W
Resistance measurements on the whiskers show that the transition temperature of the Ag-substituted
BiSCCO materials appear to be unaffected by the substitution indicating that there is either no effect or the
silver is not taken up by the whi'sker. This is supported by the electron microprobe analysis results which aa
show the absence of Ag in the whiskers. - = _: : -'-
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=Houston PREP
Ms. Sangeeta Gad
University of Houston-Downtown
Center for Computational Sciences and Advanced Distributed Simulation
1 Main Street
Suite 722-S
Houston, TX 77002-1001
713-221-8432
713-226-5290
gad@dt.uh.edu
The Houston Prefreshman Enrichment Program (Houston PREP) is an eight-week summer enrichment
program conducted at the campus of the University of Houston-Downtown (UHD). Houston PREP is geared
towards high-achieving, yet economically and socially disadvantaged Houston area middle and high school
students with an interest in engineering and science.
Houston PREP spans over four summers, and its academic components include Algebraic Structures,
Engineering, Computer Science, Logic, Physics, Probability and Statistics, Problem Solving, SAT
Preparatory Seminars, and Technical Writing.
The program faculty is composed of college instructors and local high school teachers. This year, six high
school instructors were provided by Houston area school districts. These teachers were trained by UHD
faculty members in advance to prepare for the PREP curricuhim.
The program staff consists of program assistants, who are undergraduate students majoring in math, science,
or engineering. These program assistants remain in contact with the students each day, and serve as tutors
for the Houston PREP participants. They also prove to be great role models and mentors to the students.
Since Houston PREP targets economically and socially disadvantaged students, no tuition or fees are
charged to the student. In addition, the program is an approved site for the Houston Works Program and The
Texas Department of Human Services Summer Food Service Program (SFSP). This allows all Houston
PREP participants to earn money and receive free breakfast and lunch for the tenure of the program.
A 1997 Follow Up survey of previous Houston PREP participants revealed a 99% high school graduation
rate. Of the survey respondees, 91% were college students or college graduates; 57% were engineering or
science majors; and 75% of these college students were minority.
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Digital Libraries: Impact on Science, Medicine and Libraries
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Ms. Ruth Hodges
South Carolina State University
Miller E. Whittaker Library
PO Box 7491
Orangeburg, SC 29117
803-536-8630
803-536-8902
ib_hodges @ scsu.edu
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The Congressional Electronic Library Act of 1993, and the President and Vice-President in their report on
"Technology for America's Economic Growth," called for the development of digital libraries. Workshops
by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and others'ledto def'uaihga research agenda for digital libraries.
This was identified as a national challenge in the Information Infrastructure Technology Application
component of the U.S. High Performance Computing and Communications Program. In late 1993 the
National Aeronautics and Space Administrai:ion (NASA), NSF, and the Advanced Research Projects
Administration (ARPA) jointly sponsored a requests for proposals on "digital libraries." The project focuses
on dramatically advancing the means to collect, store, and organize information in digital forms;
additionally, it focuses on making it available for searching, retrieving, and processing via communications
networks in a user-friendly way. Multidisciplinarian collaborative projects were funded under this initiative
at Carnegie-Mellon University, the University of California-Berkeley, University of California-Santa
Barbara, Stanford University, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, and the University of Michigan.
This poster focuses on current developments in digital library research and technology. It examines the
impact of digital libraries in science, medicine and libraries in general. It addresses issues resulting from the
development of digital libraries; and further discusses to what extent Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs) are involved this technology.
What is a Digital Library?
There are many definitions of a "digital library." Terms such as "electronic library" and "virtual library" are
often used synonymously. The elements that have been identified as common to these definitions are: 6
• The digital library is not a single entity
• The digital library requires technology to link the resources of many
• The linkages between the many digital libraries and information services are transparent to the end
users
• Universa! access to digital libraries and information services is a goal
• Digital library collections are not limited to document surrogates: they extend to digital artifacts that
cannot be represented or distributed in printed formats.
In 1995 this broad definition was adopted by the Association of Research Libraries which is a major library
organization mostly comprised of large academic libraries.
In essence, digital libraries use computer technology to store, manage, and disseminate vast amounts of
information. The components of a digital library include assemblage of electronic data, cataloging and
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indexing mechanisms, tools for locating, searching, and browsing data collections. It also includes
mechanisms to retrieve and potentially process data from remote and distributed locations, and interface
tools. Each of these components allow tasks to be performed easily by non-expert users. Because each of
these digital library entities requires expertise from several disciplines, collaborations are the norm--as
evidence by several existing projects. 7 Often, multidisciplinarian teams consist of engineers, librarians,
statisticians, computer scientists, and others. 1
Impact on Science and Medicine
The production of scientific information since World War II has exponentially increased, especially in areas
such as molecular biology. Endeavors such as the Human Genome Project generate large gene and protein
sequence data which are being stored, and managed in computerized format for dissemination to scientists
and the medical community worldwide in just a matter of seconds via the Internet.
Several scientific related government agencies have provided funding to support digital library technology.
In 1993 the NASA, NSF, and ARPA jointly sponsored a requests for proposals on "digital libraries." The _-
project focuses on dramatically advancing the means to collect, store, and organize information in digital i
forms; additionally, it focuses on making it available for searching, retrieving, and processing via _._ _ le
communications networks in a user-friendly way. Six projects were funded under this initiative (see table 1).
Since then projects have continued to grow; examples include: Global change datasets, climate and weather
databases, Human Genome data, astronomy datasets, multimedia medical databases, social sciences
databases, and other repositories. (see table 2). 1 Having this information available in digital format and
disseminated via the Intemet has greatly enhanced access and retrieval of scientific and other information
needed for research and development. _..........
Impact on Libraries
Digital technology has revolutionized libraries by empowering various libraries, serving various populations,
to link together and even merge. As librarians try to adapt their contributions to a new role in the digital
world, many have described the library.., as a "gateway" to many information resources that is available m
electronically.l I The "'gateway" phenomenon requires not only that quality and authoritative information is
available but als0 is accessible in a user-friendly environment. Concepts by libraries differ in aspiring_ __
toward the digital "gateway." For example some envision efforts to create digital libraries to further expand _
access, increase usability and effectiveness, and establish entirely new ways for individuals to interact with
information; some envision a "hybrid" library--one that combines traditional print publications and new
digitized information; and others view digital technology as a means of preserving deteriorating manuscript w
and rare books and have joined the "digital bandwagon." The following are examples of digitalization by
libraries. 1) Cornell University has included more than 2,000 19th and early 20 th century books in electronic _
format; 2) conservators of the Library of Congress, the British Library in London, and the Vatican Library i_'
Rome all are digitizing their most treasured volumes; and 3) the Library of Congress expects to have 5
million books and images digitized by the year 2000.10
As documents are integrated into very large collections covering an entire field of study, linl<s among th e _
documents become increasingly important to help with searching and browsing. Who more than librarians
have the expertise and experience to identify the important linkages between documents that should be
incorporated within catalog entries?-- _ ...... _
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Digital Libraries and HistoriCally Black Colleges and Universities
To what extent are Historically Black Colleges and University (HBCU) libraries involved in digitalization
and what are the potential impacts of this technology? A general perception is that the technological
infrastructure is modest at most of these libraries. As for digital libra_des, several HBCU libraries provide
their users access to traditional journals, indexes, reference books, etc., through the World Wide Web.
Although some of the most comprehensive and significant African Diaspora archival collections are located
at HBCUs, only a few participate in digitizing their collections. Moreover, libraries owning such collections
attract scholars nationally and internationally for research. The following is an overview of significant
archival collections at some I-IBCUs which are potentially available for digitalization: 1) Moorland-Spingarn
Collection at Howard University contains one of the most comprehensive collections on people of Africans
descent throughout the Diaspora. The collection includes original documents of such notables as: Charles
Drew (surgeon and blood storage pioneer), Frederick Douglass (abolitionist), Kwame Nkrumah (past
president of Ghana and Panafricanist), Alan Locke (writer and Rhode Scholar), E.E. Just (zoologist and
father of parthenogenesis), Paul Robeson (singer, actor, and scholar), Booker T. Washington (past president
of Tuskegee University and educator), Carter G. Woodson (educator, historian and father of "Black
History"), etc.; 2) the Clark Atlanta University Collection includes the John Henrik Clarke Afrieana and the
Countee Cullen Memorial Collection of Graphic and Performing Artists; 3) and Fisk University houses
original documents of W.E.B. Dubois (Panafricanist), Marcus Garvey (Panafricanist), Langston Hughes
(writer), and Aaron Douglas (visual artist); and 4) South Carolina State University owns original documents
of the 1896 organization, the Palmetto Medical, Dental and Pharmaceutical Association.
Some potential impacts of HBCUs digitizing its archival collections are: 1) to expand the use of these
documents and promote resource sharing among institutionsmideally similar to Georgia's Galileo system, a
digital library system consisting of resource sharing of the online catalog, electronic journals, indexes, and
other resources among university, school, public, and technical school libraries; 2) to provide value added
sources of information. That is, quality, authoritative, and substantive information could be digitized and
disseminated nationwide to students, researchers, and others seeking scientific, medical, and other types of
information--thus, promoting research and development from anywhere anytime.
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Issues Related to Digital Libraries 3, 15, 4
The following are major issues related to digital libraries:
1. Economics
Where will we get the money to maintain current projects and fund future ones?
2. Selection
What should we digitize (Archival materials, resources with high user demand, teaching resources, or
materials where copyright has expired)?
3. Quality Control
How do we add structure, organization, and validity to the Internet?
4. Interoperability
,
How do library users at one location using one interface search digital collections of hundreds of
libra_des?
Copyright
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How do we make materials widely available digitally while protecting the library rights of artists,
writers, and publishers?
Conclusion
Given the many possibilities of digital technology, research and development in this area will proceed to
new heights. HBCUs like other institutions need to enhance their technological infrastructure to ensure that
digital libraries are fully functionalm"no need to have the technology if it doesn't work." Institutions need to
develop digital libraries with universal search engines with user friendly interfaces. Institutions must ensure
that development of their digital libraries' infrastructure is within the regulations of copyright. Accordingly,
institutions need to increase their library's budgets to enable subscriptions to mo_ "value addedi,__temet
resources, e.g., online journals, indexes, reference books, etc. By doing this, institutions will expand access
to more quality Imemet _sources for students, faculty, and staffmThus reducing or eliminating geographic
and temporal barriers. - _ :: .....
Table 1: Six Digital Libraries Projects 4'5,15
Carnegie-Mellon University
Project Title: Informedia
DigitalVideo Library
[University of "
California-Berkeley
Project Title: Environmental
Planningand Geographic
Information Systems
University of California-Santa
Barbara
Investigates how multimedia
digital libraries can be
established and used (video,
audio, images and text); research
is in the area of speech
recognition, image
understanding, and natural
language processing supports..
.knowledge base and search
retrieval.
v ' '
Aims to develop the
technologies for intelligent
access to massive, distributed
collections of photographs,
satellite images, maps, full text
documents, and multivalent"
documents; research includes
computer vision, databases and
information retrieval, user needs
assessments, etc.
Expiot_sprOblemsrel--ated t-'--_-a--
distributed digital library for
geographically referenced
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Project Title: The Alexandria
Project: Spatially-Referenced
Map information
Stanford university
Project Title: Interoperation
Mechanisms among
Heterogeneous Services
University of Illinois
Urbana-Champalgn
Project Title: Federating
Repositoriesof Scientific
Literature
University of Michigan
Project Title: Intelligent Agents
for Information Location
information; comprised of
digital maps, text, space shuttle
and satellite images, and historic
aerial photography of California. !
[Focuses on'interoperability, i.e.,
ihow disparate databases can be
treated as one by the user
(Tennant, 1997). The network
will include not only books and
iournals, but data from private
collections and scientific studies.
The system employs software
enabling people to browse
through disparate sources at the
same time.
Aims to provide full-text
journals, magazines, and
scientific literature primarily for
engineers. Documents mostly in
SGML (Standard Generalized
Markup Language) and Adobe
Acrobat. This system will
provide people.., at 10 large
Midwestern universities remote
access to full-text and pictures
of tens of thousands of
documents.
Aims to develop sophisticated
software programs which will
allow librarians and users to
search more efficiently for
information on the subjects of
earth and space science; JSTOR
(Journal Storage Project),
Humanities Text Initiative, etc.
Table 2: Other Digital Librad_ Projects 4'8'9'12"16
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[I_ew York Public Library (NYPL)
Project Title: Digital Library
Collection
Indiana Music Library
Project Title: VARIATIONS
?roject
University System of Georgia
Project Title: Galileo
!Includes digital images and texts
files from the Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture
pertaining to women, dance,
theater, music, etc.; and the NYPL
finding aids. _
Focuses on digitalization of audio
and video materials related to
music.
Provides statewide digital library
resource sharing among Georgia's
9fivate and state universities,
_ublic libraries, technical schools,
md public schools.
ILibrary of"congr'ess Digital J]Provides Historical Coilections, "
_and Thomas
Michael Hart, Executive Director IProvides electronic textbook tiles
l[available via the Internet.
ProJect Title: ProJect Gutenberg t1
Tufts University i[Provides multimedia library of
[information about Archaic and
_lClassical Greece: Literature,Project Title: Perseus Project
Nati0nai Library of Medicine
Project Title: Visible Human
Project; and GeneBank
Virginia Tech
Project Title: Networked Digital
i[history, art, and archaeology.
Provides anatomically 3-D
representation of the male and
female human body; NIH's genetic
sequence database of all publicly
available DNA and protein
sequences.
Consists of an initiative of 39
institutions to increase the
availability via the/.ntemet of
Library of Theses and dissertations. ![student research by digitizing
Imasters theses and doctoral
...... ,, ,_, _-, {dissertations.. _ .
University of Iowa Includes a medical multimedia
database containing materials for
Project Title: The Virtual Hospital medical education, patient care,
patient education, and continuing
medical education. Available via
the Intemet.
• r r ,. -. it-" ....
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Technology and Libraries: Bringing Together Information Literacy and Diversity
Elaina Norlin & Patricia Morris
University of Arizona
Undergraduate and Science Library
Main Library
Room A401C
Tucson, AZ 85712
520-621-9919
520-621-9733
enorlin@bird.library.arizona.edu
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Summary
Academic librarians have redefined and expanded their traditional roles in to meet the changing needs of
students. The increasing emphasis on computer literacy, access to electronic and digital formats, the
Internet, and the globalization of education have prompted libraries to respond with creative and innovative
programs and services for all users.
While these are exciting times, as we approach the 21st century minority graduation rates are still low all
over the country. Research has proven that the dominant culture does not take in account unique differences
in diverse groups, which should be nurtured and cultivated. Native Americans, along with other minority
groups, sometimes do not know about the vast informational resources within mainstream universities.
Nationally, libraries cannot continue to meet the needs of a diverse clientele by only recruiting and catedn[
to people from the dominant culture. As Librarians and Women of Color, it's our responsibility to provide
outreach, training and support for a variety of diverse groups.
This poster presentation will showcase library outreach projects and instruction, which is geared toward
diversity education and life long learning. Librarians ate organizing computerized information and
evaluating new technology for:
* Web design and maintenance
• Curriculum development
• Interactive Instruction
• Multimedia Development
Goal
To provide an interactive and informative presentation on current University of Arizona projects focussing
on diversity education and cultural development.
Methodology
145
Pre-Survey
The purpose of the survey is to tailor the participant,s interests and ideas with the information provided in
our poster presentation.
Participants will fill out a short survey when they first approach the table. The survey will assess the
individual's computer expertise, project interests and methods for learning information.
Learning Modules
• Intemet- The projects which are accessible through the Intemet will be bookmarked and available for
viewing.
,, Power Point Presentation - A continuous power point presentation will showcase the projects and
provide background information.
• Poster Board Information - The poster board arranges all the special outreach projects, contact
information and suggestion forms together.
-7-'_
Evaluation - - ......
After the presentation, an evaluation form will be distributed to each individual. The form will contain all
the projects presented, URL's and contact information. The evaluation form can be a referral guideto consult
at a later date. Pat and I will highlight any sections the pc_son is interested in, and they can take the sheet
back to theirinstitutionor business. _.............."
- r •
A separatesheet willbe availablefor new ideasand suggestionsfrom theparticipants.These ideas and
contactinformation willbe shared with our co!leaguesatthe Universityof ArizOna.-......
: • . _ .
Conclusion
From thispresentation,we want toshare and gain knowledge about technology,informationliteracy,
diversityand careerdevelopment. The opportunityto teach,learnand interactw_ithotherprofessionals
committed todiversityeducation is very exciting,enrichingand rewarding.
m
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Abstract
A NASA-funded undergraduate research assistant atSouth Carolina State University will present the results
of a processing and growth study of Ag- and Au-doped bismuth-strontium-calcium-copper-oxide (BiSCCO)
superconducting compounds. Proper stoichiometric ratios of all components are mixed to form a base
compound powder. Different processes will be discussed including pellet formation and single crystal
whisker growth. Pellet formation involves a high-pressure procedure to be discussed in detail. Whisker
growth includes high-temperature (12000 C) sintering which leads to millimeter-sized or smaller crystals.
Introduction
This study is a part of a project that investigates the change in the properties of bismuth-based
high-temperature superconductors as a portion of the copper is systematically replaced by either silver (Ag)
or gold (Au). This substitution changes the material properties and probes the underlying mechanisms for
superconductivity. Superconductors are marked by a rapid vanishing of resistance at the critical temperature
(To). In conventional superconductors T c ranges from less than 1 K up to 23 K for Nb3Ge. High-temperature
superconductors were first discovered in 1986 when Bednorz and Muller announced a transition temperature
of up to 38 K in lanthanum copper oxide which had been doped with either strontium or barium. The
laboratory at South Carolina State University investigates the properties of the bismuth-based materials
(Bi2Sr2Can_lCunOs+ x where n =1,2,3). In these studies the materials are doped with either Ag or Au as a
substitute for a portion of the Cu resulting in Bi2Sr2Can.lCUn.zOs+ x where n =1,2,3 and z = 1 to n. The
procedure described in this paper concentrates on the addition of Ag and results in bulk samples in the form
of pellets. By a slight variation in the processing procedure single crystals of the materials (whiskers) can be
produced. The properties of the samples are determined by examination of the transition curves and from the
results of microprobe data.
Experimental Procedure
Several molar ratios of bismuth, strontium, calcium, silver and gold are chosen for this study and are
outlined. Appropriate amounts of their oxides and carbonates axe mixed together and ground to a fine
homogeneous powder. These powders are then put in the furnace and calcined at 8500 C for 6-8 hours. This
step is repeated several times with intermediate grindings to ensure homogeneity. The calcined powders are
then pressed into pellets at 7 tons and sintered at 8500 C for 100 hours with an intermediate grinding.
Afterwards, the pellets are cut and inspected under an optical microscope for surface textures and
irregularities. 14,7
The phase of the processing that involves the formation of a glassy matrix from which single crystals or
"whiskers" of the BiSCCO superconductor can be grown is similar. The pellets are heated up to 1200 o C for
a sufficiently long rime to make sure that they have melted completely, typically about 30 minutes. The melt
is then poured onto a steel plate and simultaneously flattened by another steel plate. This step produces
glassy shards less than 1 mm in thickness which are found to be ideal for whisker growth.
Finally, these shards are put in an alumina boats and annealed near their melting point for 120 hours in
flowing oxygen. Upon cooling, a thick growth of whiske_ can be observed on the shards. These whiskers
can grow to lengths up to 5 mm and their width and thickness are in the order of a few hundred microns.
These are then examined using an electron microscope equipped with a microprobe. Measurements of
resistivity, thermal conductivity and calorimetry arc also done on the samples.
Results
The addition Ag or Au to the initial compounds should result in substitution of these metals for Cu in the
superconductor. The resulting materials are expected to exhibit shifts in the transition tempera_ a result
of the substitution. Electron microprobe results indicate that the Ag concentrated in regions within the pellet la
The effect of the substitution on the transition temperature of the materials was inconclusive. Work is
continuing on the effects of Au substitution.
tn
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Introduction
The understanding of the Earth as an intricately coupled system and the variables that influence climate
changes has been a subject of interest for many years. 123 The study of interactions between the atmosphere,
land, ice, oceans, and biota and their impact in the climate change has attracted scientists from many
disciplines over the years. This has created the Earth System Science (ESS) interdisciplinary field. In the
early days scientists made in situ observations of the atmosphere, land, ice, oceans, or biota and correlated
those to the climate changes. These studies by did not provide the overall picture of the global changes.
Satellites have revolutionized ESS studies allowing global coverage. Since satellites have been utilized as a
research tool, vast amounts of data have been collected. Unfortunately, for years only atmospheric scientist
had access to this valuable data. Now there is a large effort to disseminate this data by the various agencies
involved. These stems from the easy distribution of the data through the Internet and availability of the
computing power needed to produce images and store data to the average citizen. However, public
awareness of the availability of this data and education on how to utilize it has lagged behind.
The six-week Research Experience in Earth System Science (REESS) summer program educated twelve
MSET undergraduate students of the existence and usage of the vast data resources available from the ESE
missions. This was accomplished by assignment of short research projects to the students and an intense
educational program.
• Introduce undergraduate MSET students to relevant aspects of ESE programs and encourage usage of
on-line NASA resources.
• Provide an enriching experience of scientific investigation in Earth System Science within a
collaborative interdisciplinary environment.
• Exploit the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment II (SAGE II) data for the determination and
understanding of the global atmospheric water vapor variations from high to low tropical storm
activity years and atmospheric aerosol concentrations influence in ozone depletion. Enhance SAGE II
data visualization techniques. Study the earth radiation budget using the Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment (ERBE) satellite data.
• Provide research oppoi'tunities and educational experiences to Students from institutions, which are
underrepresented in the ESE programs. This includes Historically Black Colleges and Universities,
Hispanic Serving Institutions, and Junior Colleges.
Student Participants on the REESS 98 Program
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Name Educational Instituiion Principal
Residence
............ it .............
Danville, KY
Gloucester
County, VA
Austin,'Texas
University . . ......
[Howard University, - _ [Chicago, IL_
Tidewater Community !Norfolk, VA
Colle_ . _)j
NewYorkr_Stituteoe Brooklyn,N'Y
.................................................................................................... i
;I_arrick'J. Belcher[Norfolk State University -
Khadijah Booth llXavier University
Ilya_na'Budak Southwest Texas Siate"
Thomas Butler
ihk v. Cope
Aaron M.
Freeman
[Sandra L.
Gutierrez
Charmagne D.
Harris
_;chrie L. Janet
Johnny Ray Light
C. Scott Michaels
Technology
Columbia University Newark, NJ
: ,No o ,VANorfolk State university
IlN0 folksmt University
Thomas Nelson
Community College
No oik;V£-
1 •
1Yorktown, VA1
, ,' - ± "; ,
Thomas Nelson [ York County, VA
Community College t
i= _ J
An_gela W.Parso_ n Norfolk State University.. [[Norfolk, vA j
Edu_tional Activities
Lectures, seminars, demonstrations, and exercises to educate the students in various aspectsof EsE were
given throughout REEss. These activities were generally performed in the first two hours of each day.
Lecture Series
A series of lectures were delivered in order to expose the students to various aspects of the atmos.phere,
earth's climate, scientific research methodology, team work, data manipulation,_andscienfifievi?u_ization.
Although the events are referred as lectures, extensive discussion took place between students and lecturer.
The lecture titles were The Atmosphere and Earth; Remote Sensing, Ozone, Biomass Burning, and related
NASA Programs; Paradigms and Team Work: Their Importance in Research; Dependent, Independent, and
Interdependent Systems; Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) Series; Leader, Manager,
Worker; Mission Statements; SAGE II Data Conditioning; Vision, Leadership, Management; Numerical
Arrays; and Self Motivation and Teamwork: Importance in Research. - ........
Seminar Series
The participants attended seminars delivered by prominent scientist. Seminars were followed by a discussion i,
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period to ensure understanding and encourage student involvement.
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• The Human Adventure Continues
Dr. William Smith, Virginia Air and Space Museum, Hampton, VA
• Sea Surface Temperature Variability
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography, Norfolk, VA
• Stratospheric and Gas Experiments II and III
Dr. William P. Chu, On campus
• Laser Development at NASA
Dr. Norman P. Barnes, On campus
• Remote Sensing from Satellite
Dr. James Russell, Hampton University, Hampton, VA
• Langley Aerospace Research Summer Scholars
Mrs. Rafaela Schwan, On campus
• Graduate Student Research Program
Mr. Lloyd B. Evans, On campus
Exercises
Various exercises were assigned throughout the program. These exercises were aimed to improve skills in
data manipulation, scientific visualization, teamwork, and oral presentations. All these skills were not only
necessary for the successful completion of the program but also for successful carders. Some exercises were
independently performed, but most were completed in teams. Mentors were available to answer questions.
The exercises are described below.
• Excel Data Manipulation Exercise
Students established competency in fundamental data manipulation, averaging, statistics and graphing
using Microsoft Excel. This enabled the instructors to emphasize the quantitative nature of the task
ahead without getting bogged down in low level syntax issues.
Sea Surface Remote Sensing
Students were taken to the Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography at Old Dominion University,
where they were allowed to manipulate sea surface satellite data. Exercises related to the data were
administei-ed to the students.
• Literature and World Wide Web Review
The first step of Scientific Research is to understand previous investigation in the topic of interest.
• Create Mission Statements for the REESS Program and Individual Teams
Creation of a mission statement establishes the direction in which the program and teams are going as
well as promotes teamwork.
* Create a Team Web Page
Students were trained in Web Page authorizing techniques.
Student Presentations
In science, the dissemination of new discoveries is of primary importance. Teaching communication skills in
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a researchenvironmentis asimportantasthescientific work. In our program, the student research groups
were required to prepare and deliver a weekly presentation. The format of rids presentation will be
equivalent to the format of a presentation at a major scientific conference: lO minute of talk followed by a
2-m_nute question period. Everyone in the group was required to speak. Every Friday morning all research
groups gave presentations on their progress. The first Friday their presentation consisted on their literature
and World Wide Web review of their topic and subsequent Fridays the progress of their investigation was
reported. The last Friday of the program a final presentation of their work with all results and conclusions
were delivered.
BEST Fest
A day long series of talks and workshops was organized in concert with the Earth Systems Science
Educator's program on campus where REESS students benefited from interaction with in-service and
pre-service teachers. They answered questions on their own projects as well as attending mini-workshops
offered by a staff member from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
Trips
. _ ..... _ - ........ _=_ ....... _ ..... , _ . ___ _=
Students were taken to two educational tours and the beach. The educational tours were to:
• Jefferson Laboratory
• Center for Coastal Physical Oceanography
Research Activities
The twelve students were divided into four research teams. The Water .Vapor, Ozone and Aerosol, and IDL
teams which primarily utilized data obtained from the SAGE II instrument, and the Earth Radiation Budget
team which used data from the ERBE projects. The breakdown of the teams will be described in details in
Section 5.5. The projects are described below.
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment 11 (SAGE I1) data was utilized for three research projects. The
SAGE 11 is a solar occultation experiment mounted in the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS). This
satellite orbits the earth nearly 15 times a day allowing SAGE 11 to recor_l a sunrise and a sunset event per
orbit. Total earth coverage is achieved in one month with approximately 9_ profiles_ me Water vapor
concentrations are obtained by measuring the solar signal at the 940 nm water absorption line. The j
instrument self-calibrates by measuring the signal above the atmosphere before a sunset and after the sunrise
events. The spatial resolution is 200 km through the earth limb and 1 km in verticfl axis. 6 This resolution is
large enough to comprise most of the vertical motions associated with convection, but small enough to w
observe individual areas) The water vapor data has been validated with radiosonde results, frost point
hygrometer, Lyman-a and LIMS satellite observations. The accuracy is estimated to be around 10%.
The ERBE data was utilized by using Worldwatcher, and innovative new visualization software from __
Northwestern University. Several ERBE data sets were available such as incoming radiation, outgoing =-
radiation, albedo, reflectivity, surface temperature, and greenhouse effect. This software allowed easy _l
comparison of differences in earth radiation budget activity over different geographical areas. ......
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REESS Activity Schedule
Summary
The rigorous 6 week Research Experience in Earth System Science (REESS) program exceeded
expectations in educating MSET undergraduate students in the manipulation, interpretation, and
understanding of remote sensing data. This was achieved by the assignment of research projects relevant to
ESE, coupled with an intense educational program. The research projects investigated global atmospheric
water vapor, atmospheric aerosol and ozone concentrations, the Earth Radiation Budget and computer
programming for enhanced data visualization. Faculty mentors guided the students through the entire
scientific process, from the initial literature search to the final report. Since research projects were very
specific, an educational component was incorporated into the REESS in order to broaden the experience.
This component exposed students to other topics relevant to ESE, which may have not been covered by the
research project alone. A lecture and seminar series provided a background on various topics of interest. The
literature and World Wide Web searches exposed the students-to data from other satellite platforms and
acquainted them to a variety of remote sensing data. At the end of REESS the students; had an
understanding of the earth as a coupled system in which many interactions are critical to climate change;
understood satellite data manipulation and image creation; were capable of accessing and interpreting
satellite images via Interact; and Some of them became inspired to pursue further work in atmospheric
sciences.
REESS also provided rese_ch 0pp0rtunities:and educational experiences to students from institutions,
which are underrepresented in the ESE programs. This included Historically Black Colleges and
Universities, and Junior Colleges.
The REESS program should become an integral part of Norfolk State University's summer activities since it
will continue having a positive impact in the student participants. Particularly to groups which are
underrepresented in the ESE programs.
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Abstract
Simulation software packages play an important role in the study of Digital Electronics. Some of the
software packages currently used in the study of digital electronics are Electronics Workbench, PSPICE
Schematics, and Logic Works 1TI. These software packages have unique features and capabilities, but lack
capabilities to address digital electronics concepts like number systems and digital arithmetic. This
necessitates the design and development of simulation modules to address the limitation of the existing
software packages. This presentation describes the development of simulation modules for number systems
and digital arithmetic using object oriented programming language (Visual Basic) and graphical
programming language (LabVIEW). These modules can be used in conjunction with existing software
packages to effectively train students in the area of digital electronics.
1. Introduction
Digital principles and circuits is _an important area of study since it is extensively used in the design and
application of computers and other applications. Electrical Engineering and Computer Science curriculum
consist courses in digital principles and application and various software packages (PSPICE, Logic Works
Ill, Electronic Workbench, VIII)L, OR-CAD etc.) are used to enhance the class room teaching. The students
verify their designs using simulation software packages beforeassembling and testing it in the laboratory.
These software packages have unique features and capabilities but unfortunately most of them have been
unable to handle number systems, converting from one number system tO_another, complements, addition,
subtraction, etc.. This necessitates design and development Of software modules that can be used in
conjunction with other simulation packages to effectively train our students in the study of digital principles
and circuits.
These modules can be developed using programming languages such as FORTRAN, PASCAL, C/C++,
QBASIC but it would require enormous-lines 0f_code to-=provide an effective module (menus, error
messages, graphics, instructions to use the program etc.). One solution to this problem is the use of object
oriented programming like Visual Basic or use of graphical programming (LabVIEW). One can develop
effective module with less lines of code using these and modules developed using these languages will be
industry standard.
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The objective of this presentationis to discussthe designand developmentof simulation modulesusing
Visual Basic and LabVIEW. Thesemoduleswill beusedto study issuesassociatedwith number systems "
anddigital arithmetic.This will introducethestudentto theconceptof virtual instruments.It would helpthe
faculty in instructionand research.The graphicalinterfaceanduserfriendlinessof themoduleswill capture L-:
students' attention and make them more apt to learn the principles and applications of digital arithmetic. •
The presentation is arranged in eight sections. Section 2 discusses the mathematical equations. Section 3 __
discusses different features of the module. Section 4 presents the source code of few of the features of i
section 3. This is necessary to show the simplicity associated with Visual Basic programming. Section 5
presents simulation and comparison results of few test cases. Section 6 presents simulation of number
systems using LabVIEW. Section 7 presents conclusion and discussion. Section 8 presents a list of _
references.
w
2. Theoretical Background
Most of the steps and rules presented in this section can be found in any standard digital principles and
applications book. We have used two books [ 1, 2] for our work.
A-AnyNumber System to Decimal Numb¢.r.System - Rule 1
Let us conside r thesource number as A - ( a n an. 1 ...... a 1 . a_l a.2 ....... a_n)b
where b = base and a = coefficients and the "a" values are between 0 and b-I.
Let the decimal equivalent of A be Deq
Deq = an*b n'l + an.l*bn'2 + ...... + a2*bl+al*b 0 . a_l*b-l+a.2*b'2+...+a.n*b'n
Exam lp.lg_
Determine the decimal equivalent of binary number 111.11 or (111.11) 2 = ( )10 ? _ ;
Decimal equivalent Deq = 1"2 2 + 1,2 I +"1"20 . 1"2-I +1"2"2 = (4+2+1) . (.5+.25) = _(7.75)10
B. Decimal N.umber System to Any Number System - Rule 2
Let D be the integer part of the deeimal number and D1 be the fraction part of the decimal number. The _
decimal number therefore is equal to D.DI. Let "b" be base or radix of the destination number. _--
m
Conve.rtinjz Integer part to base "b" Convertinz Fraction part to base "b ......
Use process of repeated division. Process Use process of repeated multiplication.
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Terminates when
quotient = 0 Process _
Quotient Remainder Inte_ Fraction
D/b ql rl Dl*b I1 fl
q 1/b q2 r2 fl *b I2 f2
terminates when
fraction part = 0
. o . o • o
_._L"
mm
M
===:.
m
qn/b 0 rn fn*b In 0
Integer Part -- (m .... r2 rl) Fraction part -- fll 12 .... In)
Destination base "b" number = rn ... r2 rl. I1 12 .. In
Example
Determine the binary equivalent of decimal number 7.75 or (7.75)10 = ( )2
In this example D = 7, D1 = 0.75, and b = 2.
Converting intezer part to binary Converting fraction part to binary,
Quotient Remainder Integer Fraction
7/2 3 1 0.75*2 1 0.50
3/2 1 1 0.50*2 1 0
1/201
Binary equivalent of integer part = 111 Binary equivalent of fraction part =. 11
Binary equivalent of decimal number 7.75 = 111.11
Note: There may be situations where the fraction part will fail to converge and may repeat. This situation
can be addressed by limiting number of fractional digits in the destination number to a predefined integer
value (say 6).
C. Complements - Rule 3
Let "r" be the radix or base of a number.
The (r-i)'s complement of a number can be determined by subtracting coefficient of each digit from (r-l).
The r's complement can be determined by adding 1 to the least significant b_t._(LSB).
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Example
Determine the (r-1)'s complement and r's
In this example r = 16. Therefore r- 1 = 16-1
Original A B C D i. iE F
Number
(r-1)'s 5 4 !3 2 1 O
Complement
Add 1 to LSB I[____il _ t--] ill
r's Complement}_"=_ 4 ,13---- 2"--2 1_1___ ....
complement of the hexadecimal number ABCDE.EE.
= 15. Also A = 10, B=I 1, C=12, D=13, E=14, and F=15.
D. Addition. Subtraction, Multiplication_ and Division of two numbers - Rule 4
Binary numbers can be added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided just like any other radix number. Each
numeral position has a value, and when the addition of two numbers produces a result that exceeds the value
that can be represented by a character in the set, a carry is generated to the next higher position. Subtraction
generates borrows when a larger number in a digit position is subtracted from a smaller. The multiplication
table for binary is quite simple: 0 multiplied by either 0 or 1 --0, and 1 multiplied by 1 is 1. Binary division
produces quotients with remainders like decimal division, i
Example Example
Find the binary sum of X and Y. Find the following binary difference.
X = 01110.102 and Y = 11011.112
Carry 1 11111
X Olll0.10MinuendX I0110102
Y 11011.11 Subtrahend Y01011102
Sum 1 01010.01 Difference 01011002
Example Example
Find X * Y. Find X/Y.
X=10110.1, Y =01001.1 X=11011.10, Y=I01
Xl0 = 22.5 X10=27.5
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Yt0--9.5 YI0=5 -.
(X*Y)I0 - 22.5* 9.5 -- 213.7510 (X/Y)Io - 27.5/5 = 5.510
(X'Y) 2 = 011010101.112 (X/Y) 2 - 00101.102
E zz_
_m
v
3. Features of Simulation Module
The simulation module is a menu driven computer program with menu
following is a brief description of different menu items and other features.
items and other features. The
• ABOUT Menu - Clicking on this menu gives a brief description of the program.
• CONVERT Menu - Clicking on this menu drops down two options; a) Any Number System to
Decimal and b) Decimal to Any Number System. The user can select any of these options by clicking
on it. Each option is provided with its input-output screen with input boxes and number of controls
like RUN, PRINT, CANCEL, QUIT, etc., where the user can enter data and observe outputs, print the
input and output, go back to main menu or quit the program. Also, the user input-output screen has an
"INSTRUCTION TO RUN PROGAM" button and he user may click on it to see the steps to run the
program.
• COMPLEMNTS Menu -This menu is designed to determine the r's and (r-1)'s complement of a
number. Clicking on this menu provides the user with an input-output screen. The items in this screen
axe identical to the input-output screen in the coNVERT Menu options.
ARITHMETIC Menu - This menu is designed to perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. Clicking on this menu provides the user with an input-output screen. The items in this screen
are identical to the input-output screen in the CONVERT Menu options.
• PRINT Menu - This menu is designed to print different forms. This has features like number of
copies, color, font size and font type.
• QUIT Menu - This menu is designed to allow the user to quit the program.
The program is user friendly and works on a click and shoot principle. Built-in error handler routines
provide the user with cause(s) of error and possible steps to remove the error.
4. Source Code Listings
Please refer to Appendix A for source code listings of few of the options. If Appendix A is missing (because
of space limitations), please contact the authors.
5. Simulation Results and Comparison
Tables 1-3 provide results for various test cases. The results clearly indicate that the simulation modules
performed satisfactorily in all test cases.
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Table 1 - Theoretical and Simulation Results for Test Cases (Number System
Number' Source Base Destination Calcui'aied 'Simulation %Error
Base
Result Result
..... .......I 1 I.i1 2 (Binary) ... (Decim.al.) 7.75 7.75 10
101.10 8 (Octal) 10 (Decimali _i5.125 165.i25 ]o
--- ;t _ ..... _ . , -fir .... _-'-_i.r- . r--- r_
I01.10 16 . 10 (Decimal) 257.0625 257.0625 0
............. (Hexadecimal).
Ii00:125 10 (Decimal)2 (Binary) li-i fo 7oo--ii1001001001 0
100.125 10 (Decimal) 8(Octal) 11144.1 ...._44.1._ .. 0
i00.125 I_0 CDecimal) 16 64.2 64.2 O
(Hexadecimal)
Conversion)
Table 2 - Theoretical. and Simulation Results for Test Cases (Complements)
Number Radix ir-li's Complement r,s Complement
i or
[Base
I'r"
ABC.DII I
• _a!culated • ,- , __. .. : , _Simulated i %Error[Calculated _lmulatedil%Error
i1654.3 654.3 1[0 11654.4 1654.4 _0
Table 3 - Theoretical and Simulation Results for Test Cases (Arithmetics)
Numbers
X=(Ol I I0.I0)
Y=(I I01 I.I I)
(_alculated
.......Addition (X-+ Y)i[]01010 0i.
Subtraction (Y _ O1101.01
X)
L , - ' • ....
Simulated
101010.01
01101.01
%Error
0
0
The multiplication and division modules are under
modules in the conference.
development. We plan to present results of these
6. Number Systems and Digital Arithmetic Using LabVIEW ............
LabVIEW software from National Instruments is widely used for virtual instrumentation (vi) and control by
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industry. A number of academic institutions use this software to provide instruction and conduct research in
virtual instrumentation and control. This software is versatile and consists of numerous vi library which can
be used in various disciplines. As far as number systems and digital arithmetic is concerned LabVIEW
consists of vi such as From and to Decimal, From and to Octal, From and to Hexadecimal, and From and to
Binary. Thesevis can be directly used to perform number system conversions.The input and output can be
observed in real time in the screen. The addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division can performed
using appropriate vis.
In this section we will provide the diagrams for Decimal to Octal conversions. The other conversions and
arithmetic will be presented in the conference.
Decimal tO Octal
L
=
_a
V
---'_ Connection Diagram
==
Ic_l ,t..m_l
• -2J_ . _ :......°,l_ I. I ....
e ¢
7. Conclusion and Discussion
The simulation methodologies in this presentation are designed to assist the student and faculty to study
number systems conversion and digital arithmetic effectively. The simulation modules were tested for
various test conditions and produced correct results. The multiplication and division modules using Visual
Basic and Digital Arithmetic modules using LabVIEW are currentlydeveloped and will be presented in the
conference.
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Appendix A - Source Code Listing for Few Modules
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This section provides the source listings of the Any Number System to Decimal Number System option. The
other options will have their own source codes and it is not possible to present all of them here because of
space limitations.
Variables used in the nro_ram
Global SB, SB 1, NID, NFD, dmll, decimal2, dmllr, decimal2r As Integer
Global rl, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7, r8 AS Integer
Global r9, ri0, rl I, r12, r13, rI4, r15 As Integer
Global r16, l.result As Double
Global fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, Fresult As Single
Global result As Double
Global IcI, Ic2, Ic3, Ic4, Ic5, Ic6, It7, Ic8,
Global Fc 1, Fc2, Fc3, Fc4, Fc5, Fc6 As Integer
i
i
Ic9, Icl0, Icll, Icl2, Ic13, Icl4, Ic15, Icl6 As Integer _
Global Ix1, Ix2, Ix3, Ix4, Ix5, Ix6, Ix7, Ix8, Ix9, Ixl0, Ixll, Ixl2, Ixl3, Ix14, Ixl5, Ixl6 As String
Global Fx 1, Fx2, Fx3, Fx4, Fx5, Fx6 As String
Global IDN, DB, FD As Integer
Global rst, tl, w2, XI, check, checkl As Integer
Global Counters(4 To 19) AS Single
'Globaltextl(1 To 8), text2(l To 8) As Single
Global dm, brs, octs, octb, obs, obsb, hdmls, hdmlb As Integer
Global dmf As Doublo
Global dmfl, fin, fin l, br, otl, hdml As String
Global Id 1, Id2 As Integer
Source code associated with RUN button
Private Sub Commandl_Click0
Labei8.Visible -- True
Label9.Visible = True
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Label 10.Visible = Tree
Label I l.Visible -- True
Text4.Visible = True
For Index% = 5 To 10
TextS(Index%).Visible = True
Next Index%
'For Decimal to Binary
If brs = 1 Then
brsb = 2
brl - Log(din) / Log(10)
br2 = Logcursb) / Log(10)
br - Curl) / (br2)
br = Int(br)
For 1% = 0 To br
x = (2) ^ CUr)
If dm >= X Then
J$= 1
Msg$ = Msg$ + J$
dm = dm - X
br = br - 1
Elself dm < X Or dm = 0 Then
J$ =0
X=0
Msg$ = Msg$ + J$
dm = dm - X
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br "- br - 1
End If
Next I%
Text4 = Msg$
If dmf > 0 Then
For Index% = 5 To 10
dmfl = dmf * brsb
fin = Int(dmfl)
Text5(Index%) = fin
dmf = dmfl - fin
Next Index%
End If
'End Decimal to Binary
'Decimal to Octal
ElseIf octs = 1 Then
otl = Oct(din)
If dmf > 0 Then
For Index% = 5 To 10
dmfl = dmf * octb
fin = Int(dmfl)
Text5(Index%) = fin
dmf =dmfl - fin
Next Index%
End If
\
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Text4 = otl
'End Decimal to Octal
t
'Decimal to Hexadecimal
ElseIf hdrrds = 1 Then
hdml = Hex(dm)
If dmf > 0 Then
For Index% = 5 To 10
dmfl = dmf * hdmlb
fin = Int(dmfl)
finl = Hex(f'm)
Text5(Index%) = fin 1
dmf = dmfl - fin
Next Index%
End If
Text4 = hdml
'End Decimal to Hexadecimal
9
'Decimal to Other Base
ElseIfobs = I Then
brl - Log(dm) /Log(10)
br2 = Log(obsb) / Log(10)
br = (brl) / (br2)
br = Int(br)
For I% = 0 To br
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X = (obsb) ^ (br)
If dm >= X Then
X I =dm Mod X
X2 -- Int(dm / X)
J$ = X2
Msg$ = Msg$ + J$
X2 = Val(X2)
dm= dm - (X2 * X)
br = br - 1
Elself dm < X Or dm= 0 Then
J$=O
X=O
Msg$ = Msg$ + J$
dm= dm- X
br = br - 1
End If
Next 1%
Text4 = Msg$
If dmf > 0 Then
For Index% = 5 To 10
dmfl = dmf * obsb
fin = Int(dmfl)
TextS(Index%) = fin
dmf =dmfl - fin
Next Index%
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End If
'End Decimal to Other Base
v
End If
Command i .Enabled = False
End Sub
Private Sub Command2 Click0
Form7.PfintForm
End Sub
Private Sub Command3_Click0
End
End Sub
E
L_
L_
r _
F 4
Private Sub Command4_Click0
Forml.Show
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load0
OtherBases.AddItem "1"
OtherBases.AddItem "3"
OtherBases.AddItem "4"
OtherB ases.AddItem "5"
OtherB ases. AddItem "6"
OtherBases.AddItem "7"
OtherB ases.AddItem "9"
Othe rB ase s. AddIte m "10"
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OtherBases.Addltem"11"
OtherBases.Addltem"12"
OtherBases.Addltem"13"
OtherBases.Addltem "14"
OtherBases.Addltem "15"
EndSub
PrivateSubOptionl_Click0
Commandl.Visible = True
Command2.Visiblc = Tree
brs= 1
End Sub
Private Sub Option2_Click0
Command 1.Visible = Tree
Command2.Visible = True
OCtS = l
octb = 8
End Sub
Private Sub Option3_Click0
Command l.Visible = True
Command2.Visible = True
hdmls = 1
hdmlb = 16
End Sub
Private Sub Option4_Click0
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obs = 1
OtherBases.Visible = True
Text3.Visible = True
Label7.Visible = True
End Sub
Private Sub OtherBases_Click0
Text3 = OtherBases
Commandl.Visible = True
Command2.Visible = True
obsb = Val(Text3)
End Sub
Private Sub textl_ChangeO
dm = Val(Text 1)
End Sub
Private Sub text2_Change0
dmf = Val(Text2)
End Sub
Private Sub Command l_Click0
If Text5 = "" Then
Command 1.Enabled = True
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End If
Label2.Visible = True
Labcl3.Visible = True
Icl 1 = Str(Ic6)
Msg ! 1$ = "'s COMPLEMENT"
Label2.Caption = Icl 1 + Msg115
Ic 13 = Str(Ic5)
Msg 135 = "'s COMPLEMENT"
Label3.Caption = Icl3 + Msgl3$
'For Index% = 1 To 8
'ndex 1 = Val(text 1(Index%))
'text2(Index%).Visible = True
'text2(Index%) = cmpl - 1
'Next/.ndex %
For Index% = 1 To 8
ndex 1 = Text 1(Index%)
If ndex 1 = "A" Then
Idl= I0
Elself ndex 1 = "B" Then
Idl = 11
ElseIf ndex I ---"C" Then
Idl = 12
Elself ndexl = "D" Then
Id! = 13
Elself ndex ! = "E" Then
Idl = 14
Elself ndex i = "F' Then
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Idl- 15
Else: Idl = Val(ndexl)
End If
'Thiscalculates(R-I)Complement
IcI= IdI'Val(textI(Index%))
Ic7 ""Ic6 - Icl 'Ic6 is the base
'If the (R-l) Complement equals 10 to 15, display it as a hex digit
IfIc7= I0Then
- Ic7= "A"
ElseIf Ic7 = 11 Then
_ Ic7= "B"
ElseIfIc7 = 12 Then
z: Ic7- "C"
Elscl/'Ic7= 13Then
_'_ Ic7= "D"
ElselfIc7= 14Then
Ic7= "E"
ElseIf Ic7= 15Then
Ic7= "F"
Else:Ic7= Val(Ic7)
End If
r_ Text2(Index%)--Ic7
Text2(Index%).Visible = True
Text3(Index%).Visible= True
--_: Next Index%
Icl0 -- 0 'Icl0 is the carry
- - i2% -- 8 'Starts calculating from 8th indexed number
Ic5 = Valfrext4) 'Ic5 is the base
'ForIndex%" ITo 8
u
-'Dim ndex2 As String
-w 'Dim Id2 As String
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'ndex2= text2(Index%)
i1%= i2%
Ic8 = ValCI'ext2(i 1%))
If Text2(il%) = "A" Then
Ic8 = 10
ElseIf Text2(i 1%) -- "B" Then
IcS-- 11
ElseIf Text2(i 1%) = "C"Then
Ic8 = 12
ElseIf Text2(i 1%) = "D" Then
Ic8 = 13
ElseIf Text2(i 1%) = "E"Then
It8 = 14
ElseIf Text2(i 1%) = "F' Then
Ic8= 15
Else:Ic8= Val(Text2(i1%))
End If
i2% = 8
IclO= 0
'This calculates R Complement
For Index% = 8 To 8
i1% = i2%
'Ic8 = Val(text2(il%))
Ic9 = Ic8 + 1
If Ic9 = Ic5 Then
Ici0 = 1
Ic9=0
Else
Icl0=0
End If
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i1%= i1%- !
Next Index%
Text3(i2%) = Ic9
Icl 1 = Icl0
i2% = 7
i3% = i2%
For Index% = 1 To 7
Ic8 = Text2(i3%)
If Ic8 = "A" Then
Ic8 = 10
Eiself Ic8 = "B" Then
Ic8= 11
Elself Ic8 = "C" Then
Ic8 = 12
Elself Ic8 -- "D" Then
Ic8 = 13
Elself Ic8 = "E" Then
Ic8 = 14
Elself Ic8 = "F" Then
Ic8 = 15
Else: Ic8 = ValCl'ext2(i3%))
End If
'Ic8 - Val(text2(i 1%))
Ic9 = Ic8 + Icl 1
If Ic9 = Ic5 Then
Icll = 1
Ic9 = 0
Else
Icll -0
End If
'Dim ndex3 As Integer
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'Dim Id3 As String
'ndex3 = Val(text2(Index%))
'Dim Ic9 As String
If ic9 = 10 Then
Ic9 = "A"
ElselfIc9= IIThen
Ic9= "B"
ElselfIc9= "12"Then
Ic9= "C"
ElselfIc9= "13"Then
Ic9= "D"
ElselfIc9= "14"Then
Ic9= "E"
ElselfIc9= "15"Then
Ic9= "F"
Else:Ic9= Val(Ic9)
End If
Text3(i3%)= Ic9
i3% = i3% -I
NextIndex%
Command l.Enabled= False
'EndIf
End Sub
PrivateSub Command2_Click0
FormS.PrintForm
End Sub
PrivateSub Command3_Click0
End
End Sub
PrivateSub Command4_Click0
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Text4 = ""
TextS = ""
End Sub
Private Sub Command5_ClickO
Form l.Show
End Sub
Private SubCommand6_ClickO
For Index% = I To 8
Textl(Index%)= ""
Text2(Index%)= ""
Text3(Index%) = ""
Text2(Index%).Visible= False
Text3(Index%).Visible = False
NextIndex%
Text4 = ""
Texts = ""
Commandl.Visible = False
Command2.Visible = False
Label2.Visible = False
Label3.Visible = False
'Command l.Enabled = True
End Sub
Private Sub Text4_Change0
Ic5 = Val(Text4)
Ic6 = (Ic5 - 1)
For Index% = 1 To 8
If Text 1(Index%) >= Ic5 Then
Texts = "Coefficients must be less than Destination Base. Press CONTINUE to Reenter."
Command l.Enabled = False
Command4.Enabled -- True
Elself Textl(Index%) < Ic5 Then
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TexL_= "OK"
Command4.Enabled = False
Commandl.Enabled = True
End If
Next Index%
Command [.Visible = True
Command2,Visible = True
End Sub
Private Sub Command l_ClickO
Select Case OptionButton
Case Addition
dummyl % = 8
dummy2% = 6
fraccarry= 0
fracr= 0
fracnr = 0
dmllr = 0
decimal2r = 0
test3 = 7
base = ValCText5)
'Dim test3 As Integer
'Calculations for fraction portion
For Index% = 1 To 6
'For fraction number one
fracndex I = Textl l(dummy2%)
If fracndex I = "A" Then
fracl = 10
Elself fracndex I = "B"Then
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fracl = 11
EiseIf fracnde×l = "C" Then
fracl = 12
ElseIf fracndex ! = "D" Then
fracl = 13
EiseIf fracndex I = "E" Then
fracl = 14
ElseIf fracndex 1 = "F" Then
fracl = 15
Else
frac I = Val(fracndexl)
End If
'Dim test3 As Integer
fracnl = fracl * (base ^ (1 - test3))
fracnr = fracnr + fracnl
'For fraction number two
fracndex2 = Text 12(dummy2%)
If fracndex2 = "A" Then
frac2 = 10
ElseIf fracndex2 = "B" Then
frac2 = 11
Elself fracndex2 = "C"Then
frac2 ---12
ElseIf fracndex2 = "D" Then
frac2 = 13
ElseIf fracndex2 -- _E" Then
frac2 ---14
Elself fracndex2 = NF"Then
frac2 = 15
Else
frac2 = Val(fracndex2)
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End If
fracn2 = (frac2) * ((base) ^ (1 - test3))
fracr = fracr + fracn2
'Fraction portion result
fracres = frac I + frac2 + fraccarry
'Tells when to add a carry
base = Val(TextS)
If fracres < base Then
fraccarry--0
EIselffracres>= baseThen
fracres = fracres - base
fraccarry= I
End If
'If fraction result is greater than 9, represent the number in hexadecimal notation
If fracres = 10 Then
fracres = "A"
Elself fracres = I l Then
fracres = "B"
Elself fracres = 12 Then
fracres -- "C"
Elself fracres - 13 Then
fracres = "D"
Elself fracres = 14 Then
fracres z "E"
Elself fracres = 15 Then
fracres = "F"
Else
fracres = fracres
End If
Text 13(dummy2%) = fracres
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dummy2% = dummy2% - 1
test3 = test3 - 1
Next Index%
carry= fraccarry
ForIndex%= ITo 8
'Calculationsforintegerportionoffirstnumber
ndexl= Textl(dummyl%)
IfndexI= "A" Then
Idl= I0
EIselfndexI= "B"Then
Idl= II
ElseIf ndex I = "C' Then
Idl = 12
ElselfndexI= "D" Then
Idl= 13
ElselfndexI--"E"Then
Idl= 14
ElseIf ndex I = "F' Then
Idl = 15
Else
Idl = Val(ndexl)
End If
dml I = (Id 1) * ((base) ^ (Index% - 1))
dmllr = dmllr + droll
'Calculations for integer portion of second number
ndex2 = Text2(dummy 1%)
If ndex2 = "A"Then
Id2 = 10
ElseIf ndex2 = "B" Then
Id2 = 11
ElseIf ndex2 = "C" Then
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Id2 = 12
Elself ndex2 = "D" Then
Id2 = 13
Elself ndex2 = "E" Then
Id2 = 14
ElseIf ndex2 = "F" Then
Id2 = 15
Else
Id2 = Val(ndex2)
End If
decimal2 = (Id2) * ((base) ^ (Index% - I))
decimal2r = decimaI2r + decimal2
ndexres = Idl + Id2 + carry 'Integer result
'Tell when to add a carry
base = Val(TextS)
If ndexres < base Then
carry = 0
ElseIf ndexres >= base Then
ndexres = ndexres - base
carry= I
End If
If ndexres = 10 Then
ndexres = "A"
Elself ndexres = l I Then
ndexres = "B"
Elself ndexres = 12 Then
ndexres = "C"
ElseIf ndexres = i 3 Then
ndexres = "D"
Elself ndexms = 14 Then
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ndexres = "E"
Eiself ndexres = 15 Then
ndexres = "F"
Else
ndexres = ndexres
End If
Text3(dummy 1%) = ndexres
dummyl% = dummyl% - 1
Next Index%
Text6 = dml lr + fracm" 'Integer plus fraction of first number
Text7 - decimal2r + fracr 'Integer plus fraction of second number
Text8 = ValfText6) + Val(Text7)
If carry = 1 Then
Label 15.Visible = True
Text4.Visible = True
Text4 = carry
End If
cheekl = Val(Text4)
check = (checkl) * ((base) ^ (8))
'Decimal Equivalent
dummy 1% = 8 'Index starts calculating at 8th location for whole numbers.
For Index% = 1 To 8
ndexl = Text.3(_lummyl%)
If ndex I = "A" Then
Idl =.I0
ElseIf ndex I = "B" Then
Idl = 11
Elself ndexl = "C" Then
Idl = i2
Elself ndex ! = "D" Then
ldl = 13
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Elself ndex I = "E" Then
Idl = 14
Elself ndex I = "F" Then
Idl = 15
Else
IdI,= Val(ndex I)
End If
droll= (Idl)* ((base)^ (Index% - I))
check = check + dmll
"Text9= check
dummyl% = dummyl% - I
Next Index%
check2 = 0
dummy2% = 6
test3 = 7
For Index% = I To 6
ndex2 = Text13(dummy2%)
If ndex2 = "A" Then
Id2= I0
Elsel.fndcx2 = "B" Then
Id2= II
Elselfndex2 - "C" Then
Id2= 12
Elselfndex2 = "D" Then
Id2= 13
ElseIf ndex2 : "E" Then
Id2 : 14
ElseIf ndex2 : "F" Then
Id2:15
Else: Id2 = Val(ndex2)
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End If
dml2 = Id2 * (base ^ (1 - test3))
check2 = check2. + dmi2
test3 = test3 - 1
dummy2% = dummy2% - 1
Next Index%
Text9 = check + check2
'Display status message
If Text8 = Text9 Then
Msg$ = "CORRECT ANSWER"
Else
Msg$ = "INCORRECT ANSWER"
End If
Textl0 = Msg$
Case Subtraction
End Select
End Sub
'Select Case OptionButton
' Case Optionl
' For Index% = 1 To 8
' Text3(Index%) = Val(textl(Index%)) + Val(text2Clndex%))
' Next Index%
'Case Option2
' For Index% = 1 To 8
' Text3(Index%)= Val(textl(Index%)) - Val(text2(Index%))
'Next Index%
'End Select
'End Sub
Private Sub Command2_CiickO
Form9.printForm
End Sub
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Private Sub Command3_ClickO
End
End Sub
Private Sub Command4_Ciick0
Form l.Show
End Sub
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The Processing of CCD Images of the Lagoon Nebula, M8
Mr. Taran Tulsee
Queensborough Community College
Physics Department
107-17 109th Street
Richmond Hill, NY 11419
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Abstract
~_
MU-SPIN NRTS sites at South Carolina State University and City College of New York have collaborated
to fund student astrophysical research during the summer of 1998. The program was funded by a grant from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), through MU-SPIN (NCC5-116), NASA-URC
(NCC5-228) and other NASA sources. The results of one such student are presented.
Previously obtained CCD images taken in Baja, Mexico at the San Pedro Martir Observatory have been
reduced and calibrated for future scientific examination. CCDs and their applications to astronomy are
briefly discussed. The well known _ software package was used to reduce the images from raw to
calibrated form. This included the removal of the following noise sources: bias frames, dark frames, bad
pixel columns, cosmic rays, and fiat field variations.
The data reduction was applied to images obtained at wavelengths of 5755 and 6584 angstroms emitted by
the singly ionized nitrogen atom. The temperature map which results from this study will be compared to the
temperature map obtained using emission line images from doubly ionized oxygen as discussed elsewhere in
this conference (see Ely Duenas' poster).
Summary
Introduction
This work is the result of an eight-week collaboration between South Carolina State University (SCSU),
City College of New York (CCNY), and Queensborough Community College (QCC). The principal
investigator, Dr. Donald K. Walter is at SCSU, while the coordinator in New York is Dr. Shermane Austin
of CCNY. At QCC the coordinator is Dr. Donald Cotten, Chairman of the Physics Department.
The object studied is one of the Messier objects known as M8, the eighth object in Messier'scatalog. M8 is
also called the Lagoon Nebula and is located in the constellation Sagittarius. Modem astronomers define it
as an 'H II' region, meaning that it consists largely of protons and electrons freed from atomic hydrogen. In
an H II region, which may be up to tens of light years across, atomic hydrogen is ionized by electromagnetic
radiation of wavelength 912 Angstroms or shorter emanating from a star or stars embedded in the region.
This creates a plasma of free protons and electrons. What we observe is radiation which is emitted when
recombination takes place and energy is released in all the hydrogen series; Lyman, Balmer, and so forth.
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Additionally, radiation is emitted from collisionally excited ions of the various chemical elements such as
oxygen and nitrogen. As a result, M8 is also called an emission nebula.
CCD's
A CCD, or charge-coupled device, is an array of sensors which detect electromagnetic radiation. When
electromagnetic radiation (e.g. visible light or ultraviolet light) strikes a CCD, individual photons impinge
on the pixels and free electrons which remain inside the pixel until the end of the exposure, at which time i
the chip is "read out" and the data is stored in a computer. There is a direct relation between the charge and
the intensity of the radiation to which the pixel was exposed. The information for a particular exposure can "i
be displayed as a grid of numbers or as an image after being processed by a computer program, il
Data Reduction
To process the images of M8 obtained previously by other astronomers, the author used a software package
known as the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility ( IRAF ). This is a general purpose image processing
package used in the analysis of astronomical data. IRAF was created by the National Optical Astronomy _-
Observatories, under a cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation. _[RAF is a very ._
versatile software facility, being able to execute a myriad of processes on an image, too numerous tO list
here. AS _ example, with one tool called 'cosmicrays'one can remove cosmic ray hits from an image.
When an image is recorded by a CCD, there are various unwanted effects (noise) which must be dealt with _
in processing the image. Sources of noise are cosmic rays, dark current, bias or read noise and fiat fielding.
During the course of this summer research project, all of these sources of noise were examined_dremoved
from the images, leaving behind scientifically useful data. m
Results
The reduction described above was applied to a set of CCD images of M8 previously Obtained at {he San
Pedro Matir Observatory. The wavelengths of interest to this study were at 5755 and 6584 angstrom s, both
emitted by singly ionized nitrogen atoms. The ratio of these two images was used to derive a preliminary
temperature map of the nebula. Final analysis of the map awaits further study, at which time it will be _.
published and made available for use by other astronomers who study the interstellar medium.
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Ground and Space-Based Observations of the Bubble Nebula
Dr. Donald K. Walter
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Abstract
Recent observations made with the NASA Hubble Space Telescope (lIST) and previous ground-based
imagery and spectra of the Bubble Nebula (NGC 7635) are presented. This collaborative project between
South Carolina State University (Lead Institution), Rice University and Arizona State University is
discussed. _ ....
A multiwavelength study of this enigmatic object is being carried out at the three institutions and includes
both spectroscopic data and imagery taken at select diagnostic emission lines important to an understanding
of the physical and chemical conditions in the nebula. Cycle 7 observations of NGC 7635 have been made
using three of HST's instruments, WFPC2, STIS and NICMOS, in October and December 1997. Future
observations in April-May 1999 are in preparation. Preliminary results of the HST observations will be
presented along with a summary of ground-based studies to date.
Funding and support for this project is provided by NASA under three separate grants or projects, MUSPIN
(NCC 5-116), MUREP-URC (NCC 5-228) and the Space Telescope Science Institute (GO-07515.01-96A).
I. The Bubble Nebula
The spherical symmetry and bright rim of NGC7635 are-the reasons why this object has been given the
nickname the "Bubble Nebula". Figure 1 is from our ground-based imagery taken with the Palomar 1.5m
telescope. The nebula's nearly spherical shell is the result of a stellar mass-loss event which has taken place
within the past one million years. Located in the Perseus arm of the Milky Way (1=112°, b=+0.2 ° , a =23 h,
8 =+61 ° ), NGC 7635 is part of the larger HII region S162. Features visible in Figure 1 include:
Central Star: The ionizing star is BD+60 ° 2522, an O6.5IIIf (Conti & Alschuler, 1971), with published wind
velocities in the range 1800-2700 km/s (Christopoulou et al. 1995). Howarth & Prinja (1989) found that the
star may be a class I supergiant with a mass of 44 solar masses and a mass-loss rate of 10-6 solar masses per
t
year.
Rim." The work of Israel et al. (1973) showed that the bubble, with a diameter of 8 light years (6x l012
miles), is a blister region on the face of a large, background molecular cloud. It is believed that the rim is a
shock front advancing into the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM) which was previously ionized by the
central star.
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Insidetherim andto thewest(right in Figure I) of thecentralstaris aregionof high density
gas.Theseknotsarelikely aseriesof bright-rimmedglobulesinteractingwith thestrongwind andradiation
field of the ionizing star.Our HSTobservationswill searchfor possiblenewstarsbeingborn inside the
knots.
Exterior Knots: Numerous high density knots can be seen exterior the rim. Those of interest to this study are
to the north (up in Figure I) of the bubble rim. They differ from the interior knots in that while they have
been ionized by the central star, they have not yet interacted with the high speed rim shock which =
compresses and heats the ISM. m
Second Bobble: A larger, fainter, second bubble can be seen exterior to the first. It has not been examined by
earlier studies and is not the subject of this study. Speculation as to its origin includes a possible, earlier
episode of stellar ejection.
II. The Research Team
The investigators assembled for this study have strong backgrounds in the study of the ISM and include:
1. Dr. Donald K. Walter, Principal Investigator, S0uth C__0_na State Univ.
2. Dr. Reginald Dufour, Colnvestigator, Rice University
3. Dr. Patrick Hartigan, Coinvestigator, Rice University
4. Dr. Jeff Hester, Colnvestigator, Arizona State Univ.
5. Dr. Paul Scowen, Colnvestigator, Arizona State Univ.
III. Use of HST
Thirteen (13) orbits of telescope time have been awarded in Cycle 7 for this study GO-7515. During each ----
orbit one instrument on the telescope is pointed at the primary field of view while simultaneously one or two __
additional instruments are observing in parallel fields of view which are offset from the primary field but are
still in the nebula. The location of a parallel observation is serendipitous and determined by the location and
orientation of the primary instrument. The instruments used for this study include: Wide Field Planetary II
Camera 2 (WFPC2), Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) and Near Infrared Camera and
Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS). See Table 1 for details. Figure 2 shows the HST FOV with the
instrument apertures in their relative locations and orientations.
STIS: STIS has been used as the primary instrument in order to obtain spectra of the interior knots and
across the bubble rim to the northeast of the central star. These observations are critical to understanding the U
detailed physics of the nebula (temperature, density, chemical composition) at a spatial resolution of 0.2
arcseconds, an order of magnitude improvement over what is available from the ground. Parallel
observations with STIS will also be made of the outlying regions of the nebula during WFPC2 primary in _
1999.
WFPC2: The WFPC2 will be used as the primary instrument to study the interior knots, northern rim and -,
exterior knots to the north of the bubble. The high spatial resolution of the WF chips (0.1 arcseconds) and
the PC chip (0.043 arcseconds) will provide the investigators with more than an order of magnitud_e
improvement over ground observations; including a look at previously unresolved morphological features, :----
possibly including protostellar features. The locations of the parallel WFPC2 fields taken in October and
November 1997 can be seen in Figure 3.
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NICMOS: The NICMOS was used only as a parallel instrument during the October and November 1997
STIS-primary observations with hope of locating shock-heated gas which in turn would pinpoint regions of
active star formation.
IV. Ground Based Observations
The investigators have assembled an extensive set of ground-based imagery and spectra of NGC 7635. This
data will supplement the HST observations. The spatial resolution of the ground-based observations is not as
good as the HST observations; however, they cover more of the nebula and include regions not observed by
HST. The details of the ground-based observations are given in Table 2 and the observatories are shown in
Figure 4.
V. Current Results
s TIS-Primary (RIM) The November 1997 observations with the STIS slit perpendicular to the rim northwest
of the central star were successful. Figures 5 and 6 show the results for the blue and red regions of the
spectrum respectively.
The 2-dimenstional nature of the STIS longslit allows for coverage in wavelength as well as across the
"-_ nebula. By tracing a given bright line along the slit (see Figure 6), one is able to measure the variation in
emission strength of the nebular gas. This in turn will allow the investigators to measure such quantifies as
temperature, density, dust extinction and chemical composition of each region of the nebula.
STIS-Primary (KNOTS) The October 1997 observations were taken through the interior knots. The results
from the optical region of the spectrum show even greater local variation in emission line strength due to the
very clumpy nature of the knots as shown in Figure 7. The ultraviolet spectra taken by the STIS-MAMA,
unfortunately, do not show any nebular emission. This is due to the low surface brightness of NGC 7635 and
the large amount of interstellar extinction (A V ---2-4 magnitudes) caused by dust in the nebula.
WFPC2 Parallel An example of WFPC2 parallel observations taken during the STIS-primary observations
in 1997 are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
NICMOS Parallel The largest NICMOS aperture (NIC 3) was out of focus during our data run because of
the well-known cryogenic leak. The other apertures, NIC1 and NIC2 are only 11 and 19 arcseconds square
respectively. It was unlikely they would serendipitously fall on areas of interest, and to date no interesting
features have been discovered from the NICMOS observations of NGC 7635.
VI. Future Work
HST Observations: Five (5) orbits of WFPC2 observations remain to be taken and preparations are being
made to complete those in April or May 1999.
Ground Observations: Additional spectrophotometric data will be obtained in the fall of 1999 to more
accurately determine the spatial variation in the physical conditions in the nebula (e.g. electron temperature,
density, extinction).
Modeling: Photoionization modeling of the nebula will begin once current STIS and ground-based
spectrophotometry are reduced. Shock modeling of the rim and the cooling zone behind the rim will begin
after the WFPC2 imagery is gathered and reduced in the spring and summer of 1999.
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AdditionalObjects & HST: The study of NGC 7635 is part of an ongoing study of the ISM and starburst
galaxies by the author in collaboration with the above individuals and others. Additional HST Cycle 8
proposals were submitted by the author to study these objects. Further ground-based studies are also
underway or in the planning stage, including the acquisition and reduction of imagery, longslit spectra and
Fabry-Perot spectra.
VII. MUSPIN & NASA Support
This and other research conducted by D.K. Walter would not be possible without the generous support of
NASA. The study of NGC 7635 receives support from the following three programs:
MUSPIN: Cooperative Agreement NCC5-116, awarded to South Carolina State University and managed by
the MUSPIN office, has provided the network hardware and UNIX systems support which is absolutely
essential to this project. Participation in HST projects requires heavy use of the WWW. Proposals to the
Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) are now submitted entirely online. Documentation and extensive
resources such as software and data are only accessible through high speed data lines. Cornmunication with
colleagues at other institutions is only possible through the web. Without the network and systems support
of MUSPIN, the author would not be able to successfully compete for HST time as well as other research
programs.
_P-URC: Agreement NCC 5-228 was awarded to Tennessee State University and includes a
subcontract to D.K. Walter at South Carolina State for the use in faculty and student astronomical research.
Salaries, travel, equipment, supplies and funds for publications are possible under this subcon_act. This in
turn has allowed the author the opportunity to develop collaborations and carryout research at Arizona State,
Caltech, Rice University, University of Maryland, Palomar Observatory and Steward Observatory.
STScI." Funding for summer salary, travel and publication costs are provided by grant GO-07513.01-96A
from the Space Telescope Science Institute, which in turn is funded by NASA.
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Date Primary #Instrument Orbits
_April-99 WFPC2
I _l !l
Oct-97 STIS-MAMA 2
[ J
r_
w
Oct-9_/ STIS-CCD 4
I-..... I .._1
Nov-97 STIS-CCD 2
Wavelength Primary Parallel
Field Instruments
(Angstroms)
6730,6584,6563 _m, " sTIs
Interior
5470,5007,4861 Knots,
Exterior
Knots
I I
1600-3200 Interior WFPC2,NICMOS
Knots
I_ !1 11
2900-6900 Interior WFPC2,NICMOS
Knots
_1 .U
2900-5700 NE Rim WFPC2,NICMOS
6500-7000
Table 2: Ground-Based Observations of NGC 7635
w
Data Type Wavelength Observatory
(Angstroms)
[Telescope
....j
m
w
[Spectra 3300-6900 Steward
Imagery
Imagery
2.3m
6724,6584,6563
6450,5100,5007
I
Steward
6724,6584,6563 Palomar
i6450,5007,4861
4805
2.3m
1.5m
w
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Abstract
The High Performance Computing Summer Institute ('HPCSI') at Morgan State University has provided a
platform for the enhancement of faculty and student development and research opportunities in the
investigation of tec_ological and scientific phenomena. Thi's eight-week program is designed for
undergraduate students to engage in research with a faculty mentor while employing leading edge
technologies to solve a wide range of problems in science, engineering, and mathematics (SEM). Over the
past five years, the _CSi has evolVed into one that is national in scope representing students and faculty
from universities in the Baltimore-Washington region and a number of historically black colleges and
universities (HBCUs). Initially funded by the National Science Foundation with strong in-kind support from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddaxd Space Hight Center (NASA GSFC) and
MUSPIN, the HPCSI now leverages resources from other federal agencies, including DoD and DoE. In this
paper, the ideas and concepts behind the establishment of the HPCSI and the role that it has played in
preparing undergraduate students for greater challenges of high technology employment and entrance to
graduate schools axe discussed. An extrapolation of how this model might be extended to include
participation from more HBCUs and Tribal Colleges will be posed. Examples of the research topics that
have emanated from the activity will be presented.
z
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Introduction
In 1993, Morgan State University and other coalition members of the Washington-Baltimore Hampton
Roads Alliance (WBHR) successfully received funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF) that
was designed to improve their chances of graduating and their potential to enter graduate education. The
purpose of the funding was to enable undergraduates to participate in a wide range of activities that
otherwise would not be available _to'_m. Af_the_s_e time,-6tfierevents had catapulted high performance
computing into the forefront of academia and research. Mosaic and its successor browsers were
transforming the Internet into the super information highway making it possible for widespread
dissemination of information. Advances in computer technology, the establishment of the supercomputer
centers nine years earlier, the emerging field of computational science and engineering, and the ETA-10
supercomputer acquired with the assistance of NASA GSFC precipitated the development of the High
Performance Computing Summer Institute (HPCSI) at Morgan State University. Those involved in the
development of the HPCSI proposed to provide greater access for undergraduates to the tremendous high
performance computing (HPC) technologies that were finding greater use in the fields of science,
engineering, and mathematics.
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The successof theHPCSIhasmet and exceeded the expectations of those involved in its early development.
It has been the foundation of Computational Science and Engineering course development and the
integration of research into the undergraduate educational experience. It has laid the foundation for faculty
research by providing initial funding and student support. It has enabled the University to obtain additional
research and development funds. Further, the HPCSI has become a program of excellence providing high __
performance computing training to undergraduaies and promoting the use of high performance computing
technologies in the investigation of scientific and technological phenomena.
In this paper, the role the HPCSI has played in preparing undergraduate students for greater challenges of _
high technology employment and entrance to graduate schools will be discussed. The impact that it has had
on the University and how this concept might be extended to include participation from more HBCU's and --
tribal colleges will be posed. In addition, some of the research topics that have emanated from the activity w
will be presented.
The High Performance Computing Summer Institute
Since its inception, the HPCSI has trained more than eighty students to use advanced computational
technologies. A number of these students have graduated and entered the worlcforce and are now applying
high performance computing technologies to real world problems. Others have entered graduate schools "_
where their knowledge and capability of high performance computing can be used in their academic studies :_
and research. " .................... ': :: ......... _: ...... : m
im
Program Goals
The purpose of the High Performance Computing Summer Institute has been to introduce under_aduate
students to the state-of-the-art in I--IPC technologies. The goals of the institute since its inception are to:
1. enhance the computing skills and expertise of tlie students;
2. promote the use of advanced computing technologies in the undergraduate educational experience,
research and in the classroom;
3. encourage students to pursue advanced degrees that will allow them to employ high performance
computing; and ....
. develop graduates that enter the workforce who are capable of applying advanced computing
technologies to challenging problems which arise in the workplace.
Program Description
The HPCSI is an eight-week residential program held each summer for undergraduate students. It is a
multi-disciplinary program with two major components: an intensive training course in !-IPC and individual--
or team research projects. The training course includes lectures on parallel architectures, parallel_
computational models, high-speed networking technologies and applications, and scientific visualization.
The students are exposed to traditional supercomputing through the use of a parallel vector processor, a Cray_
J916 supercomputer that serves as a replacement for the ETA-10. In addition, the students have been-,,
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exposed to the message passing model of parallel computation utilizing a network of workstations this past
year.
Research projects are an integral component of the HPCSI. The research projects provide an opportunity for.
the students to apply technologies and applications in solving real world problems. In addition, the research
project component exposes the students to the full range of research activities. Among the activities are:
1. review and employ research techniques in the development of a project with the assistance of a
mentor;
2. enhance and improve communication skills through a series of oral presentations;
3. document the project through the writing of a technical paper;
4. present the technical paper at a research symposium at the end of the program; and
5. submit the technical paper for presentations at conferences and/or publication to a journal.
In addition to training and research experiences, the HPCSI also includes weekly semin_s, where invited
speakers present applications of high-performance computing. These seminars are designed to expose the
students to how high performance computing is applied to research in science, engineering, and
mathematics. Students attend professional development sessions where they are exposed to technical
writing, designing presentations, and techniques in communicating significant aspects of their results.
Impact of HPCSI on Undergraduate Students
One of the most important benefits of the HPCSI at Morgan State University is the excellent opportunity it
provides students to uniquely broaden their training. This effort has enabled students to expand their horizon
while at the same time improving their competitiveness for entry into the technological workforce. They are
afforded the opportunity to engage in computing on several computational platforms. Through teaming
activities, the students learn to investigate problems in their respective fields of study and to gain a greater
appreciation of the knowledge that is required from many other disciplines to effectively solve problems of
national importanc e .
The HPCSI has enabled students to participate in HPC through faculty-sponsored research, internships with
national centers in HPC, and in the classroom. The faculty-sponsored research begins in the summer and is
continued during the academic year. One of the primary mechanisms for the continuation of research is the
NASA/Morgan Undergraduate Research Scholars program. The HPCSI has prepared other students to
participate as interns at national supercomputer centers, to attend and present at conferences and to be useful
to other research projects.
In addition to thestudents who have benefited from the education relaied H_C activities, there are those
who have gained practical hands-on experience in HPC technologies. These students have served as interns
in the Information Systems and Academic Computing Center on campus. They design and install local area
networks, enable parallel computing by connecting workstations into clusters or network of workstations,
and are trained in the administration of supercomputers and workstations.
Students have expressed the importance of their experiences in the HPCSi through surveys and personal
correspondence. One student comments were as follows:
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"Participation in the HPCSI provided an opportunity to solve a practical engineeringproblem
that most undergraduatesdo not have the opportunity to solve. Courses provide textbook
problems that are very simplistic and show only one element of the problem. Through this
program I was able to use different computing .platforms, a supercomputer running ANSYS
software and workstation for post-processing using a structural engineering visualization iJ
package (EnSight). These are some of the tools that I will use in my future career. This
experience will be invaluable in the remainder of my studies as an undergraduate and as I
pursue advanced degrees in engineering. It will strengthen my competitive edg e as I enter a i,
professional career."
Another student expressed the impact the HPCI had on his personal development with the following
comments:
"The opportunity afforded me to assist in the design and installation of the computer-based
classroom training facility will be invaluable for the rest of my academic and professional
career. The experience has reinforced classes that I have taken in computer science, in particular
networking. Every student in computer science should have this or a similar experience before
graduation."
Example Research Topics of HPCSI
A number of excellent research topics that had their beginnings as projects in the HPCSI are presently under
investigation as faculty research. A number in this group are presently funded through a federal agency.
These topics include: Modeling ofF low Separation around Single and Arrayed Bluff Bodies, Determining
Lithology Using An Information Processing Model, Finite Element Analysis of Liquid Storage Tanks: A
Parametric Study, and Simulation of Solid State Ultraviolet Photodetectors for Earth Observing
b,v
Instruments.
Finite Element Analysis of Liquid Storage Tanks: A Parametric Study investigated the dynamic behavior of
liquid storage tanks as the tanks are subjected to stresses from natural disasters such as earthquakes and
natural elements such as the wind, or those stresses simply caused by flow fluid over the t__ The research
project has important implications in many areas. Liquid storage tanks are in _idespread use in _'arious_
branches of industry such as Petroleum and Natural Gas for on-shore storage facilities, the space exploration
program for liquid fuel tanks, and for water distribution facilities maintained by public works dep_a(tments, .
sw
One summer, a student research project involved the design of a neural network in electrical engineering
applications. As she continued her project during the academic year, she began to construct a model of a
neural network that could analyze subsurface data and use the results to classify the various types of rocks
present in the strata. The title of her research is Determining Lithology Using An Information Processing
Model and it classifies rock types by analyzing the data values associated with various rock characteristics. It _.
is proposed to be an alternative to extracting numerous core samples and analyzing each individual layer,_
thus eliminating the nee d to perform expensive drilling. _ l
The research project, Simulation of Solid State Ultraviolet Photodetectors for Earth Observing Instruments,
was instrumental in the advisor submitting and receiving an award for research from the NASA GSFC. As a
team research effort in the HPCSI, the purpose of the project was to employ high performance computing-
technologies to simulate the material properties, device topologies, and manufacturabilty of the6
212 ....
photodetectors.Its significance to NASA stems from the agency's need for compact, lightweight, high
performance, low cost photodetectors to build ultraviolet (UV) instruments for future space missions.
w
Extension of Model to other HBCUs and Tribal Colleges
We feel that this model is an excellent one and that it can be easily extended to include a larger number of
I-I]3CUs, HSIs and the Tribal Colleges. MUSPIN member institutions are excellent candidates for inclusion.
Participation from a few of its members has already begun; included among those are Central State
University, Elizabeth City State University, Jackson State University, North Carolina A&T, and Tennessee
State University.
In most instances, the participation has been through individual students who are paired with a faculty
mentor at Morgan State University. While this approach enables the students to gain invaluable experiences
during the summer, it has not allowed the student to continue to develop once the student returned to his/her
home institution. An alternative to this approach is for participation by both faculty and students from a
visiting university. In the summer of 1997, participants from Central State University of Ohio used this
approach.
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Introduction
The Wabanaki people of Maine (Maliseet, Micmac, Penobscot, and Passamaquoddy Tribes) have a long,
rich history. There has been comparatively little research done on this group with few curriculum materials
developed specifically about them and for them. Through a grant from City College of New York and the
_ Muspin Program of NASA, the University of Maine's Native American Programs was able to develop a
program designed to integrate Wabanaki culture into the study of math and science. The hope is to increase
:-_ the interest Wabanaki youth have in pursuing careers in math and science.
As part of a three year initiative, we began the project in Spring, 1998. We have several approaches to
meeting the goals of our program. We believe the only way to achieve success with the students is to include
the schools, the parents, and the communities.' We engaged many individuals from each group in all of our
efforts.
_- We worked with K-12 educators working with Native youth to increase theia: knowledge and comfort level
with integrating Wabanaki curriculum materials into their classrooms. This began with a 4-day workshop
held during the Summer of i998, While, the focus of the initiative is geared toward students in 4th through
_" 8th grade, we recognize that the educators at other grade levels have a significant impact on students and
their aptitude and attitude toward school in general, and math and science in particular. We define Native
educators as teachers, community people and Native parents.
Obviously, students are the keys to success for this project. To provide direct services to 4th through8th
_ grade students, we developed aNative American Science Career day for the fall of 1998. This day would be
_" designed to show students how fun and interesting science can be. We engaged Native scientists from many
fields who presented information on their areas of expertise by involving the students in hands-on activities.
Throughout the year, studen_ will travel to various lab-6ratori-es and reservation science departments to see
"_ the importance of science in Nati_,e life in tile Wabanaki Saturday Science Project. Included in each of these
activities are tribal elders balancing the Western scientific knowledge with the traditional Native stories and
_ uses to continu_ly encoUt:age Wabanaki youth to see both the relevance and traditional importance of
science in the Native world, both past and present.
_m
This workshop will discuss the process we engaged in, the struggles we contended with, and the successes
we found. While the program is still in progress, the process for the development of the program and the
initial efforts have taught all of us many lessons. We2b_ieve we can offer insights into our efforts that may
assistOthers, as well as solicit information from others who have experienced similar struggles and
Successes.
The Project
The Wabanaki Math and Science Project is funded though a subcontract with the City College of New York.
City College of New York receives its funding from Mu-Spin (Minority University-Space Interdisciplinary
Network), a program created through NASA_.s Office of Equal Opportunity Programs. The program seeks_
to increase minority universities and under-represented minority participation into the fields of math and
science. While programs are primarily geared toward minority universities, the University of Maine is not :
such an institution, however, the outreach to increase the number of Native students involved in math and
science fields enabled us to become involved in this program.
=.: .... , =
The Native American Programs at the University of Maine received funding on May I, 1998. While we ha"_
developed programs to assist us with the achievement of our goal, to date we have only held the Native
Science Teachers Institute. While this institute is the focus of our presentation, it may be helpful to see the
kinds of activities we hope to engage in the following yeats. I
The Nauve American Programs has an interest m the development of academically strong Native studentsz d
K-12. We are committed to long term efforts intended to produce systemic change. This requires attention t_
both long and short term strategies.
Our goal is to create the conditions which ";viU provide support and encouragement for Native students to u
adequately prepare themselves to choose among a wide range of educational p tt__ui_ and career options, and
provide a f'u'rn foundation for lifelong learning. We are particularly concerned with the development 6t i
improved skills for all students in mathematics and science recognizing the importance of these disciplines
in preparing for p variety of careers. In particular, we hope to engender in students an appreciation for the
importance of math and science to Native communities most especially in the management of na_ _?
resources. Collaborations with the University of Maine will provide Native people with opportunities to
utilize science in ways that will have a positive outcome for Native communities. While we would expect
significant progress in three years, we are committed to a long term effort, building capacity as we go. me
Our identified target population for this project is at both the elementary and middle school. We will direct
our primary efforts to 4th and 8th grade Native students. Both of these ages provide additional challenges
and it is often at these junctures that more Native students drop out or develop a lack of confidence in their
academic capabilities, especially in math and science. We also recognize the need to utilize the outstanding
Native students in the science, math and education areas here at the University of Maine. Many of them ha_ w
outstanding leadership potential and would serve as excellent role models for the younger students.
Therefore, they would also be included in the students we are working with.
In order to meet the needs of the targeted population, we will need to work with educators of Wabanaki
youth. Taking a holistic approach to education, educators of the youth include classroom teachers, parents,
community members, teacher aids and other concerned individuals. The project will assist thei_ to =_=
adequately teach a_ad nurture students. We believe we must begin to assist educators of Wabanaki youth in
grades 4 through 8th. As this project is viewed as long-term, we believe we must recognize education begin'-
before preschool and therefore, we must attempt to be inclusive of individuals designated as educatoi-s:
These ate the objectives we hope to accomplish:
Objective I: =
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o To increase the number of Wabanaki Native youth in grades 4 through 8th interested and
adequately prepared to enter post-secondary science and other related majors.
O
O
In order to achieve objective one, the proJect would provide: Increased awareness for the
targeted students of the relevance of science for Native people
Increased interest in science careers by Native students
Increased skills of Native youth in science
.3
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Method for achievement of objective I"
Native American Science Career Day
To increase interest for Wabanaki youth in science careers for Natives, a Native American
_cience Career Day will be held. This Science Career Day will be held at the University of
Maine, organized and facilitated by University of Maine Native students. This event will
kick-off the Wabanaki Saturday Science Program. It will provide an opportunity for 25 students
to see science methods being studied at the University and then see the same science methods
applied in a tribal setting at the Penobscot Reservation. Students will see examples of forestry,
water quality and GIS. Tribal elders and Native community leaders will be included in the day
to ensure that the activities are grounded in the traditional beliefs of the Wabanaki traditions.
Wabanaki Saturday Science Project
To continue to increase interest in science for Wabanaki youth, Saturday programs will be
offered. The Saturday program will meet at various locations throughout Maine. The intent of
each of these programs will be to allow students hands-on experiences with scientific
instruments and provide students an opportunity to see how science can impact upon their tribes
or are utilized by them.
The program will include site visits to the various scientific programs on the campus of the
University of Maine and surrounding areas. The other site visits will be held at the various
reservations and surrounding tribal lands throughout the state. The students will visit a tribal
water quality program, a tribal GIS station, and a tribal forestry management program.
Wabanaki Pre-College Science Program
In the summer, a Wabanaki Pre-College Science Program will be held at the University of
Maine. Ten eighth-grade students will have an opportunity to spend a week on campus working
with U.M. Native science students, as well as U.M. faculty in a structured academic program for
part of the day. The program, while academic, will be experientially based enabling students
- hands-on experiences in-diverse science and technological areas. An additional component of
the program will provide 8th grade students a balanced approach to traditional beliefs with the
use of tribal elders. Affective domains will also be addressed particularly transitional issues as
these young people move from their reservation schools to various high schools throughout the
state. Through the program, we also hope to increase the student's proficiency in computers to
enable them to communicate with one another, as well as project staff, throughout the following
years. The anticipated outcomes of the Wabanaki Pre-College Science Program will be:
Increased confidence in their ability to d_ath and science Increased math and science skills A
tour-year academic plan with sufficient math and science to enable the students to choose
virtually any career they want Enhanced cultural knowledge Enhanced computer skills
Enhanced self-esteem
Objective 2: w
To provide resources to enable 4th through 8th grade educators to better teach Wabanaki youth in the_
science areas. To achieve this objective, we propose to: m
o To increase the number of 4th - 8th grade teachers adequately prepared to effectively teach
science to Wabanaki youth from all four tribes D
o To find, develop and implement A Wabanaki science and math curriculum and culturally
relevant pedagogy • _-__ .......... _......
o To facilitate coordination and cooperation between Native communities and educational m
institutions serving their youth in developing an interest in science,
• To encourage teacher participation and maintain enthusiasm for educators Who have
participated in Native Science Teachers Institute follow-up throughout the year will be Ill
provided. All participants will attend 2 one-day meetings to discuss outcomes, pro_ess and
areas of improvement in initiating and further developing their summer projects. Additionally,
the project coordinator will make site visits to review the outcomes. "
Native Science Teachers Institute
In order to increase the number of educators better prepared to effectively ins t_ct students in
science, we propose the Native Science Teachers Institute held in the summer. This institute
will ask teachers of Wabanaki youth to form teams with community members, Native
para-professionals, tribal school board members, and others to identify, develop and implement_
Wabanaki science curriculum and culturally appropriate pedagogy for 4th and 8th grade scienee_
courses. We will provide training for individuals to deliver the outcome. We propose using
Native educators as consultants to work with teams, as well as other individual s knowledgeable
in their designated fields. The outcome from this project will be a specific action plan
developed by each participant.
The focus of the program is to develop, implement, and create curriculum and pedagogy that are_
Wabanaki based. Therefore, the expertise of tribal elders and knowledgeable tribal community •
leaders will be integral at every juncture of the institute, from planning to implementation.
Tribal input will be the cornerstone for the institute, providing guidance and expertise to all ,=
program participants for their youth consisting of culturally relevant Wabanaki-focused science
curriculums. Because we believe educators and communities are interes_ted in the outcomes of
programs, we will also encourage teams to look at the new learning outcomes initiated for the
State of Maine_s students. The institute can provide a means of dialogue between stakeholders
in the process and outcomes, and prepare materials to meet several c0nstituencies. This provides
a formidable challenge, but a promise for Native education. This institute could become a
prototype for the kind of partnerships we envision, developing a process for partnerships with
tribes. It also will address the real concerns of assessment and Native Americanstudents. A
consultant familiar with these assessments utilized in Maine will be contracted. II
We also want to encourage program participants to utilize technology as a resource tool. ._
Therefore, a technological component will be added. We will hire a consultant with extensive i
expertise in technological development a_!8a Native Maine educator with technological and
vtribal cultural knowledge.
We hope to have schools and communities provide tribal elders and community resource
people. The coordinator will assist in this process. We will ask participants to share a detailed
action plan for the upcoming year, integrating Wabanaki curriculum, and Native pedagogy into
math and science projectslIessons, etc. Additionally, we will seek written comments, numerical
rating scales and narrative on the prograrn_ strengths and areas of improvement. The
coordinator will develop an in-depth evaluation report on the institute with suggestions for
improvements and areas of strength to be used for future program development.
Objective 3:
v
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To facilitate collaborations with tribal agencies and available technological and scientific resources,
specifically in the State of Maine and at the University of Maine To begin the facilitation of
collaborations between tribal agencies and available technological and scientific resources, the project
coordinator will meet with tribal leaders and community members to ascertain needs. He/she will also
begin the process of networking wi_campus technological and scientific professionals with expertise,
interest, and willingness to participate. This process will be on-going and developmental..The
development of a process that will enhance tribal/University relations is critical to the success of the
program. We would like to eventually develop a manes to formalize such relationships. As a
beginning step, we will create a directory of University of Maine faculty interested in working with
the tribes and their areas Of expertise. We will then distribute this directory to the tribes to determine if
there exists a fit between faculty expertise and tribal needs.
Objective 4:
To utilize the leadership and further develop the potential of University of Maine Native students,
Native high school students, and Native para-professionals. The process to achieve this objective was
discussed throughout the project description. To summarize, University of Maine students in science,
technology, math and education specialties, Native high school students and Native para-professionals
will be an integral part of the entire project. These individuals will be used at the project outset to
design and implement the project. In the f trstYear, they will:
* work closely with the coordinator to conduct the survey of educational institutions
o network with campus facilities and tribal agencies
* assists with the logistics of the Native $c_nCe Teacher's Institute
o attend the Native Science Teacher's Institute to assist the coordinator in the development of
strategies for working with the Wabanaki youth
° become trained in responsibilities and expectations of a formalized mentor role
* develop and implement, in cooperation with the coordinator, the Saturday Science Program
° develop and implement, in cooperation with the coordinator, the Wabanaki Science Career Fair
* serve as residential _sistants and tutors in the Wabanaki Pre-College Science program
The Project: Native Science Teachers Institute:
-- The project staff determined that we should h0id theNative Science Teachers Institute du_ring the summer.
Due to the late date of beginning the project, we needed to quickly, but thoroughly, inform teachers of
: --<-Native youth, community members, parents, and other interested individuals of the project and what it hoped
to accomplish. The latter part of May and the beginning part of June, project staff met with these
individuals. We met with the faculty of the three Main$1_dian Education Schools, tribal educatioaadirectors,
tribal councils, varioustribal offices, andattendedactivities relatedto thetwo non-reservationcommunities
We were fortunate to have two individuals familiar with the population, the Superintendent of Maine Indian
Education and the project Coordinator for an ongoing Maine IVlath and Science Alliance, involved in this
initial process.
The focus of the program was to begin to develop, implement, and create curriculum and pedagogy that are
Wabanaki based. Therefore, the expertises of knowledgeable tribal community leaders were utilized
throughout the institute, from planning to implementation. Tribal input was the cornerstone for the institute,_
providing guidance and expertise to all program participants for their youth consisting of culturally a
relevant Wabanaki-focused science curriculum.
il
Because we believe educators and communities are interested in the outcomes of programs, we provided an
opportunity to look at the new learning outcomes initiated for the State of Maine_s students. The institutes
provided a means of dialog between stakeholders in the process and outcomes, and prepared materials to
meet several constituencies. A consultant famili_ with these assessments utilized in Maine was contracted.
We also wanted to encourage program participants to utiliTe technology as a resource tool. Therefore, a
technological component was included, We hired a Native Maine educator with technological and tribal
cultural knowledge.
When we began to design the institute, we wanted to be sure that we provided enough latitude to the
educators to enable them to pursue their own interests, but enough structure to enable participants to develol
concrete ideas for inclusion in the curriculuha. We chose baskets as a theme due to the importance of basket,_
and basket making to all of the four Maine tribes. Such a theme provided common areas of discussion in the
development of a curriculum. However, we attempted to carefully articulate that the basket, itself, is not the__
curriculum. The importance of baskets to Wabanaki culture, the community impact of baskets, and the math_
and science required to make baskets was what was of critical importance.
Specifics of the Institute
There was a total of 13 people who attended the institute, among those who attended there were: Seven
teachers who teach either at a native school or at a non-native school with significant native students. Of
these seven teachers, four of them were native and two were non-native teaching at a native school and one
was a high school non-native teacher who teaches a large number of native students. There were two
teacher_;s aides, one was native and the other was a nonnative. They both work at a native school. There m
were three community members present and they represented different tribes. Two of these individuals work
with the Higher Education Departments on the reservations and the third served as a cultural corjsultant to
his tribe. Additionally, there was one native student, who had just graduated with his degree in Elementary m
Education.
The f'trst day of the institute, Norbert Hill, Jr, (Oneida) former Executive Director of the American Indian
Science and Engineering Society provided the initial group building activities and conceptualized the
importance of integrating science and math with the traditional and contemporary Native communities.. He
introduced issues pertaining to Native education and asked participants to explore the impact of race on
education. This was an activity that had a few feeling a little uncomfortable. The day ended with a
discussion of what actually constitutes culturally appropriate curriculum.
I
The second day of the institute, we began to focus on specific curriculum materials using baskets as our
model. Gall Sockabasin (Passamaquoddy) presented the community context of basket making. Fred Tomah_,
(Maliseet) presented specifics on making a basket and2,_w math and science were fundamental .to basket
.,.,..,
v
making.
The second afternoon was dedicated to curriculum ideas and curriculum location. The library staff assisted
participants in locating curriculum and ideas of integrating culture into their own curriculum. Presentations
were made regarding how to evaluate curriculum materials for authenticity, accuracy, and educational value.
Participants broke in groups brainstorming ideas that to use in the classroom. The groups then presented
their ideas to the whole group.
The third morning was dedicated to the actual implementation of Native culture with math and science.
Irene Attean (Penobscot) introduced how beading could be used in teaching math. She gave some specific
classroom ideas that could be used. Some examples were; development of a bilingual counting book for
lower grades, investigating mathematical concepts of the Aztec Calendar, and loom work to teach geometry.
v The afternoon session required participants to break into groups to begin to develop specific lesson plans to
be used in the classroom and were shared with the whole group. The f'mal presentation was by Ed Bassett
"-:-1 (Passamaquoddy), who shared with us, his CD that he made to teach the Passamaquoddy Language. The
_'- participants further discussed how to use the computer in the classroom culturally. The final activity of the
E_ day pertained to the Maine Learning Results and allowing participants to utiliT.e culturally appropriate
eurrietalum to meet the assessment tasks. On the final day, Laura Massey, Ph.D. (Penobscot) Associate
---" Professor of reEducation presented programs in place that connect math, science, and culture. She presented
pedagogical strategies that are effective with Native students. The institution ended with a commitment from
the participants to continue the process begun during the institute.
Evaluation:
"- We are still in the process of analyzing the data from surveys presented to participants. Overall opinions of
the participants were uniform in that the beginning portion of the institute seemed to lack clear goals and
objectives. However, by the end, participants felt very positive for the majority that they found it very
productive and received a large amount of useful information from the institute overall. Participants were
very anxious to try out new ideas from the institute in their classes and stressed their desire to continue the
process the institute had begun.
Significance of the Project:
In order to understand why this program is noteworthy, it is important to understand the history of Maine,
the Wabanaki people, and the interactions of both. While there were many models we were able to choose
from throughout the nation,we see the significance of this program in Maine. It is not so much the
uniqueness of our project when viewed from a national perspective, it is innovative within this state.
The history of Native people in Maine is somewhat unique and to add context to the project, and it must be
briefly explored. Obviously, European contact was early, beginning in the 16th century. The French were the
predominant first Europeans to explore Maine. Due to this influence, the French Catholic Church sent
missionaries e_ly t0the area. Their influence on the Native people Was profound. Given the epidemics in
1616, the destruction of forests with hunting decreased, the significant fur trade and other factors brought
_ _ about by European contact, many tribal members converted to Christianity.
Because Maine was initially a part of Massachusetts, it was seen as one of the 13 original colonies. Through
" - this event, the tribes fell under the jurisdiction of the state. When Maine became a separate state in 1820, it
assumed responsibility for addressing American Indian issues. The State treated the Native people with
paternalism and the legislature assumed authority to r_le whatever decisions it deemed necessa-ry'-Due to
the state:_s perceived role in [ndian affairs, Native parents were often not an integral part of their students_.
education.
The connection between the Catholic Church and the tribes had a long history and, therefore, the church
continued its role in education of Indian youth. Still, today, the Sisters of Mercy have a few remaining nuns==,
teaching in reservation schools. The Sisters of Mercy had staffed reservation schools for more than 100
years. Throughout the history of Maine Indian education, the teachers were predominately Catholic sisters
with lay teachers hired by the State when there were shortages, w
In 1966, Maine became the first state to have a Department of Indian Affairs. State Board of Education acted-
as the local school board and the Commissioner of Education served as a local school superintendent. This
further took the education of Native youth to a more centralized, yet more remote, location. Additionally,
Maine was the last state in the country to enfranchise its Indian citizens in 1967.
U
The history described above does not include two tribes of Maine. An additional considerations were the
Maliseet and Micmac bands living in Aroostook County. These Indians did no_t have reservafiqns and were -_
often under-served or eompletely unserved. Viewed as non-reservation Indians, they were forced to basicall'_
fend for themselves in the White society which looked down upon them. In 1969, the two bands formed the
Association of Aroostook Indians to assist their members in receiving services. However, still today these
two tribes have no reservation schools and are in attendance in various schools throughout that county. In I,
1973, these two tribes were recognized by the State of Maine.
When the Land Claims Settlement was settled, the Penobscot and Passamaquoddy tribes became federally i
recognized. With the recognition came the services of the federal government. It was only after this occurred
in 1980 that Indian tribes in Maine were able to establish schools funded through the Bureau of Indian
Education. Soon after, Maine Indian Education was established for the three reservations (Penobscot, m
Pleasant Point Passamaquoddy, and Indian Township Passamaquoddy).
From a historical perspective, Maine Indians have experienced a history far different from many other _bes_
nationwide. This history impacts on how educational policy has been developed. The many administrative
changes within the recent past have kept the small tribes of Maine focused on the administration of__
schools and how to continue to enable them to run. It is now that individuals are able to focus on what is
being taught in sufficient detail to make such a program successful.
An additional consideration in developing the kind of project we envisioned, is the laclc of resources '-
available regarding the Wabanaki tribes. Because there is not a wealth of information readily available that _
addresses the history and culture of Maine Indians, the development of curriculum materials requires
extensive research. Such a lack of information makes the development of culturally relevant and appropriate"
curriculum a difficult and time-consuming task
This project is also unique in that the university initiated the project in consultation with the tribes. We
encouraged community members to participate because part of our goal is to strengthen community and
K-12 school relationships. While this was begun on a small scale, we hope to expand on this concept in the __
future. We hope to further develop the scholarship about the Wabanaki people, culture, and history through 1"
the process of curriculum development. The link between this projec t , the newly formed Native American
Studies at the University of Maine, the K-12 schools serving all Maine Natives, and the communities offers
a promising beginning for the future education of Wabanaki youth.
Research on American Indians_ Learning Methods Approaches to Learning
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Because the concept of learning styles and the relationship to American Indian students has been an issue of
interest and concern to educators for the past two decades, the project will also focus on this aspect. Much of
the interest stems from the concern regarding Native students' academic performance, due to the fact that
these students comprise a disproportionately large portion of student dropouts. Some educators maintain that
the current use of the term "learning styles" is only a polite way to replace the "deficiency" rhetoric of the
1960's, but the intent is the same (Kleinfeld & Nelson, 199 l). In other words, some believe the term
"learning styles" is merely a tactful way to say Native students come from deprived homes and therefore, are
probably unable to succeed academically.
In the mid 1970s and early 1980s, research began to explore hemispheric specialization of learning and the
possibility that diverse groups may process information using predominately one or the other hemisphere's
cognitive approach to learning. Additionally, this research examined the possibility that certain academic
tasks seemed to be more effectively processed in a certain hemisphere. Resultant from this research was the
hypothesis that the mason so many students of color were failing academically was due to the mismatch
between their hemispheric strengths and the academic requirements.
=
In regard to Native American students, this meant that because they tended to be predominately "fight brain"
learners and the majority of academic tasks were "left brain" specific, a reason for their failure was
associated with this lack of congruence. This lead to an interest among American Indian educators regarding
the preferred pedagogy for teaching Native students so that they could succeed in school (Ross, 1982).
This line of research encountered a great deal of controversy. If the academic tasks required in mainstream
American schools did not match the hemispheric strength of this race of students, did that mean that
American Indian students c0dd not learn.? U_ing that frame of reference, if American Indian students were,
in essence, "hardwired" for right hemispheric tasks and the schools required left hemispheric tasks, then
Native students would be incapable of ever succeeding in traditional educational environments.
Inherent within the controversy is the differential in the definition of learning-styles. The term learning styles
has been described in many different and varied ways, especially as applied to American Indians, it has been
"used to refer to an ill-defined assortment of abilities and modes of processing information: spatial abilities,
right-brain hemispheric dominance, visual memory, field dependence, holistic or successive rather than
sequential patterns of information processing, preference for visual sensory modality, and so forth"
(Kleinfeld & Nelson, 1991, p. 274).
To avoid feeding into the controversy with the terminology, in the context of this project, the concept of
learning approaches will be discussed. Learning appiroaches in this background refer to the way Native
students confront a learning task. This approach is based upon culturally developed constructed behaviors.
These actions are based on the lived experiences of tribal people. Inherent within this socially constructed
behavior are the critical beliefs and values that many Native American students bring to the educational
setting.
While all humans have similar needs, the means to meet these needs are cultivated through one's culture.
Pipes and her colleagues indicated that "The approach that an individual takes to learning and the
demonstration of learning is, however, culturally determined. Additionally, early socialization experiences
influence the ways in which children learn prior to entering school" (Pipes, Westby, & Inglebret, 1993, p.
156).
In general, American Indians tend to approach a new task from the perspective of first listening and
watching before acting. Competence precedes production. A study conducted by Sawyer and Rodriguez
(1992) indicated respondents had "an overwhelming _3ference for some variation of a 'watch then do'
approach" when learning a new task or skill (p. 292). The Native learner needs to carefully, quietly and
individually watch the skill or process to be learned before feeling comfortable to perform.
The thought process for many Native people is circular and holistic. Therefore, the whole is considered to b
more important than the parts. While the parts can be studied, it is better if they are considered only in ==
relation to the whole. For many American Indian students it is only through holistic thinking that sense can
be made of the idea or concept. Further research demonstrates that through sense making, the Native
American child can better problem solve (Hankes, 1995). Examination has shown that when Native student_
engage in simultaneous processing and global processing they are much more successful in learning and
retention.
M
Much of the research confirms that many Native students have strengths in visual spatial processing.
Therefore, students can code information better by using imagery on both verbal and visual material. Many
Native students appear to be relatively weaker in sequential processing, verbal coding and verbaJ w
understanding (Kleinfled & Nelson, 1991; Pipes, et.al., I993).
Often these least preferred modes of learning are the predominant method of instruction in many mainstrej
schools. Research documents that instruction in schools is mismatched with Native learning strengths.
Curriculum "
Pedagogy and content cannot be separated..Therefore, while it is insufficient for teachers to adjust only the d
curriculum to be culturally responsive, it is a critical area of concern for teachers. Culturally relevant
curriculum can be an area of confusion. However, today there are excellent curriculums developed and
available.
Traditionally, curricular materials were tied to real-life problems. The lessons were student generated so
students often chose their own curriculum based on what was important to them (Hankes, I995). Many
American Indian students today continue to find a need for curricular materials to be relevant and
meaningful in the context of their lives. Historically, Native children have often found no relevance or an
accurate portrayal of themselves in the traditional classroom. .... ' i
If students do not see themselves in the curriculum materials, they feel as if they don' t exist, are not
important and/or don't matter to other people. Such a feeling of a lack of significance or existence can lead -'_
student to lower their sense of self-worth. Therefore, it is recommended that teachers use culturally
appropriate curricular materials to assist students in developing positive self-esteem (Sawyer andRodriguez.m
1992). Ii
The National Indian Brotherhood summed up the importance of culture on identity in this way, "Unless a
child learns about the forces which shape him; the history of his people, their values and customs, their
language, he will never really know himself of his potential as a human being." (As quoted in Haig-Brown,
1988, pg. 132).
W
Responsive teachers will find ways to make sure the child finds people like him/herself with similar
experiences in the curriculum. If a child is to be accepted and viewed as important, their experiences.... must_::b(-_
a part of what the child reads and sees. A child cannot be expected to succeed if he/she never sees role I
models in their lives or in their books. Teachers must assist their students to feel they are an integral part of _
the classroom, the curriculum and the school. (Reyhner and Garcia, 1989).
w
Inclusion of American Indians and their culture in the e2_iculum is a necessary step in helping "Y_ve =_
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students to increase performance and to see themselves as an integral part of the school. However, caution
must be used when one is attempting to select curriculum for Native Americans. It is critical that teachers
not perpetuate the stereotypes Natives Indians. Often educators are tempted to discuss American Indians in
the pa_t, as if they disappeared after the 1860s. While history is a critical component of any well thought out
curriculum, it is crucial that teachers help American Indians and non-Natives realize that Native Americans
are still here and are contributing members of society.
Culturally appropriate curriculum must become an integral part of the core curriculum. It must focus on life
processes rather than on products and must strike a balance between historical and contemporary
information. Social relationships and value systems are more appropriate reflections of culture than physical
artifacts. It is more valuable for students to concentrate on real life issues than it is for them to examine
artifacts in a museum. Students should be exposed to realistic contemporary and often controversial issues.
Cu!turally pertinent curriculum should be evaluated continuously by students, teachers and communities and
modified when necessary. It is high in quality when it is authentic, relevant, compatible, complete and
neutral in content (Butterfield, 1984). Materials need to be authenticated and reauthenticated with the Indian
_ community. While the curricular ideas presented a-bove regarding American Indians focused primarily upon
the social science areas, it is important that other content areas should also receive emphasis. It is perhaps
easier to find a place in social science to explore cultural issues. However, it is the complexity and challenge
of integrating the diversity throughout the curriculum that demands educators attention.
In order for culturally appropriate curriculum to be effective, it must be infused throughout all subject areas.
If the student is to develop a true appreciation of the diversity and importance of American Indian cultures,
the school must present the contributions as valid in an interdisciplinary manner (Banks, 1987). It is within
the context of an ethnic studies model that Garcia (1984) stresses the importance of teaching across
disciplines.
In science, it is possible to look at alternative theories to the creation of the earth, to study the biological
LJ_ concept of race, to look at famous people of color who have contributed to the scientific arena, or to study
folk (traditional) medicines to find their botanical implications. However, for many American Indian
- students, conventional science can pose a problem. Because many traditional Native students learn that one
must co-exist with nature, not master it, some science experiments run counter to their belief system. "Belief
in the supernatural, mythology, and nonscientific explanations of natural phenomena continues" (Little
_ Soldier, 1992a, page 147). Therefore the teacher must use culturally appropriate judgment when designing
-'_ experiments for Native students. Matthews and-Smlth (i994) reported that using science curriculum that
was culturally relevant to American Indians increased their achievement levels significantly and their
_" attitude toward science was increased profoundly.
L--
Perceptions and attitudes about science need to be changed. Many Native students perceive science, with its
analytical nature and reductionistic approach, can be only relevant in the dominant culture. Teachers can
assist students to see that traditional American indiar_s used science all the time. It would be beneficial to
compare traditional explanation of things with "scientific" explanations and verify that each is valide
scientific thlnkingi_0ften science is seen as_too d0m-p_'imental and students have difficulty seeing the
overview or big picture. Teachers need to help students see data as sequential using hands on or
manipulatives. They also need to clearly demonstrate interconnections (Butterfield, 1994; Greet, 1992).
Concepts of time and space are ofien-dif-ferent for different cultures, the study of the varying theories could
help students to comprehend differences in a mathematical model. The calculations of the seasons of the
year and the calculations of star placement and travel could demonstrate to students the great intelligence
individuals had without the use of written material.
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Attitudes regardingmathmustalso be changed. Native students need to see that there is relevance in math
using real world problems, preferably dealing with Native American culturally relevant concepts and
traditions. However, content is not enough. Teachers need to help American Indian students deal with math
anxiety and improve their attitudes toward math. One very effective strategy to help students decrease math
anxiety is to rid the classroom of the remedial math concept. Instead, allow students to work together and th,,,.,
stronger students will work with the less talented to learn math in a cooperative setting (Anderson and Stein,
1992; Garcia, 1984; Hadfeel, Martin, Wooden 1992).
w
When considering reading curriculum, it is important to select materials that depict the Native student's
home and background. Basal readers rarely reflect the various cultures. Therefore, it may be necessary for __
the teacher to find or develop appropriate reading materials that bridge home and school (Reyhner and w
Garcia, 1989). _
Whole language has been suggested as a culturally relevant means of instructionl Acc0rd]ng to Kasten _-
(1992), whole language principles are in complete alliance with Native cultural beliefs. Whole language
classrooms function in a communal fashion, in an oral tradition using stories. Whole language is holistic, it _-
teaches the whole and then students learn the parts. The instruction is far less teacher directed and, in fact, is_
usually student initiated (Kasten, 1992; Sawyer and Rodriguez, 1992). This method of instruction shows
definite promise for Native American students.
Communication Style
American Indian tribes had a rich oral tradii:ion which served successfully to pass on necessary information _
to individuals through stories. Because American Indians often regard time, space and motion differently
than do non-Natives, their writings and oral presentations may seem to be disorganized, wandering and not -
goal-directed. Understanding that for many Native people the world, time, space and motion are all circular n
and reciprocal and not linear helps educators to understand that stories and writings may not follow the
linear thinking so prized in academia. It is critical that educators not judge this difference as deficient.
Getting to the point is not a particularly prized value in many Native American communities (Brown, 1982; --
Pipes, et. al, 1993) .............
Traditionally, Native individuals who need to ask for something often do so in a very indirect ambiguous
manner. It is viewed as inappropriate behavior to come out and just ask for something one desires. Part of
the rationale for this approach is to save face, both for the one making the request and the one to whom the --
request is made. If the ambiguous request is ignored, neither party needs to feel emban:assed for either w
asking or for refusing the request. Therefore, social harmony can better be preserved. - -
ql'
The discomfort many non-Natives feel toward silence is not necessarily shared by many American Indian
people. In fact, silence is seen as a virtue and art expectation. Talking constantly is seen as odd and
somewhat inappropriate. If one has nothing to say, one should be quiet. If a question appears to be
sufficiently answered by another, many Native students find no need to add their input. This tendency can
affect American Indian students in the classroom when active participation is required (Pipes, et.al., 1993). -_
American Indian students often feel embarrassed by calling attention to themselyes_ in c_lass. Traditionally,
one is taught that such notice tends to break from group cohesiveness and is therefore inappropriate. It is L_
important for educators to be aware of this value since often teachers use individual public praise to
reinforce suitable behavior. For many Native students this public praise would be very embarrassing and
therefore not a reward at all )
Additionally, if another student gives the "wrong" an:_gr to the teacher's question, it would not be seemly to
D
answercorrectly. If thereappearsto beonly one right answer,often AmericanIndianstudentswill not
respondto theteacher'squestion.They often feel they may not know theabsolutely correct answer the
teacher has in mind and they cannot risk answering incorrectly. If the individual is wrong, this person will
feel very embarrassed and jeopardize their honor. If they are correct in answering they may stand out (Litde
Soldier, 1992b).
Another area of confusion is in the area of eye contact. Most educators have become familiar with the notion
that for some tribes, direct eye contact is inappropriate and a sign of disrespect. This lack of direct eye
contact is often misconstrued by educators to mean the student is not paying attention. However, it is critical
such judgement be avoided. While it is true that eye contact is different for American Indians, it is not
absent. For many Native people, the amount and intensity of eye contact is much less than that used in
mainstream culture. As Pipes, et. al, (1993) state, "It is important to note that Native Americans do not
demonstrate an absence of eye contact. Rather their culture may reinforce a different schedule and patterning
of eye contact" (page 155).
One last area of consideration when dealing with American Indian students and their communication style is
_ the need to be traditionally polite. In this instance for many tribes, if an individual is offered anything from
another it is rude to not accept. Therefore if an individual is offered food and he/she is not hungry, it is
_- considered rude to not accept the food and eat it. Rejection of another's gift is inappropriate (Acldey,
_- personal communication, August, 1995). It is often the custom when asking for something from a traditional
Native person, even information, it is appropriate to give tobacco to the individual when one asks. It is a
:T sign of respect for the individual and the individual's culture.
Cooperative grouping techniques have been shown to be especially effective with American Indian students.
_ Because they traditionally have been taught the need to work together, such a strategy is a natural means of
helping students develop skills and share expertise without appearing stupid or boastful. In the American
Indian tradition, students who are academically proficient in one area will assist those who aren't. It is
.._ understood each child has his or her own gifts and strengths given by the Creator. At some point, the skills
of the less proficient student in one setting will be needed in another setting (Hankes, 1995).
=--
Time Orientation
The time orientation for many American Indian students, is very different than mainstream culture. For
-_ many Natives, the focus is on the present. Therefore students will often not be terribly c.oncerned about the
future.
L_
Another aspect of time is the idea of "Indian " "tlme . When one attends an Indian function, such as a
pow-wow, it is rare indeed if it begins exactly when it is scheduled to start. Indian time lacks exactness of
mainstream American societal standards.
E J
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For many American Indians, it is considered very impolite to leave an individual one is talking with only so
that the individual may remain on schedule. Therefore, it is not uncommon for Native Americans to not be
on time for a meeting or school.
Indian time can be considered problematic in the mainstream world of hurry, haste and future orientation. To
assist American Indian students who may not share the long term goals or future orientation that many
non-Native people have, the teacher can assist students by clearly breaking down assignments into
manageable bits, setting deadlines and explaining the rationale for students to do and learn this approach to
learning. Due to the lack of focus on future expectations many Native American students lack, it would be
helpful to many Native students if teachers set short-t¢2_ goals."Instruction based on specific, shod-term
objectives using appropriate reinforcers that ciosely follow desired behavior changes is more likely to be
effective" (Little Soldier, 1992a, page. 147). ,w
Since far reaching goals may seem too far away.to matter and if the reward for accomplishment is not
immediate, many American Indians may feel they will never actually receive the reward at all. Teachers can
assist Native American students in learning new ways to approach deadlines. They can discuss with student-
that the tendency to be too present thinking, while such an approach is important and admirable in their w
home communities, it may be maladaptive in educational settings at times.
In traditionally Native education, instruction was time-generous. The lessons were learned when they were m
learned, not according to some schedule or some clock. Teachers need to allow flexible time periods,
especially with complex, difficult and/or critical skills and concepts to assi_st Native American children feel
there is time for them to learn. Because there is time, the material must be important and because it is _.
important, there must be adequate time (Little Soldier, 1992a; Hankes, 1995).
Conclusion --_....
Utilizing the history, the research on American Indian learning styles, and the interest of the people invo!ved__._
in the project can assist this project to be successful. However, the main intent of the project is to provide
systemic changes in the way education is viewed. In particular, we hope to have Native students well
prepared to be successful in their academic endeavors, especially math and science. We believe our attempts
will be successful based on the strong beginning foundation, u
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Mr. Jose C'de Baca
New Mexico Highlands University
AISTEC Project
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505-454-3532
505-454-3011
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Thank you for attending our presentation. We hope that within the limited time, we will be able to articulate
our mission, and highlight the accomplishments of the AISTEC project and describe how it relates to the
theme of this Conference: "Strengthening Partnerships Between Tribal and Non-Indian Institutions".
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History:
Six years ago NASA sponsored a gathering in Santa Fe, NM and invited 10 universities and colleges to
attend. NASA posed a challenge to the attendees to develop an initiative that would ultimately produce a
work force from the American Indian community that would be qualified to be hired as scientists,
technologists and engineers by NASA. Several meetings later, we produced a proposal to NASA, which
created AISTEC. AISTEC thus began on the heels of executive order 13021 which elevated the status of
Tribal Colleges to that of Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Hispanic Serving Institutions.
-- Mission:
. ° .
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The mission Of AISTEC therefore, is to develop and nurture American Indian students.for careers in
Science, Engineering and Mathematics, with a focus on the primary role of the Tribal Colleges.
AISTEC consists of 10 Universities and Colleges:
Arizona State University, Din6 College, D-Q University, Haskell Indian Nations University, New Mexico
Highlands University, Oklahoma State University, Salish Kootenai College, South Dakota School of Mines
& Technology, University of New Mexico and the University of Washington.
You will note that the I0 institutions range from large universities to tribal colleges. Also included in this
: = range are four, 4-year institutions. AISTEC is NASA's premier tribal college _rving consortium for science,
| -1
_, .... engineering, and math (SEM) development.
-_ We have five PH.D granting institutions:
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Arizona StateUniversity,OklahomaStateUniversity, SouthDakota Schoolof Mines & Technology,
University of New Mexico, and the University of Washington.
Currently these institutions are engaged in a recruiting effort to identify and recruit American Indian student
who express an interest in SEMT. These institutions also offer tutoring & counseling programs for those ==
American Indian students on a science career path, We are also in the process of developing MOU's and
articulation agreements with the AISTEC Tribal Colleges and HINU, which will align SEM curriculum and
serve as a model for other tribal colleges, i
Four-year institutions: _.
Haskell Indian Nations University, New Mexico Highlands University, Salish Kootenal College, and South _=
Dakota School of Mines & Technology axe engaged in a variety of activities aimed at pre-college students,
developing distance learning courses, and the AISTECNet, and basic math skills.
m
The consortium includes 4 American Indian colleges 2 of which I already mentioned. The other two ate
Dind College formerly known as Navajo Community College and D-Q University, which is located in
Northern California. At SKC & DQU, we are developing curricular infrastructure and providing tutoring an(_
counseling to AI/AN. _.
Dind College offers a summer program in developing science skills for 7th and 8th graders in a Navajo
context and a summer bridge program in science for students transcending from high school to tribal
college. _ ....
Project Goals:
1. To assist AISTEC tribal colleges to develop curricular and technological infrastructure
2. To develop SEM articulation agreements between and among AISTEC tribal colleges, 4-year AISTEC
universities and their affiliated tribal colleges.
3. To develop and implement transition and SEM skills development programs at pre-college, 2-year and _
university levels.
These three goals have been consistent throughout 4 years of the project. In geneial we have been
attempting to build apath for students leading to an eventual career in SMET. On this path we have
concentrated on skill development, motivation, and an infrastructure which supports the traveler along _
the way. Our success to date has led us to add two additional goals:
4. To strengthen the role of and emphasis on tribal colleges
5. To disseminate and replicate models successfully developed within individual AISTEC institutions _,
Goals 4 and 5 will serve to broaden our impact with a focus on the Tribal Colleges ........
Year 4 project outcomes: .......................... =_ = ....
During this past year we have worked with Salish Kootenai College, D-Q University, and Cheyenne River
Community College to increase SEM degree offerings from four to eight, a 100 percent increase.
We have developed and implemented five new SEM distant learning courses offered through five tribal
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colleges.
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AISTEC recruited and developed two American Indian faculty members: a calculus instructor at Din¢_
College and an engineering instructor at Southwest Indian Polytechnic Institution.
South Dakota School of Mines & Technology hosed a summit on engineering articulation attended by seven
tribal colleges and seven engineering universities. Three MOU's have been signed and three are under
development.
AISTEC institutions provided SEM enhancement to 339 American Indian students at the pre'college level,
and tutoring and mentoring to 648 American Indian college students. More than half of these students
completed SEM courses with a grade of B or better.
At Ft. Peck Reservations we have 18 classrooms in operation from kindergarten to the tribal college who are
developing basic math skills. At the elementary level more than 50% of the students are performing at or
above grade level as measured by the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS).
AISTEC provided college entry and financial aid information to 679 American Indian students; fifty percent
of who were high school seniors or transfer students. Over 100 of those college-ready students have
matriculated into tribal colleges or tribal serving universities.
AISTEC initiated two technology transfer partnerships involving tribal entities, government agencies, and
the corporate sector. One of these already is generating revenue.
AISTEC established a partnership with Microsoft to develop technological capabilities at tribal colleges.
Our recruitment effort has been one of the most successful of the components of the AISTEC effort. During
Year 5 we have designed a recruitment effort that will have 4 times the impact. We will have full time
recruiters at ASU, OSU, UNM, UW and SDSM&T. We will conduct a vigorous campaign to identify
AI/AN students and show them the path that AISTEC has helped create for careers in SEMT.
AI/ANGraduatesinSEM
Year BS MS Phi)
1987 N/A N/A 30
1988 N/A N/A 27
1989 585 119 34
1990 537 79 17
1991 579 97 34
1992 611 98 41
1993 680 118 21
1994 793 128 33
1995 896 122 38
1996 N/A N/A 53
Source: NSF Division of Science Resources Studies Directorate for Social, Behavioral, and Economic
Sciences
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Year 5 and Beyond...
During this next year AISTEC will appoint an Advisory Committee consisting of 5 members: 3 from tribal
colleges, 1 from an American Indian serving University, I from government/industry. This group will be m
charged with evaluating the goals to satisfy the needs of both NASA and the NA communities that AISTEC
serves. Also, AISTEC will work with SKC to develop a mechanism to evaluate proposals for new projects --
from TC outside the current AISTEC membership. In subsequent years, this process will continue so that a
continual flow of graduating old projects and incoming new projects will be established. Thus AISTEC will
began to function as an incubator for TC projects, allowing TC to gain experience with the processes of
proposing for and carrying out projects in a NASA context. Graduating projects should emerge ready to
compete for awards such as NASA's PACE and MASTAP.
To assist in the long-term support of successful projects and to expand into additional areas, AISTEC is
actively developing alternate sources of income:
1. AISTEC has reached an agreement with Microsoft Corporation for developing computer capabilities
for tribal colleges: NWIC, SKC, and HINU. .........
2. We have successfully completed a transfer technology license agreement with the JSC for the
development of an absorbent pillow for hazardous waste into a potential income-producing w
commercial product that will be manufactured by a tribal industry.
3. AISTEC completed software development on a JSC patent issued to a Native American f'wm.
Revenues from these agreements (2 & 3) will be used to further AISTEC goals.
4. During the 1999 grant year, AISTEC will use its experience in technology transfer to assist tribal
colleges and their communities in using technology transfer to generate sources of income.
5. AISTEC also has developed distributive computing software applied to basic mathematics. This i
technology will soon be. utilized with AI/AN schools who have limited bandwidth capability on
AISTECNet to help improve basic math skills.: _-: : , : .... " ::
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Explorers of the Universe: Meaningful Learning Contexts
Marino C. Alvarez
Tennessee State University
College of Education Centerof Excellence and College of Education
Box 139
Williams Campus
Nashville, TN 37203
615-963-7328
615-963-7027
malvarez @ coe.tsuniv.edu
Introduction
The primary goal of the Explorers of the Universe educational project is to involve middle and high school
teachers and their students, and postsecondary students in a quality research program that is interdisciplinary
i rather than compartmenta/iZed by domain. The focus is to engage students and their teachers in authentic
tasks and materials couched in problem-oriented formats within meaningful learning contexts that foster
_ thinking and learning. Authentic in that students construct meaning from real data and are asked to make
• sense of the world around them. Students pursue individual paths of inquiry using critical and imaginative
thinking, and engage in social and solitary contexts that involve them in writing, intervening, and reflecting
_ on ideas gleaned from conversations and readings (electronic and conventional). The process engages
students in formal skills such as written communication, literacy, logic, and calculation.
The science and literacy skills needed to learn, make connections within and among disciplines, and
communicate to others are vital to learners who are expected to achieve educational goals espoused by the
academies (e.g., American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1989; International Reading
Association, 1992; National Science and Technology Council, 1995; Science Council of Canada, 1984;
Royal Society,-ig85). So, too, are the specific ways in which these learners use language and instructional
tools, and technology for literacy learning and applying scientific and mathematical concepts (NASA's
Education Program, 1993).
To promote a quality education plan that meet scientific, mathematical, literacy, and technology standards,
we provide challenging opportunities for both teachers and students to think and construct knowledge
generated in meaningful contexts. Students "showing" what they can do is a goal of this educational plan.
This goal differs from those educational programs that are aimed at convergent projects, student-directed
on-task modules, fixed curriculums, vast fiumbers Of participants, and restricted standardized measures of
assessments.= instead,/l_e education_ 0bjective:i_ to:involve students in meaningful learning activities using
self-directed cases, metacognitive tools (e.g., hierarchical concept maps, and vee diagrams) to plan,
carry-out, and finalize their research investigations, and an emergent educational curriculum plan that
stimulates critical and imaginative thinking.
: ..... ; _: _ :- .:_:.=i- 3 : : i : _
TSU/Explorers of the Universe and Related NASA Projects
---- The Explorers of the Universe Projec_-(httlSii/C_'2.tsuniv.edu/explorers) is a scientific/literacy project that
serves as the principal educational partner in several NASA projects. The project is directed toward the
intrinsic value of activities in the classroom. These activities are intellectual and provide opportunities for
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learnersto make-decisionswhile simultaneouslymaking useof existing proceduresand standardsamong
disciplines that createopportunitiesto shareknowledgeand negotiatemeaning.The principal investigator,i
for theproject is Dr. MarinoC. Alvarez, Professorof Education.
The project is situated within the Center of Excellence in Information Systems,at TennesseeState_
University, with NASA Centerfor AutomatedSpaceScience(CASS), NASA Network ResourcesTraining
Site (NRTS) which is under the auspicesof MU-SPIN, and NSF Center for SystemsScienceResearch-
(CSSR).The Directorof theCenterof Excellencein InformationSystemsis Dr. Michael R. Busby. u
The project hasexpandedto include six high schools,amiddle school,andpostsecondarystudentsenrolled
at TSU. Theschoolsinvolvedare:University_Schoolof Nashville, HuntersLaneHigh School,andDav_idson_
Academy,Nashville, Tennessee;ThomasJeffersonHigh School for Scienceand Technology,Alexandria,
Virginia; Wellington School,in Columbus,Ohio; GeorgeWashingtonHigh School Campus,New York_
City; and,Kodiak High School, in Kodiak Island, Alaska.
Funding for the Explorers of the Universe is provided by the NASA Tennessee Space Grant Consortium,
and by NASA through NRTS. Three areas of related study are represented by this project: TSU Variable_
Stars Project; NASA Goddard Space Flight Center's Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter (MOLA), and their
Vegetation Canopy Lidar (VCL) Mission scheduled for launch February 2000. Teachers and studentsj
participate in these research investigations. Schools, under the auspicious of NASA Minority University_
Space Interdisciplinary Network (MU-SPIN), are included in this project's educational network. High school
astronomy, physics, and earth/space teachers and their students are involved in receiving a_gd _an_alyzing data _
from automatic telescopes located at Washington Camp in the Patagonia Mountains in Arizona via the_
Internet, and from the MOLA Mission on Mars. Students are also invol,eed in research studies with the VCL
Mission. These student research investigations become longitudinal studies with subsequent students_
involved in pre-launch and post launch research activities in this mission, m
Within the spirit of a multilateral international collaboration for these _projectsl k_students: who represent a_
diversified multicultural population in the Explorers of the Universe Project benefit from shared knowledge _
and experience resulting from discussions and research evolving from these investigations. Teachers and
students are involved with this educational mission working collaboratively on various aspects, of sgl_ and_
magnetic interpretations and resolving their cases using mathematical and scientific principles from which to m
reach multiple perspectives.
The building of a "community of thinkers," defined as an active group of students and teachers striving to_
learn more about a discipline by engaging in the processes of critical and imaginative thinking, will be the
cornerstone of this educational outreach plan (Alvarez, 1995, 1996a 1997). We differentiate between
thinking and learning. Thinking is a process that has some initial beginning, and moves to some conclusion"
or solution rather than increasing skill or perfecting the execution of the solutions (Russell (1956). It is
during the learning process that thinking takes place, but learning is an intermediate phase rather than a final<
product. Thinking of ways to achieve learning outcomes are different from focusing on ways that learning _
outcomes can be achieved. The former is process oriented; the latter product-oriented (Alvarez, 1996a).
In an effort to increase learning efficiency, teachers and students in the Explorers of the Universe project"
focus on the processes of thinking: selecting, eliminating, searching, manipulating, and organizing
information. Emphasis is placed on thinking as a process involving a sequence of ideas moving from some_
beginning thought, through a series of a pattern of relationships, to some goal or resolution. Within our
community of thinkers, teachers and students ask questions, seek answers, and reflect on their thoughts and
feelings as they engage in action research case-based investigations.
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Educational Features
The educational plan has several unique aspects. The sun/earth/space science educational mission involves
middle, secondary, and postsecondary students-promoting science and literacy in ways that differ from
conventionally funded science programs that guide students to prescribed product outcomes using
prepackaged materials.
First, students who are enrolled in astronomy, physics, and earth science classes and their teachers are
targeted to participate. Due to the nature of the philosophy that underlies this educational plan, it is
necessary that the teachers selected are willing to learn more about their subject area and think along with
their students.
Second, these student researchers are involved with incremental stages of phases of their cases. During each
phase, students enter their notes, observations, findings, log notations, data analyses, and so forth onto a text
file and publish their papers on the World Wide Web that serves as a resource for other students to access
and share their thoughts. This collection becomes part of each student's computer-based working and report
portfolios that are used as a tool for self-assessment and for mediating knowledge with the teacher and their
peers. A Case Guide CD has been developed that describes, narrates, and shows animations of concept maps
and vee diagrams, video clips of teachers and students discussing these metacogntive tools, an Action
Research Strategy, a Notebook that allows students to correspond directly to our server via the World Wide
Web by entering notations, and an illustrated framework from which students can formulate, carry-out, and
report their research (see Alvarez, 1998a).
Third, students are actively engaged in self-directed, case-based research for which they are directly
responsible. They research open-ended cases for which there are, in most instances, an absence of a
prescribed set of "right" answers. These teachers and students use critical and imaginative thinking to solve
authentic tasks that are set in problem-oriented formats.
Fourth, students use interactive learning environments to design and share their concept maps over the
Internet (e.g., Inspiration 5.0), communicate with scientists via e-mail, and engage in interactive research
and collaborative planning using the Interactive Vee Diagram on the World Wide Web (Alvarez, in press,
1998b, !997)-
Fifth, students publish their papers on the World Wide Web and receive feedback from "faceless" and
"unknown" persons from throughout the world. This process not only enhances technology and literacy
skills, but also develops a respect for interpreting and representing new knowledge (Alvarez, 1996b).
Sixth, students keep logs, correspond with astronomers and others via electronic mail, record observations
=:_ and findings, make discerning judgments of papers accessed on the Internet, and incorporate related facts,
concepts, and information from other content disciplines. During this process students are taught to use two
:=. metacognitive tools: concept maps and vee diagrams. These educational tools enable them to conceptualize
•_ and represent their_ ideas and plan their research. This collection becomes part of each student's
computer-based working portfolio that is used as a tool for self-assessment and for mediating knowledge
with the teacher and their peers. Students share their observations and findings among the participating
,.... schools and within their own school.
Seventh, students collaborate with other students affiliated with the project who share common research
topics. They share information electronically via the Internet and World Wide Web and receive feedback.
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Eighth, community resources (people and places) are an integral feature of this melding of the societal
curriculum with the formal school curriculum.
Ninth, teachers and their students present at scientific, mathematical, literacy, and technology conferences
so their voices can be heard about their research endeavors (e.g., Alvarez et. al., 1998). i
Tenth, teachers develop manuals that will aid other teachers and their students to record, analyze, and report _=
the data received from the missions. Students field-test these manuals and provide input. The manuals are
placed on the World Wide Web for public access. (This was done with the Explorers of the Universe
Variable Star Project whereby teachers (Rodriguez & Hennig, 1997) wrote a manual after learning about
data computations and had their students field-test the entries.) __
Interfacing Educational Programs
Students interface their case research with others who are affiliated wi_ similar scientific projects in the
Explorers of the Universe NASA sponsored educational programs. Although several aspects of the Mars
Orbital Laser Altimeter (Stockman, Alvarez, & Albert, 1998) lends itself to related areas of study, the
Variable Star Project and the Vegetation Canopy Lidar (VCL) Mission seem to be _ore wi_ eacl:tothcrs ..,
mission goals and objectives; and therefore, offer multiple pathways for interfacing student research
investigations.
II
Public Outreac h
Another unique aspect of this project is the melding of the societal and formal school • c_culu_. The g
societal curriculum is evidenced in not only what students bring to the classroom from their home,
community, and religious environments, but also by involving the public in meaningful ways. Community =
resources (people and places), locally, nationally, and internationally become an integral part of the---
educational process. Throughout their case research, students are in contact with persons, state and federal
agencies, archives, libraries, colleges/universities either directly or through ¢lec_onic-commi.iificadons. _-
Students conduct interviews with persons having pertinent information to their case study.
Students publish their papers on the WWW. Teachers, students, and university educators co-author articles
for publication in science, literacy, and technology journals. Students develop CD ROMs of their research TM
studies. Teachers write manuals about technical, mathematical, and scientific aspects of the mission for
other teachers and their students to use as a springboard for other research. Teachers and their s/udents -
present at science, mathematics, literacy, and technology conferences. Information gathered and researched"
about Solar B's Mission is displayed on web sites of participating sch_ls, NASA Centers, and the TSU
Center of Excellence in Information Systems - Explorers of the Universe Project_ ........
NASA/NRTS is housed in TSU's Center of Excellence in Information Systems. The NRTS Project Director
is Dr. Willard Smith. NRTS is charged with networking and connecting schools having under represented -
student populations to the WWW. NRTS has an added role of developing and conveying distance le_g"
programs. TSU's Center of Excellence is responsible for this distance learning project and plans to promote
these NASA science initiative nationally. Distance learning, via WWW, offers extended oppo_unities to
enjoin school populations and persons in disperse communities and provide forums for them to become _
participants in this research. .... : .... __
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American Indian Network Information Center (AINIC)
Ms. Michelle Bekaye
PO Box 218
Tsaile, AZ 96556
520-724-6612
520.724-3327
mbekaye @ hotmail.com
The American Indian Network Information Center (AINIC) started out in 1997 and is a three-year grant
program, funded by the National Aeronautics Space Administration (NASA). AINIC is based at Dinl_
College; formerly known as Navajo Community College, in Tsaile, Arizona on the Navajo Reservation.
AINIC was created to bring Internet Resources to K-12 schools on the Navajo Nation. Many of the schools
on the Navajo Reservation lack funds to keep their libraries and textbooks updated and having access to the
internet would bring neverending resources to these schools. The AINIC program is helping schools that
have access to the Interact or are planning to get connected very soon to learn how to use Internet resources
effectively and also to integrate the Internet into their school curricula.
Currently, AINIC is focusing on K-12 schools on the Navajo Reservation. We have eight participating
teachers at this point. Our goal is to get twelve teachers by the end of the Fall 1998 semester. The AINIC
program staff provides technical assistance on how to get connected to the Word Wide Web. We also
provide basic Internet training: how to search for on-line resources, where to get free e-mail and eventually
how to upload your own web page.
At this point in time, our goals are to find a base of twelve teachers in the fields of Science, Math,
Engineering & Technology. We are training these teachers to learn how integrate the Internet effectively as a
learning tool in their classrooms. AINIC is providing Macintosh G3 computers for the base twelve teachers.
We are also providing scanners and digital cameras for the schools to use. Other Incentives of the A.INIC
program that teachers and students receive are T-shirts, pencils and other school supplies when they
completed the on-line curriculum.
These teachers in turn would train other teachers how to use the Internet and so on, thus creating a
"Train-the-Trainers" model. The teachers objectives are to upload an on-line curriculum that they can use to
teach their students lessons in Earth Science and eventually we will expand into other subjects.
We are also providing a Role Models Database composed of Native American professionals and college
students in the fields of Science, Math, Engineering & Technology (SMET). These Role Models will contact
the AINIC K-12 student participants through e-mail and on-line conference rooms in order to guide them
and encourage them to continue school and to pursue careers in the SMET fields.
The AINIC staff has provided a web site that will serve as a one-stop resource for the AINIC teachers and
students. The web site consists of NASA resource links, a web page developer, on-line conference rooms,
Role Models Database, AINIC Teacher Directory and other resource links. The web site is located at
ainic.ncc.cc.nm.us which will soon be moved to www.ainic.org.
Many goals have been set for the success of the American Indian Network Information Center. But if we can
collaborate with other technology organizations, we can integrate the Internet into more Schools, offering
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endless resources, and a better means of communication and collaboration among the community of
teachers. The main objective of AINIC is to provide Native American youth the chance to see the world
through the Intemet and to learn to interact with technology in the classroom. This may already be
happening in other schools in the U.S. but on the Navajo Reservation, this has never been done before and
we have the chance to make it happen.
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Dr. Moses Gwan
Grambling State University
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Exploiting Distant Learning as a Portal
(Among Minority Institutions) to Emerging Technologies
Dr. Moses Gwan, Jr.
Grambling State University
Department of Math & Computer Sciences
P.O. Box 1191, Carver Hall #137
Grambling, Louisiana 71245
318-274-3846
318-251-9950
mgwan @ linknet.net
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Abstract
Grambling State University (GSU), in retrospect, has had its share of the painful demise of other minority
institutions -that of involuntary depravation of access to equal opportunities in select technological
resources. The unfortunate result has been a progressively widening technological gap forged not along
sheer aptitude, as would be expected, but rather predominantly along cultural contrivances. More
unfortunate, perhaps, is the vast un-tapped repository of, rarely-exploited, talents and enduring persistence to
be found in these camps.
Our present civilization is resting on the threshold of the portals of unfathomable technological
breakthroughs and opportunities. Computer technology - especially networking and parallel distributed
processing, for example, are spearheading the migration from our traditionally formal classroom pedagogies
to more liberal alternatives to better embrace new or emerging technologies and the resulting prolific
problem solving paradigms and capabilities that come with them. For once, even previously underprivileged
institutions stand equal chances of leveraging their strengths and creativity in shaping the trends of these
emerging technologies. GSU's experience with interactive telecasting (partly through the DoD's
HPCMP/PET* initiative) is rich and replete with what is perceived to mirror the kind of productive
partnership envisaged between tribal and non-Indian institutions for effective participation in the NASA
Science and Technology initiatives of the future.
w J
Introduction
One of the prominent benefits of the advent of telecommunication was the undoing of the geographical and
ideological barriers that characterized the cultures of the world as we knew them then. Granted that those
barriers, legally, do no longer exist but the disparate rate at which minorities were granted access to these
technologies, beginning with the telephone, the television and, now, computer technology, has resulted in an
undeniable technological gap which will continue to bean enigma to the latter group. This fact is supported
by a recent study conducted by some University of Maryland scholars in which they noted the lingering long
term hurt of a racial divide on minorities [1]. It is further supported by some recent, highly profiled,
speeches or rhetoric by key government officials on the digital divide and its potential effects on minorities
[2 - 4].
The Digital & Economic Divide
2zt7 f
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The studies and speeches alluded to above all attest to the fact that our capitalistic society, though promoting
the notion of equal opportunities for all, is riddled over and over, in practice, with the dilemma of bridging m
the gaps resulting from previous malpractices of unfair depravation of access to basic amenities. The
unfortunate evidence of this dilemma, even amid a prodigious economic and technological growth, is the
involuntary widening rather than narrowing of the economic and technological gap with the affiuerit getting
more affluent and the destitute getting even more so.
These could be said to be particularly exciting times. New or emerging technologies, especially in parallel
and distributed computing, are redefining the landscape of the way we solve problems and, similarly, the
process of formulation and introducing such technologies. Due to the exorbitant cost of pioneering new
technologies only the technologically or economically privileged institutions will frequently be among the _I
favored to receive the cream of the cash to research these emerging technologies. The under-privileged
institutions are perceived, on the other hand, to be a real liability or big risk often not worth taking. From the
perspective of a privileged institution it makes every sense to maintain a clear divide and distinction
between the institutions.
A primary motivation for the digital divide, therefore, can be shown to be economic and thus the ,_
estrangement of the rhetoric already alluded to. A case in point is the recent White House initiative and
funding for the collaborative research, specification and design of intemet II - the next generation of the _
ubiquitous network of networks. Of the institutions selected for funding for this research, there is no
minority or tribal institution. The actions of the government, therefore, are inconsistent with their rhetoric
and there does not appear to be any real concerted effort to bridge the technological gap.
The one thing that could be worse than the foregoing, perhaps, is when a privileged institution, trying to
make room for new state-of-the-art equipment, occasionally offloads its mundane equipment stock pile (in a .._
typically well publicized act of charity) to an under-privileged institution. Admittedly the intention is ==
frequently to bridge or narrow the technological gap between the former and the latter. In practice, however,
such acts of charity do not narrow but rather further broaden the gap because the creative energies of the _-
recipient(s) are now removed from more innovative pursuits to focus on often futile attempts to tinker with
obsolete equipment that the donor(s) had probably, themselves, given up on.
A Winning Strategy for Tribal & Minority Institutions
To better prepare to embrace the new or emergent technologies new alliances are needed among minority
and tribal institutions. Not necessarily with privileged institutions in which the former will always be
considered a parasite but rather with any one with whom they can leverage mutual strengths. It is considered
futile to re-invent the wheel but it is considered innovative to leverage the efforts of the inventor of the
wheel to further advance the state of the technology. New sources of funding must be sought not as ,_
under-dogs to some other institution(s) but rather as mutual partners whose strategic accomplishments _
depend on the synergy resulting from the collective strengths of all involved. The emphasis must be on these =7,
strengths (what the one can contribute) rather than status (what one used to be).
The Virtual Classroom
The current technological proliferation has liberated our traditional classroom pedagogy from the practice of
confinement and protectionism to a service-oriented one that knows little or no bounds. To achieve the
mutual collaboration dictated by the new economies of scale of computing as well as the widely cherished
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distributed processing paradigm, distant learning promises to be a very effective and non-intimidating tool.
Since the medium is completely voluntary, contributors are esteemed for the quality and usefulness of their
contribution rather than status. Better still, there is no reason to be inhibited by a fear of losing one's
privileged status. The privileged and under-privileged alike have a lot to contribute in this medium and thus
can forge new alliances.
=_
GSU's Experience
GSU has now been involved with the DoD's HPCMP/PET project for two and a half years. The goals of this
project are: (a). To upgrade the present DoD's computing infrastructure located at various major shared
resource centers, to support the warfighter, by an order of magnitude over the five year duration of the of the
project. (b). Develop new problem solving techniques to exploit that computing power to command a
decisive global supremacy. (c). To develop training programs to disseminate the new techniques and tools to
all participants and users alike.
GSU, which would otherwise be estranged to the current emerging technologies, has instead benefited from
a formal distant learning program thanks to the third goal above. Although this report does not cover the
technical design and implementation of a distant learning production and delivery facility, ample references
[5] to authoritative sources of such information exist. GSU's own distant learning production facility is quite
primitive but effective for the scope of its designated goal.
A tool that might become very useful in the future for a broader scale distant learning effort is one developed
at Syracuse university under the auspices of the PET program. Syracuse's distant learning package centers
around a proprietary tool called Tango and has been widely tested at Jackson State University. The latter
product, unfortunately, limits distant learning to a mere production and packaging of lectures to be viewed
(off-line) using a number of media [6]. Effective learning, in our view, has always been interactive and
nothing short of that will even begin to bridge any technological gaps between participants. Microsoft is also
developing proprietary tools to make distant learning a common practice, hopefully, in the future [7].
Conclusion
In the wake of the advent of exciting emerging technologies previously under-privileged institutions must
plan their strategies carefully in order to have a role in shaping the new technologies. Any viable strategy
must leverage the formidable strengths, which have laid dormant and un-exploited in the past, of these
institutions. New sources of funding must emphasize the free expression of such suppressed talents rather
than foster the existing technological divide resulting from a skewed view of potential contributions to new
technologies.
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Greatest Challenge to Writing Web Documents:
Keep the user oriented; provide a coherent structure in which the relationship of each page to the rest
of the document is clear. An important point to remember when writing web pages; just because you
can do something with the Web doesn't mean that it's a good idea.
Types of Links:
Truly Hyper:
• Every document is linked to every other document
• Can lead to circular navigation
• Frustrates the user
• Difficult to maintain
Pure Linear Design:
• Easy to follow __
• Users are actually more likely to read the pages
• Boringggggggg!
• Best used for reference manuals, short stories, prose
• Easy to maintain
Tree: 253
J
• Single page serves as jumping off point to other pages
• Easy to navigate - each page contains 3 links
• The concept is easily extended to other layers
• Easy to maintain
Your job:
Make sure that no matter where the user enters your document tree, she can always f'md her way
back to the start.
Accomplish this by:
• Creating a structure that makes sense
• Placing textual and visual clues in your documents that make the structure obvious
Two categories of navigational aids are used:
1. Landmarks
2. A hyperspace compass
Landmarks:
o Welcome Page - top-level page of your site
o Home Page - entry point to a particular author's collection of documents
o Title Page - entry point to a multipage document
o Table of contents - set of finks to a multipart document
o Index/Search Page - document text search and retrieval
o Comment Page - e-mail or other contact method
The Hyperspace Compass:
Six directions:
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,2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Forward
Back
Next
Previous
Up
Down
:..,.-
Forward and Back:
Refer to the series of pages that the user visits in the order in which they
visited. Note: Avoid creating links labeled forward and back.
were
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Next and Previous:
Used to navigate a series of pages that are linked in a linear way (i.e., subsections of
a manual).
E_ Up and Down:
Up takes the reader up a level to the next higher level of organization. Down takes
the reader down a level in the tree, i.e., from a table of contents to the start of a
chapter. Note: Top is often used to take the reader all the way up to a main entry
point such as a title page or welcome page.
Navigational bars are a useful tool for making navigation easy and obvious.
Pitfalls to avoid:
Don't try to fight HTML's word-wrapping by adding <BR> tags, extra blank lines, or long
series of hyphens or stars. What will look good on your browser will look terrible on someone
else's.
• Overlapping tags, such as <STRONG> Hi <EM> Mom! </STRONG> </EM> will always break
somebody's browser.
• Series of <P> tags with no text between them will produce different results on different
browsers. Avoid them.
Optimizing Performance:
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• The most beautiful, best organized, most interesting Web page in the world is utterly worthless
if it takes too long to download.
• Main principle for maximizing performance: keep it small and simple.
• Keep graphics as small as possible. JPEG images tend to be smaller than GIF images; consider
JPEG for thumbnails.
• Focus your attention on reducing the size of the most frequently accessed documents.
Reference
• How to Set Up and Maintain a World Wide Web Site, Lincoln D. Stein, ISBN 0-201-63389-2
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Criteria for Successful Internet Projects
Dr. SheUa Gersh
City College of New York
Center for School Development
School of Education
Convent Avenue & 138 th Street
New York, NY 10031
(212) 650-5792
s0gcc @cunyvm.cun_'.edu
Introduction
Ten years ago the School of Education of the City College of New York developed the idea for an electronic
mail network know as the Global Education Telecommunications Network (GETN) Project that would link
10 primary and secondary schools in New York with the counterparts in London. Today, GETN links more
than 60 schools in New York with schools in more than 30 countries around the globe. The network is
centered around inquiry-based projects developed by teachers who are introduced to one another through the
Internet. Teachers are not provided with pre-designed projects that they complete with their classes. Instead,
they negotiate with one another and identify ideas for projects that will best meet the needs of their students
and fulfill their responsibilities to their curriculum
As the project developed, I have come to realize its potential for improving teaching and learning in the New
York City Public Schools. Giving teachers the opportunity to design their own activities spawns enormous
creativity and has led to the creation of many innovative and exciting projects. These projects, in turn, help
to transform often dull and lifeless classrooms into places where children are actively engaged in authentic
work that they own and could share with their partners abroad. While individual project are important for
GETN's success, even more important is what teachers are learning as a result of participating in the project
and in the graduate courses that support the network. We developed our own education rationale for E-mail
projects that has become embodied in a set of criteria for the design of GETN projects. Examples of some of
the GETN projects include:
• The Fast Plant Project
• International Cookbooks
• Weather Comparison
City College not only created GETN. It continues to provide ongoing support so important in sustaining
GETN' s network and helping it to grow. Support is provided in a variety of ways including courses for
participating teachers, on-site technical training, online mentoring and monitoring of projects, recruiting nev_
participants and sponsoring annual Internet conferences.
Findings From Early Experiences
Several issues must be addressed if Internet projects are to be successful. In my 10 years experience with the
Internet projects, I found teacher training to be of primary importance. Projects should succeed if teachers
are comfortable with both the technical and curriculum aspects of the program. Teacher-training programs
should include courses that will prepare teachers to use the computer in the classroom as a word processor
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andto accesstheIntemet to do research and communicate with counterparts.
Teacher training courses have also met another need. Teachers developed the pedagogical skills, heretofore,
untapped, which linked telecommunications applications to general curriculum development. These
pedagogical skills were most successful when focused on the development of projects that included
cross-curricular instruction and provocative international topics.
A form of orientation must also be provided to principals and other supervisors to assure that they fully
understand and can be supportive of these Internet projects on a school-wide basis. With their support, the
creation of a time period within the school program to accommodate an Interact strand as an integral part of
the curriculum can be more easily realized. When an entire school community felt a sense of ownership of
the Internet project, the project in which they were involved seemed to enjoy a far greater degree of success.
Internet projects also need careful coordination and management. It is necessary to provide the curriculum
support for individual school projects and to collaborate with the primary and secondary schools to establish
international links for the participating classes. As part of its coordination responsibilities, the coordinator
needs to carefully monitor the participating schools and their activities. In addition, dissemination of
information about the project, such as evaluation reports the development of training manuals, the creation
of new finks and preparation of user lists and web sites lists should also be part of the projects coordination.
International conferences provided further coordination and new linkages which are needed to keep more
life into the program.
Finally, if the Internet is to be an effective tool, projects should be designed with specific goals, activities
and out-comes, compatible with age/grade level and subject/topic area. This can be achieved by having
teachers talk online before any project begins. In the GETN program, the most successful projects had
extensive students participating in the planning process. A project timeline with beginning and ending dates
should also be prepared, specifically setting deadlines for data collections and transmission. Once the
projects are complete, the results and evaluation of the experience should _ shared.
The teachers who participate in Internet projects agreed that there were several pedagogical reasOns for
implementing telecommunications into the existing curriculum. They concluded that telecommunications
facilitated several education objectives including: increased international understanding, the encouragement _
of respect for cultural differences, highly motivate learning through the timely sharing of information with a
real audience, attaining technological skills whose uses extend beyond the classroom, learning in a
content-integrated environment, a genuine opportunity to engage in inquiry-based learning .and the
enrichment of the school curriculum.
Assessment of a Telecommuncations Projects
Education programs are traditionally assessed by the actual knowledge and skills students acquire and/or by =
change in their effective behaviors resulting from a particular set of learning activities. Although it would be.,.
possible to assess some Internet activities in terms of cognitive achievement, it is believed that the goals and
characteristics of Internet programs more properly point to assessment, focusing on both teacher and student
attitudes and on the learning process. For example, has this international intervention motivated students ,-
sufficiently to increase their receptivity to other more traditional learning modes? Has the use of this
technology rejuvenated teachers to a point where their attitudes toward their instruction has motivated them
to be more effective in the classroom? Has the range, concentration, and treatment of topics studied been
increased to a point where learning becomes more meaningful? Has the mode of instruction had the spin-off
effect of making both students and teachers able to deal with the technologically advancing society more
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weasily and with less anxiety? Does this medium enable students to get a better understanding of other
cultures and ideas so as to better understand their own? These and related questions should form the basis on
an evaluation. A traditional program evaluation may be inappropriate in a non-traditional program.
The experience of GETN teachers has consistently been that involving students in meaningful learning
activities via telecommunications strengthens instruction dramatically. Students are far more motivated to
read materials that they get from colleagues abroad and they are excited abut responding to them through
writing. They know that their work and efforts will reach a receptive peer audience. Written work that is
shared through the Internet is received in a from that can be easily read, revised, and reprinted. Instruction in
academic subject areas is brought to life trough student-to-student dialogues.
The Internet is now beginning to alter the approach to education, and as the technology advances it will play
a key role in bringing the latest information to students, whether from national or international peer
audiences or from the other areas on the information superhighway. It can be expected that within a short
time, with increased technological support and increased familiarity by educators, student learning will be
enhanced and enriched through active involvement in real project, resulting in personal satisfaction and
improved achievement.
Teachers report that our project is exciting and motivating for students, especially in the primary grades.
They help to engage learners who have been disinterested in school by providing the occasions for real,
meaningful work that are owned by students and can be shared with others. We are also curious about the
extent to which the GETN projects promoted a change in teachers' assumptions about teaching and learning,
as well as in changes in curriculum and instruction. We are presently investigating these questions.
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Science Web Sites
Dr. Sheila Gersh
City College of New York
Center for School Development
School of Education
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The Nine Planets
http://seds.lpl.arizona.edu/billa/tnp
Overview of the Solar System
http://seds.lpl.arizona.eduPoilla/tnp/express.html
The NASA Home Page
http://www.nasa.gov/hqpao/library.html
National Air and Space Museum
http://www.nasm.si.edu
=_
The Virtual Sun
http://www.astro.uva.nl/michiellb/sun/kaft.htm
Views of the Solar System
http://bang.lanl.gov/solarsys/homepage.htm
Lunar and Planetary Institute
ht_://cass.jsc.nasa.gov/lpi.htrnl
L_
Overview of the Solar System
http:l/seds.lpl.arizona.edulbilla/tnp/overview.html
USA Today Weather
http://www.usatoda¥.com/weather/wfront.htm
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WeatherForecasting
http://www.u_atoday.com/weather/wfo_rcs!0.htm
Storm Systems and Fronts
http;//www.us.atoday.covffweather/wstormO.htm
Welcome to "Ask Jack"
http://www.usatoday.¢om/_ weather/asjack/wj ack 1.htm
Web Earth Science for Teachers
http:llwww.usatoday.c.om/we.atherlwteach.htm
The Martian Sun -Times
http://www.atmos.uiuc.edu
Guide to Hurricane Information
http://www.usatoday:com/wea .ther/whur0.htm
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"_- Introduction-
-- The nation is experiencing severe changes in its national economy as a result of the world's continuing
'_ transformation into a global market. Greater numbers of scientists, mathematicianS, and engineers will be
required if our nation is to remain competitive in an increasingly technology-driven world economy. In
recent educational surveys, our nation has been shown as wailing behind most of the industrialized nations in
=- the quality of science and math education provided at the elementary, middle and senior high school levels.
Comparison of test scores with those of other nations proves that our students' foundation in science and
_ mathematics is greatly inferior. Without a quality science and mathematics background, our nation's
students start their academic careers at a disadvantage when compared to the students from other
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industrialized nations.This disparitywill eventuallyleadto anationalshortageof highly qualified scientists,-
engineers,andmathematicians.
Another fact aboutour nation is thatit hasoneof thebest,if not th_.geb sthighereducationalsystemin the i
world. The largenumbersof studentsfrom foreigncountrieswho flock to enroll in ournation's institutions
of higher learningattestto this fact. Our highereducationsystemis anassethatwemust harnessfor the "-
benefit of thosestudentsstill in thebeginningstagesof their academiccareers.
In addition to the institutions of higher learning,our nationhasanothervaluableassetthat canbeutilized to
assistthepublic schools,theNational AeronauticsandSpaceAdministration(NASA). NASA, asmandated_
by Congressanddirectedin its strategicmission,hasdevelopeda wealthof up-t0-dateeducational
information andmaterialsavailablefor thepublic's use.ProjectVISION plansto maximize theuseof this _-
information andmaterialsby identifying, adopting,andthenadaptingthemto themiddle schoolcurriculurr_.
(NASA's Spacelinkwebsiteaddressis http://spacelink.nasa.gov)
ProjectVISION strivesto developa methodologyby which theresourcesof NASA andour higher u
educationsystemcanbe tappedin orderto assistthenation'spublic schoolsin developingbrighter, more
resourcefulscientists,mathematicians,andengineers.ProjectVISION will developa systemicapproachto _
solidifying anallianceamongNASA, two institutionsof higher learning,andtwo local public school w
systems.Themethodsand successes,aswell asfailures,developed by this project will serve as a critical
guide to expanding these activities nation-wide. The extent of our educational crisis is such that a model
should be developed that could be replicated at every public school system in order to achieve the significar_
results needed to overcome this crisis.
Background: ....
Project VISION (Very Intensive Scientific Intercurricular On-Site Education) is a joint effort among
NASA/John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida International University, Universidad del Turabo.
Miami-Dade County Public Schools and the Caguas/Gurabo Public Schools in Puerto Rico; The project's
main mission is to institutionalize change among the middle school science and math teachers at
participating public middle schools.
Project VISION is taske.d by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to support the
President's Executive Order 12821, Improving Mathematics and Science Education in Support of the
National Education Goals. The ability of the US to maintain leadership in the world economy depends in
part on its ability as a Nation to educate and train talented scientists and engineers. This process must begin
as early as Kindergarten, or even sooner.
In order for college students to succeed in careers in science, math or engineering, they must t-u'st be
prepared at the precollege level. This preparation must include instilling motivation and enthusiasm for the
subject matter, as well as producing an in-depth understanding of the principles of mathematics and scienc_
Project VISION attempts to achieve these requisites, and at the same time, institutionalize the correlating
methodology that produce these achievements through the use of learning modules with their _ds-on ant
minds-on activities.
The use of learning modules that require hands-on and minds-on activities in a classroom setting gainers _-
great enthusiasm and motivation on the part of the target students for the understanding of the lesson's
underlying math and science principles. With this enthusiasm and motivation, comes acceptance, attention, _
discipline, acquiescence, and collaboration. Additionally, the use of hands,on =activities may also requite _
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learningthrougha gamutof senses.Not only canthestudentusehis/hereyesandearsduring theseactivities,
but mosttimes,theycanalsousetheir sensesof touch,smell, andtaste,aswell asintuition. Learningis,
therefore,achievedusingmostor all thesenses.Thecombinationof motivation/enthusiasmandtheuseof
multiplesensescreatesan idealenvironmentconducivetOlearningat aprofoundlevel.
The importanceof this project is not its ability to achieveby itself thesesetsof conditionsthat will resultin
betterpreparedstudents.Its importancelies in the factthat theprojectstrivesto institutionalizethese
conditionsamongtheparticipatingpublic school teachers,soasto establishanenduringsystemof
experimentationandhands-onactivitiesthat will last long after theproject'stermination.
w
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The project did not need to generate any new educational materials to fulfill its mission. Rather, Project
VISION has used the vast quantities of high quality learning modules, hands-on experiments and additional
educational materials available at NASA (http://spacelink.nasa.gov) and other scientific depositories. The
project identified, adopted, adapted, tested and then implemented those learning modules that best met the
needs and capabilities of the target student and teacher populations. The project also provided the
participating teachers with training on the use of computer technology and on accessing the Internet.
Both Florida International University and the Universidaddel Turabo "adopted" middle schools to
participate in this project. During the first year of operations, the project focused on 7th grade science and
math teachers, as well as all the 7 th grade students. During the second year, this project will be expanded to
include the 6 th and 8 th (8 th and 9 th grades in Puerto Rico) science and math teachers, as well as the students
from those grades.
The Project VISION staff implemented three two learning modules with each participating science and math
teacher. These teachers served as both assistants and observers during the first two implementations. During
the third implementation, the teacher worked alone to identify, adopt, adapt, test and imialementlearning
modules on his/her own. The result is the institutionalization of the process of bringing learning modules,
with their hands-on and minds-on activities, from the Internet to the classroom curriculum. Each of these
teachers now have access to unlimited quantities of educational materials/learning modules to Complement
or supplement their regular class curriculums. Project VISION has even established a website that contains
links to hundreds of learning modules the project's staff located on the Intemet
(http://www.eng.fiu.edu/vision). These links are grouped by educational level, and by subject (math or
science). Additionally, they have also been classified according to the Competency BaSed Curriculum (CBC)
of the Miami=Dade County Public Schools. Plans are being made to also classify them according to the
national educational students so as to serve the entire national community of teachers and students.
i--
Project VISION's Major Goals and Objectives:
The following are the major goals and objectives of Project VISIONi
1. Develop a model of collaboration between the NASA/John F. Kennedy Space Center, public school
systems, industry representatives, science and math public middle school teachers, public middle
school students, two institutions of higher learning, and faculty and students from science,
mathematics, education, and engineering disciplines.
2. Enhance the public middle school science and mathematics curriculum through the use of NASA
electronic resources and educational materials, as well as other sources.
3. Empower the public school teachers by enhancing their understanding of mathematics and science
principles and by enhancing their science and math curriculum through the Use of state-of-the-art
materials integrated within their teaching methodology.
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4. Establishgreaterparticipationin existingacademiccompetitions(i.e. ScienceFairs, SECMEDistrict
Olympiads, etc.).
5. Increase the average scores in science and math subjects, as well as in the regular classes, and increase,,
the overall average scores in the standardized tests ...........
6. Increased parental involvement in the educational process of their middle school children in order to
foster a greater sense of motivation and responsibility within the children, w,
7. Expose the middle school students to examples of real industry professionals/mentors so as that they
can see, first-hand, the rewards and challenges of a professional career in science and engineering.
The Project VISION Training Methodology
Project VISION provides training for the science and math teachers at participating public school consistent
with the use of learning modules, with their hands-on and minds-on activities. The learning modules
selected were derived from a variety of sources, mostly from the Internet, from the areas of math and
science, based on the level and capabilities of the intended target student audience as well as in deference to
the preferences of the participating teachers and school administrators. The Project VISION Training
Methodology consists of three components: Learning Modules, Personnel, and the Training Process.
Learning Modules
A basic premise of Project VISION is that there already exists sufficient educational materials (learning
modules) in all the data repositories of the federal, state, and local governments, at public and private
libraries, and at public and private universities, to compliment _most every subject, for every level of study
from Kindergarten through 12th grade. Therefore, it is not that there is a lack of le_in-g modules that _
prevents local public school systems and teachers from incorporating them, with their hands-on activities or D
experiments, into the regular academic curriculum. Instead, it is a combination of not knowing where these
learning modules are to be found, not knowing how to access them, not knowing where they fit into the
competency based curriculum (CBC) or equivalent educational standards, and not knowing how to adapt '-
these learning modules for use in the classroom. It is precisely at this point where the activities of Project __
VISION couples existing educational resources with prevailing needs in order to create an enhanced science =
and mathematics curriculum, m
The process began with the formation of clusters or teams consisting of a university p[g fesspr, a uniye_ty
student, a public middle school teacher, and the Teacher Trainer. The university student, under the direction
and supervision of the university faculty, sought potential learning modules on the internet or other ---
electronic or printed sources. An excellent location of potential learning modules is the NASA Spacelink
website located at the following Internet address: http:llspacelink.nasa.gov/.index.html. This site provides w
thousands of excellent learning modules, and also has links with hundreds of other sites that have similar
high quality educational materials.
The university students searched for learning modules that were appropriate for the grade level, subject and
topics that are part of the competency based curriculum (CBC) of the target student audience. Once a
potential learning module was identified, and its appropriateness was determined, then it was adopted for
this project. This learning module may have needed a few modifications, such as class exercises, homework, -
etc., therefore, it was adapted or refined accordingly.
Once the learning module has been adapted to meet the requirements of the CBC, it is then ready to be
tested. However, before the testing can begin, the cluster meets to coordinate the location, date and time
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where the learning module will be presented. Once these specifics are established, the public school teacher
becomes familiar with the material that will be presented. Before the learning module is presented, the
-- public school teacher presents to the students the theoretical background or material related to the module,
and which is provided in the students' regular science or math textbook. The students are also given reading
_, materials beforehand which compliments the materials and activities that will be presented in the learning
module.
During pilot testing, the learning module was presented by the university faculty and/or university student to
a classroom of students at the public middle school. In attendance was also the public school teacher, the
university student/faculty, and the Teacher Trainer. While the faculty/student makes the presentation, the
other team members assist and observe the flow of the presentation and the hands-on activities. They make
notes of any needed changes or corrections that will make the learning module more effective. After the
presentation, the cluster members meet to finalize any changes that are deemed necessary. The changes are
incorporated into the learning module and it is then finalized. At this point, there is a fully adapted learning
module available for use by the Teacher Trainer for use in the training process. The project has accumulated
a large listing of learning modules identified for this purpose and has created its own website with links to
these learning modules. The website address for Project VISION is http://www.eng.fiu.edu/vision.
m
7_
Personnel
In order to perform the training, the following personnel will be involved at one stage or another. These
individuals perform a specific
Public School Teacher: This is the individual towards which the training is directed. For the purposes of this
program, this teacher should instruct math and/or science classes at the participating public school. The
teacher should already be familiar with computer software and hardware, and should be able to access and
navigate the Internet with ease. If not, an additional training component in this area could be offered to bring
his/her skills up to requirements for this program.
Teacher Trainer: This is the individual who will perform the actual training and evaluation. The individual
selected for this position should, ideally, be an experienced teacher, preferably with a Ph.D. in Education or
Pedagogy. The Teacher Trainer will present the first learning module alone, the second in collaboration with
the public school teacher, and will serve as an observer during the third learning module presentation.
Training Assistant: This is the individual who assists the Teacher Trainer to obtain the necessary materials
and supplies, present the learning module, coordinate the hands-on activities, and serves as a general
assistant during the entire process. Though the goal of this training program is that each teacher can present
learning modules on his/her own, and the presence of two trainers may belay this in the mind of the teacher,
the presence of the Training Assistant is important and does not disavow the program's assumption of
individual accomplishment. Rather, the Training Assistant allows the Teacher Trainer to be able to conduct
observation that will allow for evaluation to take place. Therefore, the Teacher Trainer's valuable time is
freed for conducting evaluations, and not spent on procuring supplies and other, more menial tasks.
The Training Process
The Learning Module Training Process consists of 8 steps as follows:
* Step I" Consultation and Coordination
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, Step 2: Learning Module I - Pre-presentation Classroom Preparation
o Step 3: Learning Module I - Presentation (Initial Learning Module)
o Step 4: Learning Module 2 - Pre-presentation Classroom Preparation
o Step 5: Learning Module 2 - Presentation (Pre-Solo Learning Module)
,, Step 6: Learning Module 3 - Pre-presentation Classroom Preparation
o Step 7: Learning Module 3 - Presentation (Solo Learning Module)
,, Step 8: Evaluation and Feedback
Step 1: Consultation and Coordination
During this initial step in the training system, the Teacher Trainer and the participating public school teacher
meet to discuss delivery schedules, choose two learning modules (Initial and Pre-Solo) and coordinate other
matters.
li
Step 2: Learning Module I (Initial) - Pre.presentation Classroom Preparation
In step 2, the public school teacher presents to the target classroom the theoretical information that con'elates m
with the subject matter of the learning module. This background materials is obtained from the assigned_
textbook, the learning module, or other sources of information that the teacher would normally use for class
lectures. The Teacher Trainer is present solely as an observer during this first pre-presentation class. The
public school teacher will be engaged in three learning modules, Each learning module will be divided into
two sections: Pre-presentation Classroom Preparation and the Presentation. During each of the three
Pre-presentation Classroom Preparations, the teacher presents the theoretical background on the subject:
matter to be presented during the learning modules. This preparation material and information is obtained
from the assigned class textbook, handouts, or other sources. This pre
Step 3: Learning Module 1 (Initial) - Presentation
In this step, the Teacher Trainer and an assistant present the learning module to the targetclassr00m. This
presentation includes the hands-on activities that involve all the students in the classroom. The public school
teacher serves as an observer during this presentation. However, the responsibility for class discipline
remains with the public school teacher. The supplies and materials needed for this activity are obtained and _
funded by Project VISION.
Step 4: Learning Module 2 (Pre-Solo)- Pre-presentation Classroom Preparation
During this next step, the public school teacher presents to the target classroom the theoretical information
that correlates with the subject matter of the second learning module. Again, this background material is
obtained from the assigned textbook, the learning module, or any other sources chosen by the teacher. The
Teacher Trainer is not present during this pre-presentation class.
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Step 5: Learning Module 2 (Pre-Solo) - Presentation
In this step, the Teacher Trainer and the public school teacher present the learning module to the target
classroom jointly. This presentation should be a team effort involving both individuals. The responsibility
for class discipline remains with the public school teacher. The supplies and materials needed for this
activity are obtained by the public school teacher, but are funded by Project VISION.
Step 6: Learning Module 3 (Solo) - Pre-presentation Classroom Preparation
During this next step, the public school teacher presents to the target classroom the theoretical information
that correlates with the subject matter of the third and final learning module. Again, this background
material is obtained from the assigned textbook, the learning module, or any other sources chosen by the
teacher. The Teacher Trainer is not present during this pre-presentation class.
Step 7: Learning Module 3 (Solo) - Presentation
In this step, the public school teacher presentsthe idling module to the target classroom. The Teacher
Trainer is present during the presentation, but only serves as an observer and guide. The responsibility for
class discipline remains with the public school teacher. The supplies and materials needed for this activity
are obtained by the public school teacher and are funded by Kinloch Middle School.
L-- Step 8: Evaluation and Feedback
In the last step of the training system, the Teacher Trainer provides the public school teacher with feedback
concerning his/her performance during the learning module presentations. The feedback is provided in a
fully professional manner, and an evaluation is provided to the teacher that list the possible strengths and
weaknesses observed. If requested, the Teacher Trainer may provide the administration of the participating
school with confidential and specific written results based upon observation and evaluation conducted
during the training
Additional Obligations of the Participating Middle School
The participating middle school will be responsible for funding the materials and supplies needed for the
third learning module for each teacher trained. This is a very important component of the training process.
The public school teachers, as well as the school's administration and staff, must become experienced in the
financial aspect (budgeting, purchasing, i'eimbursing, allocating, etc.) of presenting learning modules at the
school. In order for this activity to be institutionalized, all persons involved in supporting the presentation of
learning modules at the school must become familiar with every step of the financing learning modules in
order to achieve successful results. Therefore, procedures and routines must be established
Conclusion:
With the advent of the Internet, the first step in providing instantaneous, low-cost, and standardized
educational materials to all parts of the nation has been achieved. Building upon the Internet, many federal
and state agencies, as well as public and private instit_ns have created and compiled outstandi_
repositories of high quality education materials, with their hands-on and minds-on activities, that can be
used to enrich local classroom curriculums. This enriching process may make the difference between
producing students with a standard or mediocre understanding of the principles of math and science, or
students who have mastered these areas and have the potential, as well as the motivation to become the next
generation of scientists, mathematicians, engineers and leaders.
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I. The Late Age of Print
In his book, Writing Space, Jay David Bolter (1991) talks about "the late age of print." He argues that we
will soon witness the end of the book as a bound collection of paper pages with a preset beginning and end.
What will take its place will be the electronic book, without a necessarily fixed content, order, or boundary.
In the electronic book, the content can be modified by author or even by reader as needs be, the order will
depend on how the reader chooses to follow a set of hypertext links (an extension of the links we see in
Internet web documents), and the boundaries will be shattered by hypertext links that reach beyond the
immediate document under consideration. This paper discusses the implications of this notion with regards
to the textbook and presents the rudimentary beginnings of such a text to teach the programming language
C++.
The traditional printed textbook emphasizes the author as expert and the reader as passive recipient of that
expertise. In such a book, the author's expertise often shines through and the instructor can get excited about
the possibility of using the product of the author's efforts. At the same time, given the ways of professorship,
the instructor usually finds aspects of the text that are not 'quite right' and wishes that the good could be
borrowed while the inappropriate is discarded.
The student has a different experience of such a text. Ironically, the author's expertise often gets in the way
of student usage of the material. The student reader is confronted with a hardbound volume, with well-laid
out, authoritative text and figures. Such a book becomes something to revere, not something to read
critically and mark up, let alone modify.
Computer-based hypermedia changes the relationship between writer and reader. The nature of the text
almost requires that theFeader be an active participant, as reading becomes an exploration. Each click of the
mouse to follow a link is a decision by the reader. The more links, the more decisions. The reader can
choose to:
• _311ow along in the physical order laid out by the author
• review already explored material
• consider an example
• explore an alternative explanation
• s':ip to a summary
• call up a tutorial
• send email to the instructor.
On a more practical level, a section can be printed out, marked up, and even modified as the student
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strugglesto understandthematerialandrephraseit in hisor herown words.
For instructors, such a text can easily become a collaborative effort, with each instructor choosing which
sections to accept as a whole, which to modify, and which to completely rewrite. The 'same' text can have
multiple paths as instructor-authors add their own contributions.
As envisioned here, such a text would be delivered via some kind of computer. In the future, this computer
would be a variation of the laptop, with wireless access to a 'library' containing any number of 'books' _[]
available for downloading. Such technology is not generally available yet and there are serious challenges to m
overcome. One of these is the fact that with the present technology the average person takes in computer text
25% slower than text on a page. Likewise, reading from a screen seems to cause more eyestrain.
i
There is a further, perhaps more important issue. If one accepts the notion that "the media is the message"
and its implication that each type of media makes it easier to present certain 'truths' and harder to present
others, will the hypermedia text change the very nature of what material is presented and how it is
presented? To explore these questions, the author of this paper has written a set of web-based documents to
teach C++. The materials include a 'narrative' on C++, reference materials, programming patterns, and
examples. He is presently working on tutorials on key topics. All of this is available on the web at the
following address: hup:l/cs.nmhu.edu/personal/curds/cs lhtmlf'des/Cplusintro.htm
The Fall of 1998 represents the third semester that this material has been used in the classroom. Results so
far indicate both the promise and the problems with such material. The next section describes the text and
the third section describes some of the preliminary results.
II. Teaching C++ in the Late Age of Print
Students come to a text with different goals. Some already know at least part of the material and want to
start in the middle. Others are looking for a reference document, especially if they have studied the material
before. Some know that they learn best from examples and prefer to start with such and move to more
detailed explanations later. Still others need a carefully crafted guide with plenty of 'story' and metaphor.
IO
This last group is really many groups. A 'guidebook' can be written in many different ways, with each way
preferred by a different type of student. To what extent should pictures and diagrams be in c!gdcd2_How m
should the topics be ordered? At what point should key abstractions be introduced and how thoroughly? U
What level of mathematics should be included in the discussion? What types of metaphors and analogies
should be used? What learning styles (visual, tactile, or auditory) should be emphasized and how? No single ._
print-oriented text can possibly meet the needs or expectations of all its readers. It does seem, however, that
attempts have been made to do just that, and elsewhere (http://cs.nmhu.edu/personal/curtisJtxtconcp.htm),
the author has argued that the cumbersome length of some C++ texts can be explained by attempts to meet
all these needs and expectations.
It is important to understand that what is being advocated here is not a specific pedagogy. The point is not to
follow, for example, a problem- or case-based approach. Nor is this a discussion about the importance of -,,,
rigor, about which programming language to teach, or about whether to present an object-based or functional
approach to programming. Rather, it concerns the need to sort out the various dem_ds of a textbook and
give each aspect its due. W
To that end, the material to teach C++ described here is really a set of distinct documents, connected
internally and externally via links. The first of these has the working title "The St :.ry of C++." At present,
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this is the longest of the documents. It acts as a narrative description of the material in C++ and has the
flavor of a traditional textbook except that its chapters and sections are connected via web links. Such links
also connect this material to the other documents in this set.
A second document goes under the working title "The Essentials of C++." This represents an easy to read
manual of the basic constructs of the language. Again, each section contains links to other sections and other
documents.
A third key document is a set of examples that one could read through as a text. Many of the examples
include just enough explanation that a reader with good programming skills and a knack for learning from
examples could use this material as the primary learning tool.
This last document is not complete at this writing. However, even as it presently stands, it represents one of
the many potential routes being developed for student exploration. Other examples include:
• a set of on-line tutorials using an off the shelf computer-based training (CBT) development tool,
Asymetrix
• animations and game-based approaches
• audio explanations.
While some documents are more f'mished than others, it is the nature of hypertext that none of the
documents are truly completed. For example, a complete re-write of one of the chapters of "The Story of
C++" is being completed now. It is envisioned not as a replacement for the present chapter but as an
alternative reading. At present, students can either read or e or both of the versions. Later, after it has been
determined which approach works better with which type of student, the two variations could be preceded
by a description that allows students to choose which approach they want to start with.
III. Preliminary Results
Students seem to like the web-based approach described here but there is a learning curve to its effective
use. Many students seem to end up reading "The Story of C++" while ignoring the rest of the material. This
is similar to reading a regular text while ignoring all the appendices and other supporting materials. To
counter this practice, this semester the author will include discussion of how to use the material in the lab
sessions.
At this point, most students still buy a printed copy of the materials. In the first versions of the material there
was little difference in content between the on-line and printed versions; the main difference was the links.
Now, however, as more material has been added that is not being printed and as the web of links has grown,
there is a significant difference in the two products. Students need to understand what the on-line version
provides and, again, education is the _3wer. In addition, to accommodate students who do not have web
access at home or wherever they use a computer, a CD-ROM version of the complete set of documents is
being made available.
Because the on-line version is free while the printed version costs, the Computer Science department has
been forced to make a rule prohibiting printing of the text in the lab. Most students respect this and don't
complain. A few, however, have simply gone to a computer lab outside the Computer Science department
and printed as much of th zxt as they wanted.
HTML is a limited form of hypertext and as such does not allow for complete exploration of the medium.
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For example,it hasprovendifficult to link in quality CBT modulesandhigh quality graphics,Likewise,one
doesnot havesophisticatedcontrolover thepresentationof links. On thereader'sside,it is not easyget an
overviewof thedocumentweb.Student'straversingthespaceoften desiresucha 'map'. Other hyper_ext
products,suchas"StorySpace,"(http://www.eastgate.com/Storyspace.html),provide thesecapabilitiesand
areactively beingconsideredfor future iterationsof this material.
Advantagesfor theon-line versioninclude thefollowing:
• Thestudentcancut andpasteanypieceof codefound in thematerialdirectly into a programeditor.
This encouragestudentsto borrow andexplorecodeasopposedto simply readingit.
• The samecut-and-pastecapability allowsstudentsto createtheir own setof notesby cutting out key
materialandmixing it with their own rephrasings.Oneway to encouragethis rephrasingis by
requiringthat studentssubmit electronicjournal entriesinvolving therephrasingof thematerial.This
canbeseenasa logical extensionof thenotionof abook without boundaries.
• The materialis availableanywhereonehasaccessto a networkedcomputer.Studentsin the lab can
accesswhat theyare looking for evenif theyhaveforgotten their text.
• Sinceweb browsersincludedocumentsearchcapabilities, it is possibleto locatereferencesto specific
conceptswhetheror not they areincludedin an index.
IV. Summary
No quantitative studies have been completed yet on how well students perform using this material. It is not
complete enough yet to do so. The author is personally focusing on adding tutorial modules and on
designing high-quality graphics as explanations of abstract and conceptually difficult material. He is also
actively recruiting other instructors of C++ to participate in this effort. Anyone interested should contact
Curtis Sollohub at curtis@cs.nmhu.edu. To explore the material described here, gO to"
"http://cs.nmhu.edulpersonal/curtislcs 1htmlfiles/cs 1text.htm".
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